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ABSTRACT

The installed base of photovoltaic power plants in the United States has roughly

doubled every 1 to 2 years between 2008 and 2015. The primary economic drivers of

this are government mandates for renewable power, falling prices for all PV system

components, 3rd party ownership models, and a generous tariff scheme known as

net-metering. Other drivers include a desire for decreasing the environmental impact

of electricity generation and a desire for some degree of independence from the local

electric utility. The result is that in coming years, PV power will move from being

a minor niche to a mainstream source of energy. As additional PV power comes

online this will create challenges for the electric grid operators.

We examine some problems related to large scale adoption of PV power in the

United States. We do this by first discussing questions of reliability and efficiency

at the PV system level. We measure the output of a fleet of small PV systems

installed at Tucson Electric Power, and we characterize the degradation of those

PV systems over several years. We develop methods to predict energy output from

PV systems and quantify the impact of negatives such as partial shading, inverter

inefficiency and malfunction of bypass diodes. Later we characterize the variability

from large PV systems, including fleets of geographically diverse utility scale power

plants. We also consider the power and energy requirements needed to smooth those

systems, both from the perspective of an individual system and as a fleet. Finally we

report on experiments from a utility scale PV plus battery hybrid system deployed

near Tucson, Arizona where we characterize the ability of this system to produce
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smoothly ramping power as well as production of ancillary energy services such as

frequency response.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This Dissertation presents my research on photovoltaic (PV) power plants. I describe

field tests of PV systems, measurements of PV power fluctuations in time, and my

experiments using energy storage to reduce the variability of PV powerplants. In

particular, I used a 300 kW battery to moderate the short term fluctuations in power

output from a 1.6 MW solar power plant. This is significant because it demonstrates

technology (hardware, algorithms, protocols) that may enable electric utilities to get

40% or more of their energy from variable renewable sources such as wind and solar.

I describe the context and motivation for my research here in Chapter 1, starting

with Section 1.1 on Grand Challenges for solar power. In Chapter 2, I present

measurements of the electric power output from several PV systems that I studied

at the Tucson Electric Power (TEP) Solar Test Yard. Chapter 3 presents my analysis

of fluctuations from larger solar powerplants, including a 500 MW fleet of 44 PV

power plants located throughout AZ and NM. Chapter 4 documents the operation

of a hybrid PV plus battery system that I developed. I created and tested several

protocols to reduce ramp rates from “PV+” powerplants. I also studied ways for

battery systems to provide ancillary services such as voltage and frequency support

that most PV powerplants do not offer.
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1.1 Grand Challenges for solar power

Some Grand Challenges for using vast amounts of solar energy have to do with the

cost, reliability, and efficiency of PV systems. Storage and transmission of electric-

ity generated by PV powerplants are additional Challenges. I list these topics with

the nemonic C-R-E-S-T for Cost, Reliability, Efficiency, Storage, and Transmission.

This Dissertation addresses several subtopics within these broad areas. Chapter

2 documents PV system efficiencies, degradation rates, and de-ratings in Arizona.

Chapters 3 and 4 then investigate energy storage with hybrid (PV + battery) sys-

tems. First, here in Chapter 1, I describe some of the Grand Challenges that provide

context and motivation for work presented in this Dissertation.

In the C-R-E-S-T Subsections below, I briefly state some order of magnitude

estimates based on current PV technologies. This over-simplification is meant to

offer a general benchmark to help orient non-specialists.

1.1.1 Cost

In 2014 some PV modules cost less than $1 per Watt. Some large installed PV

systems cost less than $3/Watt with the additional $2 in costs being divided among

project development, construction and the balance of system components such as

inverters and wiring. The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) thus approached

$0.07/kWh for utility scale installations. By 2015 the U.S. had 20 GW of installed

solar electric generating capacity. 7 GW was installed in 2014, at an estimated cost

of $17 billion. LCOE is discussed again, with references, in Appendix A.

To install an additional 100 GW of PV powerplants, which would provide 200

TWh of electricity annually (about 5% of what the U.S. consumes), at 2014 prices

would cost 300 billion dollars (about what the U.S. spends on electricity annually).

But this is an up-front cost; PV systems are expected to continue operating for

decades, generating electricity day after day, with very few operations and mainte-

nance costs.

Land area (roughly 4 Acres per MW of PV, or 1600 km2 for 100 GW) should
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be added to the cost analysis. The embodied energy (kWh) needed to fabricate

PV systems is another unit for cost. But the embodied energy is paid back by the

electric energy that PV modules produce in their first 1 or 2 years of operation [1].

The payback period for embodied water (found by comparing the water used to

manufacture PV system components to the water that would have been consumed

by conventional electric generation if the PV systems were not operating) may take

5 to 10 years. But the location and climate where PV modules are fabricated is

usually different than where they are deployed. Furthermore, these costs (in acres,

dollars, kWh, and gallons) are decreasing as PV module efficiency and manufactur-

ing efficiency increase. But there is one cost that may grow as our use of PV power

increases, as discussed in the next paragraph.

There is a lively debate about additional (somewhat hidden) costs associated

with high penetrations of variable energy resources on the electric grid. Since solar

power can fluctuate due to clouds and nighttime, additional methods are needed to

reliably balance electricity generation and load. This Dissertation investigates how

batteries, curtailment strategies, geographic dispersion, forecasts, and schedules for

spinning reserves can be used to address this grid integration challenge.

1.1.2 Reliability

Most PV modules come with a 25 year warranty, guaranteeing 80% of name-

plate power in years 20-25. This is consistent with degradation rates smaller than

0.8%/year. We analyzed and reported degradation rates for 20 PV systems, as

described in Chapter 2 and Appendix F, based on data from the TEP Solar Test

Yard (see Section 1.3.1). Partial shade severely hampers PV system performance,

and under certain conditions can cause damage, as I document in Chapter 2 and

Appendixes C and D.

Fluctuations in output power, as I discuss in Chapters 3 and 4 and Appendixes

G, H, I, are a concern from a grid reliability point of view. For example, if our

hypothetical 100 GW of photovoltaic powerplants were located all in AZ and NM,

this would produce about 100% of the electric energy (kWh) for the two-state region
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when averaged over the year (see Section 1.3.3). But the power generated would be

ten times greater than the regional load most days at noon; and with conventional

PV the power would be zero at night. This 100 GW PV fleet would exhibit un-

precedented ramp rates, exceeding 10 GW per hour due to sunrise and sunset, and

even higher ramp rates over shorter times. For comparison, ramps in load are rarely

larger than 1 GW per hour for the SVERI group of utilities (which collectively have

a 20 GW peak load; see Sections 1.2.1 and 1.3.3). Managing the mismatch that

occurs on various time scales (from seconds to seasons) between the available solar

power and traditional load is a Grand Challenge that motivates much of the work

presented in Chapters 3 and 4 of this Dissertation.

1.1.3 Efficiency

The highest efficiencies for PV cells are near 43%, but this is only achieved for multi-

junction cells with concentrated sunlight. We measured PV system efficiencies (AC

power as compared to incident radiant power) as high as 13%, and reported these

in Chapter 2 and Appendix E. System efficiency includes the effects of soiling (1%

loss), inverter efficiency (10% loss), and thermal de-ratings (0.4% loss per ◦C), that

we measured at the TEP solar test yard and report in Chapter 2.

Improved module efficiency reduces the land area and balance of system (BOS)

costs, both of which contribute to LCOE. But module efficiency does not directly

solve the variability problem. Instead, since I used a battery to demonstrate variabil-

ity mitigation, I will describe the round trip efficiency for charging and discharging

a 300 kW Li-ion battery in Chapter 4. Another method I used to smooth output

was curtailment, which is sometimes identified a source of inefficiency. In Chapter

3, I discuss the approximately 5% to 10% energy loss associated with using various

curtailment schemes in an effort to comply with a |∆P/∆t| < 10% of Pmax per

minute ramp rate rule.
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1.1.4 Storage

Energy storage in a variety of forms can be used for output smoothing, peak shifting,

and frequency and voltage support in place of traditional spinning reserves. The U.S.

currently has 22 GW of two-way pumped-hydro energy storage that helps manage

the different schedules for baseload generation (such as nuclear power) and today’s

variable load [2]. This is 2% of the total generating capacity of the U.S. But when

100 GW of new PV powerplants are added to the electric grid, I do not expect that

much more dispatchable hydropower will be available.

There is growing interest in the use of MW scale electric batteries, such as the

34 MW of sodium-sulfur batteries installed by NGK alongside a 51 MW wind power

farm in Japan. A mandate from the California Public Utilities Commission to add

several hundred MW of energy storage is expected to accelerate the use of large

electrochemical batteries. Electric tariff schemes in Europe which encourage on-

site consumption (“self consumption”) of PV power have also stimulated a growing

residential market for energy storage systems.

Chapter 3 of this Dissertation, and Appendix G, describe algorithms we devel-

oped to select the battery size, and control battery operations to reduce the natural

ramps in PV power. Then Chapter 4 describes experimental results using a 300

kW Li-ion battery, and curtailment, to implement these methods. Appendix I ex-

plores schedules of flexibility reserves, or energy storage, that would help mitigate

the observed ramps in power from a 500 MW fleet of PV powerplants.

1.1.5 Transmission

Ultra high voltage (∼1 MV) transmission lines have made possible unprecedented

capabilities for power transport in the western interconnect. This is important

because geographic dispersion is a natural hedge against weather-induced variability

in solar power, but distributing PV powerplants over a wide area may lead to power

transmission over large distances. Even with the HV transmission system, it is

estimated that 6% of the electricity generated in the US is lost in transmission
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and distribution [3]. Another limitation is that transmission lines have current

limits to prevent overheating. Hence, we need research on PV power forecasting,

curtailment, geographic dispersion, local consumption, batteries, spinning reserves,

and the coordinated use of a variety of fuels to help utilities use their generation,

transmission, and distribution systems reliably and economically as more solar power

comes on line.

1.2 Fuel Mix Used For Electricity Today

Figure 1.1: Fuels used for electricity and other processes.

Figure 1.1 summarizes the 2012 U.S. energy flow in Quad BTU (quadrillion

British thermal units). This picture has been relatively static over the last two

decades, except for the remarkable growth of wind and solar power. From 1990

to 2015 U.S. energy use increased 13% while the population increased 20% and

the GDP increased by a factor of 3.0 . The energy we consume as electricity only
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Table 1.1: U.S. electricity generation by fuels for January through November 2014,
and change compared to the same period in 2013. Source: U.S. Energy Information
Administration, Table ES1.B. Total Electric Power Industry Summary Statistics,
Year-to-Date 2014 and 2013.

Fuel TWh change from previous year
Coal 1436 1.4 %
Natural gas 1025 0.3 %
Nuclear 724 0.8 %
Hydro 236 -5.0 %
Wind 167 8.0 %
Geothermal 14 -1.1 %
Solar 17 104.0 %
All Fuels 3749 1.2 %

increased by 30% in those 25 years. Meanwhile, amount of installed solar electric

generating capacity has increased by 1000%. Solar power has been doubling roughly

every 2 years, even more quickly in recent years, and is expected to continue doing

so at least for the next few years. Such is the growth in solar power that 36% of all

new electric capacity installed in 2014 was from solar.

The entire U.S. consumes about 95 Quad BTU, or 1020 J per year. This is

equivalent to burning six gallons of gasoline per person per day, using the conversions

1 Quad BTU = 1.06 ×1018 J, and 1 gallon of gasoline contains 1.4 ×108 J. Luckily

it’s not all gasoline! As shown in Figure 1.1, about one third of this energy (37 Quad

BTU) is used for generating electricity; and the fuels used for electricity in 2012, in

order of significance, were: coal, natural gas, nuclear, hydro, wind, geothermal, and

solar. This breakdown is echoed in Table 1.1 which shows the 2014 electricity (in

TWh) produced with each fuel. For reference, 1000 TWh = 3.4 Quad BTU. Table

1.1 shows that solar provided 0.45% of the total electric energy consumed in the

U.S. in 2014, up from 0.22% in 2013.

Traditional thermal electric generation (with coal, natural gas, and nuclear fuels)

is only about 34% efficient, so for 37 Quad BTU of fuel we only get 12.4 Quad BTU
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of electricity annually as indicated by the thick light grey (waste heat) energy flow

in Figure 1.1. The useful electric energy of 12.4 Quad BTU (3.7 TWh) per year is

equal, on average, to 418 GW of power. But importantly, to manage peak summer

loads the U.S. generating capacity is significantly higher, at 1100 GW.

Some regions get a higher portion of their electricity from solar. Arizona got

2.3% of its electrical energy from utility-scale solar power in 2014 and almost as

much again from distributed solar [4]. We estimate California got more than 4% of

its electricity in 2014 from utility scale solar. [5].

1.2.1 Typical Schedules for Load and Solar Power

Figure 1.2: Schedules of load, solar and wind power for CAISO (in California) in
2014, reproduced from the EIA [6]

At some instantaneous times (or even hours) the fraction of load served by

solar power is significantly higher. In 2014 California got over 15% of its power

instantaneously from solar [6], with peak penetrations of solar power near 10 am in

October as suggested by Figure 1.2. The SVERI utilities in Arizona and New Mexico

(APS, EPE, IID, PNM, SRP, TEP, WALC, see Section 1.3.3 and Figure 1.3) got

over 2.5% of their electric power from utility-scale solar power plants during some

hours in June 2014.
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Figure 1.3: Schedules of load, solar and wind power for SVERI (mostly in Arizona
and New Mexico) in 2014. This figure was developed by William Holmgren at the
University of Arizona to show data from the SVERI group in a similar format to
the CAISO plot reproduced in Figure 1.2.

More detailed schedules for load and solar power for some individual days are

shown in Figure 1.4 and for several months in Figure 1.5. The SVERI data used

to generate Figures 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 were received and analyzed by our team at

the University of Arizona, and I would like to acknowledge William Holmgren for

preparing these figures in particular. More of my work using the SVERI dataset is

discussed in Chapter 3, and Appendixes G and H and I.

Projected 2027 net loads are shown in Figure 1.5. Net load (total load minus

solar and wind power) curves are presented here based on the solar and wind power

from the 8 SVERI utilities, reported every ten seconds and then averaged over days

of the month. Projected 2027 net loads are found by multiplying the 2014 wind and

solar power timeseries by the expected growth in solar and wind power discussed in

Section 1.2.2.

The context for solar power integration is further informed by examining the

schedule of different fuels that are used to generate electricity, as shown in Figure

1.6. We refer to this as a layercake graph, because it shows how the baseload systems
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Figure 1.4: Top: Time series of power from wind and solar power reported by the
SVERI group of utilities. Bottom: time series of aggregate load for the SVERI
group. The differences between these timeseries represent a Grand Challenge for
grid integration of variable renewables .

(nuclear and coal) are laid down in time with a relatively constant thickness. On

top of this come some of the more variable generation sources, including renewables

and natural gas. Hydro power (which makes the bulk of the renewables in Figure

1.6) and natural gas are both dispatched to help follow load. A breakdown of the

renewables is shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.5: SVERI 2014 load, 2014 net load, and 2027 projected net load for the
SVERI group. Net load is figured by subtracting the solar and wind power from
total load.

Figure 1.6: Layercake graph showing the mix of fuels used by SVERI utilities.
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Figure 1.7: Renewables used for electricity by the SVERI group. This includes
solar, wind, hydro and others such as biomass. Hydro accounts for the majority of
the renewables power (whose total is shown in the dark green line with white fill).
It should be noted that fluctuations in hydro power are intentionally controlled by
utility dispatch (usually in response to fluctuations in load) while solar and wind
exhibit fluctuations that are not controlled on demand.

.
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1.2.2 Growth of Solar Power

Arizona law mandates electric utilities get 15% of their energy from renewable fu-

els by 2025 [7], and California law mandates 30% from alternative energy by 2020.

Hence, the planned growth in utility-scale solar power, distributed solar power (be-

hind the meter), and wind energy for the SVERI group of electric utilities [4] is

expected to triple in 10 years, as shown in Figure 1.8 .
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Figure 1.8: Projected growth for utility scale PV, distributed PV, and wind power
in the 8-utility SVERI group out to 2027. “Actual” refers to the 95th percentile
observed instantaneous production in 2014 from the sum of utility scale solar, and
(separately) from the sum of wind power plants. We do not have sufficient data to
check the actual output from the sum of rooftop and other distributed PV power-
plants for the SVERI group.

By now I believe I have made it clear that the variability of solar power plants

presents a major challenge for electric utilities because the electric load served by

traditional generators (coal, natural gas, nuclear, hydro) will need to have a different

schedule as shown in Figure 1.9. Furthermore, since the solar resource is variable,

the net demand for electricity from traditional generators may exhibit increased

intra-hour fluctuations, as indicated by the thickness of the red bands in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Observed 2014 load for October and anticipated net load, computed by
removing projected wind and solar for 2027. The red band indicates the range of
production observed, based on our study of existing PV and wind powerplants.

1.2.3 Constraints on the Amount of Solar in the Fuel Mix

There is an abundant supply of free sunlight. At 1.4 kW/m2, which is the direct

normal irradiance (DNI) of sunlight incident on the Earth’s atmosphere, there are

1.8 ×1017 Watts of power shining onto the earth. In Arizona, we typically get 1000

W/m2 of global horizontal irradiance (GHI) on the ground near noon in summer.

Since Arizona is nearly 300,000 km2, that noontime sunshine is equal to 300 TW

of power when the sky is clear. After averaging over a year with seasons, diurnal

cycles, and weather, there is still an average of 65 TW of radiant power incident on

Arizona. This is equivalent to an annual average insolation of 5.2 kWh/m2/day or

average GHI of 217 W/m2. The annual insolation (radiant energy dose) on Arizona

at ground level of 65 TW-years is thus about 150 times the electric energy consumed

annually by the entire U.S. (approximately 416 GW-yrs = 3,600 TWh = 1.3×1019

Joules = 12.4 Quad BTU).

With this solar resource, we find that today’s PV technology could supply 100%

of the electric energy (kWh) for the entire United States, day and night, if a land

area of 1/10th of Arizona, was used to host 1.8 TW of PV modules. This assumes PV
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Table 1.2: Scenarios for PV peak power (DC kW) and annual energy (kWh) as
portions the SVERI utilities’ load. Hypothetical constraints on the amount of solar
in the fuel mix, described in Section 1.2.3, are: (A) peak PV equal to minimum
load, (B) peak PV equal to minimum non-nuclear load, (C) ramp rates for the
aggregate PV kept below 1.5GW/min, (D) Curtailment of the available PV power
at some instants to match load and manage conventional generation ramp rates.
The parentheses around (< 24%) in Scenario (D) are to indicate the energy yield is
significantly reduced due to curtailment.

Scenario Nameplate Peak PV Power Annual PV Energy
PV power norm. by Load norm. by Load

A 11 GW 100% 23%
B 7.2 GW 66% 10%
C 10 GW 77% 13%
D 22 GW 200% (< 24%)

systems that have 13% efficiency for converting sunlight into AC electricity, have a

ground cover ratio of 0.6, and can produce 2000 kWh/kW/yr, which is reasonable for

modules mounted at a fixed angle as we have studied in Chapters 2 and 3. However,

this neglects the obvious challenges of energy transmission, energy storage, up-front

investment costs, and land use policy. Still, the point that a square as small as

175 km on a side could provide all of the electricity for the U.S. stimulates us to

investigate the obstacles that limit the adoption of solar power as the major source

of electricity.

The scenarios below, summarized in Table 1.2 attempt to answer the question

“how much solar power can we use,” by considering different operational require-

ments, or constraints. These relatively crude estimates are not the result of more

detailed research presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4; rather, they illustrate the context

and motivation for my research.

Scenario A: Peak PV equal to minimum load

For Scenario A we consider some constraints based on simplified notions of grid

operations for the 8 SVERI utilities working as a unit:
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i. The PV systems are not to be curtailed.

ii. No overproduction of power is allowed in the SVERI region.

iii. No energy storage will be added to the grid.

iv. Regional generation sources may be throttled, but not below zero power, when

PV power is available to serve the (traditional) load.

Under those assumptions, nameplate PV power should be roughly 120% of the

lowest daily load curves (PV systems typically produce 80% of their nameplate DC

power at noon on a sunny day in Arizona). For the SVERI group of 8 utilities, this

would correspond to 11 GW of PV power, which is sufficient to serve the observed

minimum daytime loads of 9 GW that occur in winter. This would make the average

PV power 〈P 〉 = 2.8 GW; but the average SVERI load is 13 GW. This installed PV

capacity would supply 23% of the electric energy (kWh) consumed by the SVERI

group’s customers.

Scenario B: Peak PV equal to minimum non-nuclear load

An even more conservative estimate for the amount of PV that can be added to

the regional grid is Scenario B in which we consider what would happen if we never

curtail the nuclear power, which traditionally supplies a steady 3 GW of baseload

power for the SVERI group, as shown in Figure 1.6. Then the constraints look like:

i. The PV systems are not to be curtailed.

ii. Nuclear power is not to be curtailed.

iii. Overproduction of power is not allowed in the SVERI region.

iv. No energy storage will be added to the grid.

v. Generation sources other than PV and nuclear may be throttled as necessary,

but not below zero power, when PV power is available to serve the (traditional)

load.
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Under those assumptions, the maximum PV nameplate power should be a little

less than 8 GW. The 9 GW of minimum noon time load is served by a combination of

3 GW of nuclear power and 6 GW of delivered PV power. To deliver this noon time

6GW, a nameplate PV power of 7.2 GW is needed. In Scenario B the PV would

provide only 17% of the annual electric energy (kWh) consumed by the SVERI

group’s customers.

Scenario C: Ramp Rates for the Aggregate PV kept below 1.5GW/min

Next, we consider a different constraint based on fluctuations of PV power. First,

we consider the predictable ramps in PV power due to sunrise and sunset. For

geographically dispersed fleets of PV power plants, with data averaged over 1 hour,

we find diurnal cycles are are the largest source of fluctuations. These ramps in PV

power output are about ±0.1Pmax/hour, where Pmax is the nameplate PV power

rating. The general constraints for Scenario C are:

i. The PV systems are not to be curtailed.

ii. No energy storage will be used

iii. Imports and exports of power from the SVERI region must be zero.

iv. Ramp rates from traditional sources will be kept below 1.5 GW/hr.

We chose 1.5 GW/hr as a limit for conventional generation ramp rate because this

is the largest ramp rate that the SVERI group of generators has traditionally needed

to follow over a period of several hours. In other words, we know the traditional

SVERI generation system is capable of satisfying peak loads of 20 GW and ramping

up or down at 1.5 GW/hr, but we do not know if the generation system is capable

of ramping up or down at 2 GW/hr. We may use this as a simple constraint on

the amount of PV power permitted on the grid. Under those assumptions, the

maximum nameplate PV power should be about 10 GW, which would produce 13%

of the annual electric energy (kWh) consumed by the SVERI group’s customers.
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To keep the ramp rate of the PV system under 1.5 GW / hour permits only 4 GW

of PV in the form of single axis trackers, even if it is scattered around the SVERI

region. The result then is just 9% of total annual load is served by PV.

Scenario D: Curtailment of the Available PV Power at Some Instants to Match

Load and Manage Conventional Generation Ramp Rates

To raise the ceiling on PV power, we may consider exporting or curtailing PV power

at times of local overproduction, for example 10 AM in November, or noontime in

January. For example, if we double the nameplate PV power compared to Scenario

A, then the SVERI group would have 22 GW of PV power which in principle (if

it was not curtailed) would produce 46% of the electric energy (kWh) consumed

by the SVERI group’s customers. However, the “free running” PV power would

exceed local load at some times. We will add the “don’t curtail nuclear” constraint

to this scenario. So sometimes for the SVERI group, for example noon in January

when the load is 9 GW and nuclear provides 3 GW, the hypothetical 22 GW of

nameplate PV free-running on a sunny day might produce 18.3 GW. But the PV

can be curtailed to only produce the 6 GW of load minus nuclear power. Further

we curtail the PV as necessary to limit the ramp rate of the conventional generation

to 2 GW per hour. Implementing this procedure on a running basis throughout the

year would enable 22 GW of PV to produce only 25% of the electric energy (kWh)

consumed annually by the SVERI group’s customers. This is only marginally more

than scenario A. The reason for this lies in the more restrictive requirements, that

nuclear power never be curtailed and that conventional power plants only ramp up

or down at a rate of 2 GW per hour. A sustained ramp rate of 2 GW per hour may

be a stretch for current generation, so we are assuming some modification to the

power plants to increase ramping capability. Figure 1.10 demonstrates how strongly

such a system would be curtailed. Figure 1.11 demonstrates curves showing fraction

of annual power for the SVERI region versus installed PV capacity in a case where

PV is only curtailed when it exceeds load and when it is further curtailed to control

the ramp rate of conventional generation.
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Figure 1.10: Two days of power and load in June, assuming 22 GW of PV on single
axis tracker, supplying power to the observed 2014 load. The PV is curtailed to
load minus a constant 3 GW of nuclear power and additional curtailment is done
to limit the ramp rate of conventional generation to 2 GW / hour. Note that the
PV must begin decreasing at noon, even as load continues to increase through the
afternoon, so that conventional generation can ramp up to meet the evening load.

Discussion of Scenarios

Many of the simple assumptions in scenarios A,B,C and D, are unreasonable, some

for technical reasons and some due to financial implications. For example, nuclear

power plants are not usually ramped up or down except for maintenance. Coal

power plants can not ramp up or down very quickly, often not faster than 1% per

minute. A minimum amount of rotational inertia is required for frequency stability.

The efficiency of thermal power plants is quite poor if they are operated far below

capacity. Back flow of power, either out of a substation which normally consumes

power, or out of a large area should be avoided as typical utility control methods

would not be appropriate in these cases. High penetration of PV power can be

managed in part via curtailment, but at a cost to LCOE. After considering these

factors, it is more reasonable to claim that the sub section of the electrical grid in

the SVERI region can only source 15% to 20% of its annual energy requirement from

PV power plants using today’s technology. However, there may be new paradigms

in the future that enable much higher penetrations of PV power, for example short

term energy storage which acts to time shift PV power just a few hours in the

evening.
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Figure 1.11: Annual fraction of total energy consumption supplied by various
amounts of installed PV in the SVERI region. Currently there is approximately
2GW installed. The blue line indicates what is possible if curtailment is only done
to prevent export of energy from the SVERI region. The red line indicates curtail-
ment both to prevent export and to control the ramp rate of non-PV generation
sources.

A joke told by utility executives summarizes the reality: “engineers tell you what

you can do, economists tell you what you should do, but regulators tell you what

you will do.” In this context, my PhD work is motivated by the questions; “What

do we want to do? and “Does what we are likely to do make sense? Specifically,

what new technologies and approaches might enable us to use more power from the

sun?”

1.2.4 Enabling Technologies

Several enabling technologies may allow utilities to use even more PV power. For

example, dynamic curtailment makes PV power dispatchable. So with future tech-

nology, utilities may operate PV power plants with some headroom so solar power

plants can swiftly increase or decrease production in response to price signals or

direct commands.

Shifting loads to the times when peak PV power is available will naturally in-

crease the fraction of energy we can get from PV power plants. Historically, for the

last 50 years, there have been incentives to consume power at night in order to keep
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the baseload generators running at full capacity 24 hours a day. But the paradigm

for the next decade may likely include incentives to consume power when the PV

power plants are operating.

To optimize the use of PV power there is a lot of work going on now to improve

solar power forecasts, and to better understand the predictable and unpredictable

variability of solar resource in space and time. There is not as much work published

yet on energy storage, or methods to use solar power forecasts to make decisions re-

garding utility operations or consumer behavior. Use of inverters or energy storage

systems to provide ancillary services to improve grid reliability, such as frequency

support, voltage support, and VARS support is also very important. This Disserta-

tion addresses several of these topics.

1.3 Data Sources used in this Dissertation

This Dissertation presents research based on data from three sources: the TEP Solar

Test Yard, the SOLON SMRT site, and the Southwest Variable Energy Resources

Initiative (SVERI) group.

1.3.1 TEP Solar Test Yard

The Tucson Electric Power (TEP) Solar Test Yard, located at 4350 E. Irvington Rd,

Tucson AZ, 85702, is an outdoor testing laboratory for small scale (30 kW or less)

PV power plants. There are 20 separate PV systems at the TEP Solar Test Yard,

ranging in nameplate power from 1,090 W to 21,600 W, as summarized in Table

2.1. The test yard has been in operation since 1999. Since 2009, researchers at the

University of Arizona have led several research projects at the TEP Solar Test Yard.

I developed, programmed, and installed several data logging systems to monitor

PV system AC power, PV system DC power, PV module temperatures, and string

level IV-curves at the TEP Solar Test Yard. Several publications from our team us-

ing data from the TEP Solar Test Yard are available at the web page http://uapv.org

(which stands for University of Arizona Photovoltaics). These publications include
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references [8–12] which are reproduced in Appendixes C, D, E, F, and G respec-

tively. Additional publications using data from the TEP test yard, several of which

use my data logging systems, include [13–22]. Table 2.1 lists 20 PV systems at the

TEP solar test yard described in Chapter 2.

1.3.2 UA Science and Technology Park and SOLON SMRT Site

The SOLON SMRT site is at the UA Science and Technology Park (UA-STP),

near 9070 S. Rita Road, Tucson, Arizona 85747. There, at the Solar Zone, several

utility-scale PV power plants are sited, totaling 23 MW of nameplate PV power

(see https://techparks.arizona.edu/leading-edge/solar-zone). Table 1.3 lists several

of the large PV systems at the Solar Zone; The SOLON SMRT site is discussed

more in Section 4.1 of this Dissertation.

Table 1.3: PV systems at the UA-STP Solar Zone

Owner or builder Technology PV Size Land Area
Amonix Dual axis tracking concentrated PV 2 MW 16 acres
Cogenra Solar SAT concentrated PV 1.1 MW 9 acres
Duke Energy Fixed Tilt thin film PV 6 MW 38 acres
E.ON SAT PV 6 MW 37 acres
SOLON Fixed Tile PV 5 MW 33 acres
SOLON SAT PV 1.6 MW 14 acres
SOLON Li-Ion Battery 0.3 MW 0.1 acres

1.3.3 SVERI Group

The Southwest Variable Energy Resources Initiative (SVERI) is a collaboration of

electric utility companies listed in Table 1.4 including Arizona Public Service (APS),

El Paso Electric (EPE), Imperial Irrigation District (IID), Public Service Company

of New Mexico (PNM), Salt River Project (SRP), Tucson Electric Power (TEP) and

the Western Area Power Administrations Desert Southwest Region (WAPA). The

Arizona’s G&T Cooperatives also recently joined SVERI.
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Table 1.4: SVERI group of utilities. Statistics on their load and reported PV power
are given in MW. The utility-scale PV power is the peak power reported by the
utilities from their large PV power plants. Estimated peak PV power includes
distributed generation resources that are generally “behind the meter” and thus
more difficult to monitor.

Utility Max Mean Min Utility-scale Estimated
Load Load Load PV power peak PV power

(MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW)
APS 7,218 4,242 2,451 228 800
EPE 1,790 1,100 597 98 110
IID 985 543 0 23 45
PNM 1,890 1,194 705 43 80
SRP 6,912 4,258 2,229 38 120
TEP 3,223 2,029 1,228 85 185
WAPA 1,323 931 528 10 10
Aggregate 22,319 14,297 8,271 497 1,350

The SVERI website https://sveri.uaren.org/ summarizes the group as follows:

“Formed in the Fall of 2012, SVERI’s mission is to evaluate likely penetration, loca-

tions and operating characteristics of variable energy resources within the Southwest

over the next 20 years. SVERI participants are also exploring tools that may facil-

itate variable energy resource integration and provide benefits to customers.” [4]

Each of these utilities are Balancing Authorities (BAs) on the Western Electric-

ity Coordinating Council (WECC). As a Reserve Sharing Group they collectively

maintain sufficient contingency reserves to serve as a backup in case their largest

generating asset (a ∼1.25 GW Palo Verde nuclear generator) were to be taken off

line.

A map of 44 utility scale (which are each 1 to 40 MW) PV power plants from

which we received SVERI data is shown in figure 1.12. Some data is publicly avail-

able at the SVERI website sveri.uaren.org. The geographic locations of 44 PV power

plants in the SVERI group are listed in Tables B.1 and B.2.
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Figure 1.12: Map of utility scale PV plants in the SVERI region, each sun is a utility
scale power plant, major wind farms are also indicated. Taken from sveri.uaren.org

1.4 This Dissertation in Brief

The present work is chiefly composed of three major sections. The topics include

research at Tucson Electric Power (TEP) Solar Test yard (Chapter 2), research into

short term variability of mega-watt scale power plants (Chapter 3), and research

into effective use of chemical battery energy storage for grid support (Chapter 4).

In Appendix A.2 I present a short layman’s primer on basics of photovolatic

power plants and a second primer on basics concepts of electrical generation and

distribution. The purpose of Appendix A.2 is to provide non-experts necessary back-

ground to concepts which underpin my research. Readers unfamiliar with electric

grid operation or photovoltaic power plants are encouraged to read this Appendix

before reading chapters 2 through 4.

Chapter 2 emphasises my research on kW scale PV systems at the TEP Solar

Test Yard. I begin Chapter 2 with a brief introduction to PV system components,

and snapshots of some 1-minute DC power data and daily energy yields. Then, in

Section 2.1 I discuss the impact of partial shade on PV module performance. In

Section 2.3 I discuss a PV power prediction method using a solar position algorithm.
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In Section 2.2 I describe some studies of PV module degradation.

Chapter 3 focuses on my research with larger (1-MW to 100-MW) PV power

plants and fleets of plants. Then in Section 3.1 I discuss the observed contrast in

ramp rates between large and small systems and sizing of batteries for ramp rate

control. In Section 3.2 I present studies of ramp rate reduction using simulations of

various curtailment strategies informed by solar power forecasts. Finally in Section

3.3 I present an alternate approach to the issue of fluctuations by considering the

size and scope of fluctuations in power as measured for aggregate fleets of PV plants

rather than for individual plants.

In Chapter 4 I present unpublished research conducted at the SOLON Storage

Management Research and Testing (SMRT) Site, a hybrid PV + energy storage

facility built and operated by SOLON Corporation. At the SMRT site I developed

methods to control PV flucuations using a battery, with results presented in Section

4.4. In Section 4.5 I demonstrate the impact of operational parameters when using

the battery to actively support grid frequency. Finally in Section 4.7 I present a

novel approach for using the battery system to measure the rotational inertia of

electric grid.
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CHAPTER 2

kW-scale PV Systems at TEP Solar Test Yard

To investigate how individual PV systems perform, I developed hardware and soft-

ware to monitor the AC and DC voltage and current every 1 second from small

(1-kW to 30-kW) PV systems at the Tucson Electric Power (TEP) Solar Test Yard

(STY), shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Over 500 PV modules from 20 different man-

ufacturers are grid-tied at the TEP solar test yard, operating in 20 separate PV

systems listed in Table 2.1 each with their own inverter. TEP has been field-testing

up to 90 kWpeak of PV systems here since 2003. Prior to my work there in 2009,

the extent of the data logging was from TEP power meters that recorded AC power

measurements every 15 minutes from most systems.

Since starting our research at the TEP Solar Test Yard, in 2009, the Cronin re-

search team at the University of Arizona has published several papers [8, 11–21, 23–

30] on the annual and daily energy yields from different PV systems, de-ratings due

to temperature, the impact of partial shade, losses due to soiling, long-term degra-

dation of PV modules, short term fluctuations in power output from PV systems,

methods for forecasting the PV power output, the performance of concentrating PV

systems, and comparisons of different mounting technologies, including single axis

trackers (SAT), 2-axis trackers, and fixed angle mounts. SOLON Corp. developed

a PV test yard contiguous with this site in 2010, and several other companies have

established relationships with TEP and the University of Arizona in order to test

PV systems and PV system components at the TEP Solar Test Yard.
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Figure 2.1: Google Earth view of the TEP solar test yard on Irvington Rd, near
Alvernon Rd. in Tucson, AZ. The University of Arizona has led several research
projects on the eastern (right side) lot. The western (left) lot is operated by SOLON
Corp. The E-W length of the combined yards shown is 200 m.

Figure 2.2: Photo of the TEP solar test yard taken by Alex Cronin in 2009

Some basic concepts and findings from kW-scale PV systems are summarized in

this Chapter. I begin with snapshots of some 1-minute DC power data and daily

energy yields. Then I discuss in Section 2.1 the impact of partial shade on PV

module performance. In Section 2.3 I discuss a PV power prediction method using
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Table 2.1: PV systems at the TEP Solar Test Yard

Date PV Module Module Module No. of Inverter
Installed Type Power technol. mod.s
2000 Solarex MST43 43 W a-Si 60 Solectria
2000 Shell SQ150-PC 150 W x-Si 20 Xantrex
2000 BP SX140S 140 W px-Si 10 Xantrex
2000 BP MST50 50 W MJ-aSi 150 Beacon
2000 BP 4170S 170 W x-Si 18 Xantrex
2000 ASE-DFG50 315 W x-Si 72 Sharp
2003 Kyocera 150G-A 150 W x-Si 9 Xantrex
2003 BP 3150U 150 W px-Si 10 Xantrex
2003 Uni-solar 64 W MJ-aSi 24 Fronius
2003 Sanyo HIP-J54BA2 180 W HIT Si 8 Fronius
2003 GSE GG-112 112 W CIGS 32 Xantrex
2004 Astro Api-MCB 165 W x-Si 9 Xantrex
2004 BP MST50 50 W MJ-aSi 30 Sunvista
2006 Sharp NE-Q5E2U 165 W px-Si 18 Aurora
2009 Evergreen 115-GL 115 W px-Si 15 Soleil
2009 Sunpower WHT-U 215 W x-Si 9 SunPower
2009 Shell ST-40 40 W CIS 38 Xantrex
2010 Solyndra SL-001 182 W CIGS 6 CAKO Blue.
2010 Prism Solar Tech. 50 W h.CPV 32 SMA
2012 GSE PowerFlex 100 W CIGS 18 SMA

a solar position algorithm. In Section 2.2 I describe some studies of PV module

degradation. Later, chapter 3 focuses on my research with larger (1-MW to 100-

MW) PV systems and fleets.

Figure 2.3 shows a time-series of DC power from a 2-kW system, obtained using

the measurement software I developed. It shows several interesting features which

I will briefly discuss here.

On clear days Figure 2.3 shows that a typical PV system only produces 83% of

its nameplate rating. This is primarily due to temperature. Nameplate ratings are

based on Standard Test Conditions (STC) for which the module is held at 25 degrees

C and exposed to 1 kW/m2 of radiation with a so-called AM 1.5 spectrum (i. e. the

solar spectrum filtered by 1.5 times a nominal air mass). Warmer temperatures
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Figure 2.3: Measurements of DC power from system 1 (Sharp modules and an
Aurora inverter) shown for 3 days. The data were measured every 1 second, and
then averaged every 1-minute to make this plot. A model showing expected output
on cloud-free days is also plotted. The system nameplate rating (DC STC rating)
is 2970 Watts peak dc. Yet the observed maximum output power on a clear day
was 2430 W (or 0.82 times the nameplate rating). We study de-rating factors due
to temperature, and variability due to weather.

reduce the voltage at which solar panels operate as both the open circuit voltage

Voc and the voltage at maximum power point (Vmpp) are reduced. Another factor,

discussed in Section 2.3, is the angle of incidence for the sunlight on the modules.

On cloudy days Figure 2.3 shows rapid fluctuations with instantaneous peak

power in excess of clear sky days, but overall less total energy yield. Clouds to

the side of the sun can temporarily increase the irradiance on PV powerplants, as

we confirmed by monitoring irradiance directly. This concentrating phenomenon is

sometimes called the “edge of cloud effect”, or “over-irradiance”.

Our 1-second measurements reveal even larger fluctuations than the 1-minute

data shown in Figure 2.3. I discuss this more in Chapter 3, section 3.1 and Ap-

pendix G. My measurements show changes in output power as much as 50% of

nameplate ratings over times as short as 5 seconds from a 2 kW PV system. This

raises a now often-cited concern about the reliability of PV systems from the point

of view of a utility operator. In chapter 3 I discuss ways to reduce the ramp rates

in such observed fluctuations using batteries [12] curtailment strategies [24], or ge-

ographically dispersed portfolios of PV power plants [30]. To identify and quantify

this problem it was useful to work with smaller systems at the TEP Solar Test Yard.
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Figure 2.3 also shows a theoretical calculation for the output that would be

expected under cloud free conditions. I discuss this clear sky profile in section 2.3,

and I used the same function to compute the theoretical daily energy yields shown

in Figure 2.4. Looking ahead, it is noteworthy that for individual PV systems, ramp

rates due to clouds are much steeper than ramps due to sunrise and sunset. This

is true for kW-scale and MW-scale PV power plants. However, when we consider

fleets of 40 or more PV power plants, spread throughout Arizona and New Mexico,

then ramps due to clouds are significantly lesser, but the ramps due to sunrise and

sunset remain nearly as steep.

Figure 2.4: AC energy (kWh) every day for 4 years, normalized to the system
DC STC (kWp) rating. Low points are from cloudy days. The black curve is a
prediction based on clear skies, a solar position algorithm, a temperature coefficient
of efficiency, and 0.5% degradation per year.

From these data one can see that a PV system in Tucson AZ can generate
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energy yields close to 2000 kWh per year per kW of nameplate STC rating. This

corresponds to 5.5 kWh/day per rated kW. Since the systems in table 2.1 all have

modules facing south at 32◦ altitude (the latitude angle) they produce the most

energy per day near the spring equinox, when the beam component of sunlight is

normal to the modules at solar noon, and the temperatures are not too hot. The

daily energy yields are slightly smaller in the winter and summer, when the sun

angles are never perfectly normal to the modules. Figure 2.4 also indicates that PV

systems can perform with minimal degradation, as will be discussed more in Section

2.2.
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2.1 Impact of Partial Shade on PV performance

With high enough temporal resolution in our data, I observed some abberations in

the daily schedule of power output that was not predicted by our simple clear sky

profile. Figure 2.5 shows a comparison between two systems (labeled s1 and s19).

One of them (s1) appears to start 90 minutes later than the reference system (s19)

in December. System s1 also stops making significant power earlier each day than

system s19 in December. But in June and July the two systems perform nearly

identically. What explains this behavior is partial shade from one row of modules

on another, as shown in the photo in Figure 2.5. System s19 has modules located in

the front (most southern) row of the test yard. System s1 has rows that are so close

together (with a toe to toe spacing less than 1.9 times the height of the deployed

modules), that winter time shadows of one row fall on another row starting as early

as 4pm.

Photo of mutual shading by rows of PV modules
Taken at 4:35 pm on Nov 15, 2009 by A. Cronin

Figure 2.5: Power loss due to partial shade. (Left) Time-series of power show large
losses near dawn and dusk for one system with rows of modules that are close enough
to shade each other. This problem is worse in winter when sun angles are lower.
(Right) A photo of the mutual shading at 4:35pm can be compared to the measured
power output at that time.

We found that shading just 15 cm of each 1-meter tall module can reduce the

output of the system to zero. This can be explained because the least illuminated

cells in the circuit limit the DC current for the entire system. Close inspection of
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Figure 2.5 shows a modest power output from system S1 in December, about 10% as

much as the unshaded system produces, until the shadows are completely removed

from the modules. This is from diffuse light, from the sky. Then the increase to the

expected clear-sky profile occurs with a characteristic ramp function as the shadows

gradually shift off of the bottom row of cells.

Loss in power due to partial shade can be quantified with the shade impact

factor (SIF) [31, 32] often defined as the ratio of the fractional loss in power to the

fractional loss of light.

SIF =

P0−Pshaded

P0

Ashaded

A

(2.1)

SIF values as large as 30 have been reported to be caused by posts or chimney-

shaped shading obstacles. In a typical case of mutual shading by parallel rows of PV

modules, we find that shading one row of cells within each module essentially reduces

the power output to zero. Thus, the SIF is equal to the number of cells in a column,

typically 12. We validated SIF values for several PV systems by deliberately shading,

with cardboard, different amounts of area on different modules and monitoring the

instantaneous AC power produced by the system.

To model this behavior we developed and published a modified clear-sky profile

that accounts for the non-linear impact of partial shade. This is explained in our

2010 PVSC paper [8] reproduced in Appendix C. In this paper we used our model

of SIF as a function of time of day, day of the year, and PV module row spacing and

module angle (altitude) in order to predict energy yields for any time period. After

validating these energy yield simulations with our data, we then considered several

cases. For example, we evaluated the annual energy yields per acre of land given

module deployments with hypothetical spacing and angle. As a rule of thumb, we

find that one can produce more energy (kWh) per acre per year if the modules are

tilted 20-degrees, instead of the standard 32-degrees (which is the latitude angle in

Tucson). This increase in energy yield is because one can then place more modules

per acre of land. We found that the space between the rows needs to be at least 2.0
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times the height of the modules in order to obtain 95% of the irradiance without

losses due to mutual shading.

To mitigate the impact of partial shade by means other than simply locating

each module in entirely shade-free areas, there are several additional options. Inte-

grating bypass diodes into modules is the norm. But most modules only have 3 or 4

bypass diodes that serve to bypass columns. Therefore deployment in landscape as

opposed to portrait orientation can help with the problem of shading from PV rows.

Another fix, in the case of shade on one particular module, is to use microinverters

(one inverter per module) or power-conversion electronics that serve to optimize

the operating voltage and current separately for each module [33, 34]. Finally, we

note that some module technologies, such as thin film modules, do not have the

same problems associated with partial shading. The materials behave as though a

bypass diode is built into every cell, due to the shunt resistance and reverse bias

characteristics of thin film materials.

Our 2010 analysis of partial shade [8] laid the foundation for several new projects

at the TEP Solar Test Yard. In 2012 Patricia Hidalgo-Gonzalez studied the impact

of shading due to overhead wires and objects with other shapes [20] using string-

level IV curves. In 2012 Lonij analyzed data from 80 rooftops and used our model

to help normalize for partial shade at different times of year [27]. Chris Deline

from NREL used our findings to support a more general study of partial shade

[35]. Sarah McAlpine from the University of Colorado came to the TEP Solar Test

Yard to study the impact of mismatches between modules caused by non-uniform

conditions [22]. Tyler St. Germaine and Adria Brooks in our group applied partial

shade as a method to study the fraction of power from a bifacial system that comes

from the reflection of diffuse light [14]. We also adapted our model of partial shade

to study the case of single axis trackers with rows of modules that rotate from east

to west each day along north-south axes in order to maximize energy yields. I use

this last point again in Section 2.3 and Chapter 4 later in this dissertation.

Partial shade can make cells hotter. This is because they can still pass current,

but instead of providing the typical 0.5 V of forward bias voltage, the cells in shade
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can be forced to operate with a reverse bias that can be as high as -10 V for some

cells. Experiments showing the impact of partial shade using modules kept in short

circuit, with partial shade applied just to a few cells is shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.

   

Figure 2.6: At left is an IR image of a module backsheet centered on a cell which has
been fully shaded by a mask. At right is a visible light image on the same area. The
high power dissipated in the cell results in high temperatures and visible damage.

 

Figure 2.7: At left is the calculated position of a shadow from a mast throughout
the day on January 1st. At right is visible damage which occurs after the modules
have been held in short circuit with bypass diodes removed.
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2.2 Long term degradation of PV modules

As PV modules age they produce less power over time. Typical module manufac-

tures issue a warranty that systems will lose not more than 0.5% to 1% of initial

capacity per year. The are many mechanisms for this degradation. We did research

to quantify the degradation of modules installed at the TEP STY. Quantifying this

degradation based only on system production is a challenge since module illumina-

tion is constantly changing, with daily cycles and annual cycles as well as random

weather events. To study the question then we look at long time series, at least

3 years in length. A particular advantage of the Solar Test Yard is that several

systems are all exposed to the same daily insolation and trends which may be more

subtle or perhaps possibly explained by large systematic changes in the environment

are easier to detect.

To measure this degradation at the STY we retrieved archival data from TEP

containing AC production for several systems. Figure 2.8 shows normalized daily

energy production from two systems over a nearly 5 year period. We infer that the

spring of 2006 was better for PV production than the spring of 2004. This may

have been caused by many factors, such as cooler air temperatures or more frequent

wind or less suspended dust in the atmosphere. Whatever the cause, we cannot

directly compare year over year production to determine degradation, additional

data such as calibrated irradiance and temperature is needed to do that. However,

as suggested by figure 2.9 we can compare the output of two or more co-located

systems. This method was used to study relative degradation of 22 systems at the

STY in [13]. Figure 2.10 shows the measured relative and absolute degradation from

those systems.
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Figure 2.8: Daily production in AC kWh normalized by system size in DC kw for
two systems installed at the TEP STY. Lines are fit to the bi-annual minimums in
production which occur in the summer and winter. One system is clearly degrading
in time.

Figure 2.9: The relative daily production of two systems at the TEP STY highlights
the degradation of one of the systems.

2.3 Solar Position Algorithm

There are several commercial and free programs that have been developed to calcu-

late energy yields from PV systems with various mounting technologies, components,

and locations. Some of the well known ones are PVWATTS [36–38], the Sandia

model developed from the David King’s Photovoltaic array performance model [39],
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Figure 2.10: Measured degradation rates for different PV systems’ efficiency for
converting radiant energy to AC electrical energy. Figure by Steve Pulver.

Celestial North
Z-axis

Y-axis

X-axis
(into the page)

Figure 2.11: The coordinate system used to compute the sun position in the sky
relative to the point on the ground.

and PVsyst [40] among others. Several excellent efforts have been made to compare

the accuracy and correctness of the components of such models [41–44].

Still, we found it useful to have our own simplified methods to predict the irra-
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Figure 2.12: Modeled irradiance on various tracking and fixed-angle surfaces, shown
for June 21.

diance on PV modules and the power output from PV systems. This enables us,

for example, to convert back and forth between GHI (global horizontal irradiance)

which is measured several places and PV power from various rooftop (fixed angle)

or utility scale (often single axis tracker) PV system outputs, and consider various

scenarios.

We begin with a simple method to predict irradiance [kW/m2] on photovoltaic

cells. The orientation (θp, φp) and location (latitude) of panels are considered. Sev-

eral ephemeris codes exist, including a solar position algorithm (SPA) published by

NREL [45]. We decided to build our own so we can derive related factors, such as

the length of shadows from one module on another as a function of time.

Following [46] we used a vector method to compute the irradiance due to the

beam component of sunlight. Atmospheric attenuation losses are then included

using a simple Beer’s law with air mass that depends on zenith angle. Spectral de-

composition of the attenuation is, in our simple model, ignored. A simple allowance

for diffuse illumination by sky is included. There are several models (Hay-Davies

[47, 48] and Perez [49] among others [50]) for diffuse illumination that are beyond

the scope of the simple model presented here.

Losses due to operating temperature for the modules (roughly 0.5% per degree
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Figure 2.14: Modeled irradiance on various tracking and fixed-angle surfaces, shown
for December 21.

C), conversion efficiency of the inverters (roughly a 50 W cost for a 2000 W system),

and light reflection from the surface layers of modules (Fresnel losses) can all be

considered. For the simplest model we omit these factors. But we have at various

times included these effects to study different aspects of PV system performance.

The efficiency of photovoltaic cells as a function of irradiance is not considered.

Albedo concentration, for example light reflected from the ground or nearby walls,

is also ignored but can be added.
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We use a rotating equatorial reference frame in which the z-axis points towards

celestial north and x̂ and ŷ are in the plane of the equator. The lab is at the origin

and the frame rotates with the earth. We define ŷ as due east. The zenith direction

(straight up) is denoted by the unit vector Û = (Ux, Uy, Uz) for “up” with

Ux = cos(α) (2.2)

Uy = 0

Uz = sin(α).

Here α is the latitude angle (α = 32.100◦ for the 1.6 MW SOLON1 PV pow-

erplant in Tucson). Due north in the horizon plane is denoted by ˆNorth =

(Northx, Northy, Northz) with

Northx = − sin(α) (2.3)

Northy = 0

Northz = cos(α).

The unit vector towards the sun, Ŝ, changes with time as

Sx = cos
(
ε cos(2πt′/year)

)
cos(2πt′/day) (2.4)

Sy = cos
(
ε cos(2πt′/year)

)
sin(−2πt′/day)

Sz = sin
(
ε cos(2πt′/year)

)
where ε = 23◦ is the inclination of earth’s equatorial plane from its orbital plane,

and t′ denotes time since noon on the summer solstice. To relate t′ in equation (2.4)

to clock time t, because the earth’s orbit is an ellipse the equation of time is used to

find a correction EOT (t′). At this step we also add the few minutes of time h due

to the difference between our longitude and the appropriate zone meridian. Finally,

to resister clock time as minutes since 00:00 local time (MST) on January 1, we add

9 days to account for the (approximate) difference between the winter solstice (near
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December 22) and January 1.

t = t′ + 9 days + h+ EOT (t′) (2.5)

where h = (ϕ − 105◦)/15 hours, and ϕ is the longitude (ϕ = 111.811◦ for the

SOLON1 site near Tucson, 105 is the Zone meridian for Mountain Standard Time)

and

EOT (t′) = 0.258 cos(β)− 7.416 sin(β)− 3.468 cos(β)− 9.228 sin(β) (2.6)

where

β =
2πt′

year
. (2.7)

The units for t and t′ are minutes for equations (2.5) and (2.6). The equation of

time (EOT ) relates to the anelemma, which appears as a figure of 8 on a globe that

shows a map of locations where the sun is directly overhead each day at clock noon

in some time zone.

We can describe the orientation of a fixed-angle module by the unit vector N̂

normal to the module surface.

Nx = cos(α) cos(θp) + sin(θp) cos(φp) sin(α) (2.8)

Ny = sin(θp) sin(φp)

Nz = sin(α) cos(θp)− sin(θp) cos(φp) cos(α)

where θp is angle from horizontal, and φp is the module’s angle towards the east.

The horizontal projection of N̂ , called Nhz, points at an angle φp counterclockwise

from south as viewed from above (CCW from north if θp < 0). We will consider

time-dependent N(t) for tracking systems later, in section 2.3.2.

The irradiance on a horizontal surface above the atmosphere is

Ihoriz,space = (Û · Ŝ) · 1.4 kW/m2, (2.9)
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where 1.4 kW/m2 is the solar constant. To describe night, negative values in Eq.

(2.9) are replaced with zero.

Transmission through the atmosphere, T = exp[−αL], for the beam component

of sunlight depends on the absorption coefficient (α) and the path length through

the atmosphere (L). When the sun is at the zenith (straight up) we expect T =

(1.0/1.4) = exp[−αL0]. Hence, ln(1.4) = αL0. At any given time, the path length

L = L0/(Ŝ · Û) so

T = exp

[
−aod

(N̂ · Ŝ)

]
(2.10)

where the parameter (aod), for aerosol optical depth, is adjustable but is typically

aod = 0.113.

The direct normal irradiance on a solar-tracking surface, I0 is

I0 = T · 1.4 kW/m2. (2.11)

At noon on the equinox at the equator, irradiance is approximately 1000 W/m2,

I0 ≈ 1.0kW/m2, an intensity known as “one sun”. Again, when the dot product

(Û · Ŝ) is negative, T = 0 to describe zero insolation at night.

The irradiance on a horizontal surface at sea level is

Ihoriz,sea = (Û · Ŝ)I0. (2.12)

The irradiance on a fixed-angle panel surface at sea level is

Ip = (N̂ · Ŝ)I0 (2.13)

and this depends on latitude (α), time (t), θp, and φp via equations 2.4, 2.5 2.8,

2.10, and 2.11.

For conversion to system power we apply an angle of incidence loss calculation

to the direct beam component calculated in 2.13, following [51]
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aoi loss(η) =
exp(− cos η/ar)− exp(−1/ar)

1− exp(−1/ar)
(2.14)

where η is the angle between N̂ and Ŝ. In addition to the direct beam component

computed from 2.13 we also add a diffuse component from 2.12. The ratio of these

components is empirically found to be approximately 9:1. Finally we scale that

result using an empirically found constant for each system under consideration.

2.3.1 Inter-Row Shading

One use of a solar position algorithm (SPA) is to model the daily path of the shadow

of a gnomen (the stick used in a sundial), as is plotted in Figure 2.7 and here again

in Figure 2.15 with dots each hour for 7 days each month for Jan, Feb, March, April,

May, June, and July.
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Figure 2.15: The shadow of a gnomen (a sundial stick) follows the paths shown (red
hyperbolas). The modeled gnomen is 1 m high, centered at (0,0) and normal to page.
Marks on each path are shown for every hour. Paths for seven different months are
shown. The inner red circle shows the length of a shadow when Ihoriz,sea = 1

2
sun.

The larger red circle shows the length of a shadow when I0 = 1
2
sun.
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We used the location of shadows shown in Figure 2.15 to calculate a reduction

in power due to inter-row shading, as we did in [8]. The shade reduction factor

Γ depends on how much the shadows with length b on a module overlap with the

bottom rows of cells of length c.

Γ = 1 if (b > 0)

Γ = (1 + b/c) if (−c < b < 0) (2.15)

Γ = 0 if (b < −c)

where c is the size of a cell (in units of the module length) and

b =
m · s− h

m1 cos(θb) + sin(θp)
(2.16)

and h = sin(θp) is the height of a module (of unit length), s is the toe-to-toe spacing

of modules, in units of module length, and m is the slope of the sunbeam in the

up-north plane which we can calculate by

m =
−~S · ~U
~S · ~North

(2.17)

The shade reduction factor Γ thus ramps down from 1 to 0 as shadows shift in time

from the edge of the module to a position that covers one cell. The output from

a fixed-angle panel with inter-row shading then is modeled by the product ΓIp, as

shown in Figure 2.5.

2.3.2 Single-Axis Trackers

The irradiance on modules on a single-axis tracker, with a horizontal axis of rotation

that runs north-south, is reduced from the irradiance on a two-axis tracker [denoted

by I0 in equation (2.11)] by an amount that depends how much the vector ~S points

out of the east-up plane. This reduction is equal to the sin of the angle between

vectors ~S and ~North. Hence the irradiance on a single-axis tracker is modeled by
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Isat = I0

√(
(1− (~S · ~North)2)

)
(2.18)

The power output of a single axis tracking system will be primarily a function

of geographic position and time of day. However, mechanical limits in tilt angle and

mutual shading by adjacent rows will contribute significantly to observed power

and we include them in our model. To model output from a SAT system at each

time t we calculate the appropriate azimuth and elevation of the panels and then

proceed as for a fixed tilt system but with both N̂ and Ŝ dynamically updated at

each timestep.

We only model the most common SAT systems which rotate along a horizontal

axis running North-South. In the terminology used for a fixed tilt system, θ is the

module’s angle from horizontal and φ is the module’s angle to the East or West.

In a SAT arrangement φ is always pointed directly East or directly West, changing

daily at noon from East to West and at midnight from West to East. The optimal

angle from horizontal, without consideration of mutual shading or mechanical limits

is found from the sun position in an east-up plane

θ = arctan

(
Sy

Sz sin(α) + Sx cos(α)

)
(2.19)

The angle θ will be limited to not more than the mechanical limit. The mechan-

ical limit varies among systems but is often between 40 and 60 degrees. For systems

without definite information, this becomes a fit parameter.

Because shade impact factors (SIF) can be much greater than 1, it is common

practice to change the orientation of single-axis tracker modules to avoid partial

shade near sunrise and sunset. This means the modules actually start pointing closer

to the zenith as the sun sets, hence the process is called backtracking. To address

mutual shading we examine the geometry of adjacent rows. For typical systems

installed on level ground, only the ground cover ratio is needed for this calcuation.

Figure 2.16 shows the geometry under consideration during backtracking. Solving

for the angle g-b-c in figure 2.16 is required to find the backtracking angle.
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Figure 2.16: During backtracking all panels in the field decrease their angle to
prevent mutual shading. A beam from the sun just misses the front row at point
g to hit the second row at point d. The depicted location of the sun is from the
perspective of point d. Triangle a-b-c is a right angle triangle. Triangles b-g-c and
f-d-c are similar triangles. Point c bisects line b-f.
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d
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Figure 2.17: The triangle a-b-c is reproduced from figure 2.16. X represents one
half module width, normalized to be equal to the ground cover ratio by making the
bottom length equal to unity. H is the perceived height of the sun above the center
of right tracker in figure 2.16, from the perspective of point d. As the sun rises, H
increases until line X forms a right angle with line a-c, at which time backtracking
is no longer required.
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Figure 2.17 highlights the minimum geometry required to determine both if

backtracking is necessary and if so, what angle is appropriate. In figure 2.17, length

X is fixed by the design of the system as the ground cover ratio and triangle a-b-c is

always a right angle. Thus H, relative height of the sun in an East-up plane, is the

only time dependent length. To determine if backtracking is necessary we compute

if length H is sufficiently long. There are several ways to check this, generically this

can be stated with two test conditions i) is H shorter than X and if so, ii) is angle

b-g-c obtuse? If both answers are affirmative backtracking is necessary and angle

g-b-c is found by finding angle a-c-b from arctanH and using the law of sines to

find angle b-g-c.

∠acb = arctanH (2.20)

sin(∠acb)
X

=
sin(∠bgc)

1
(2.21)

∠bgc = arcsin(
sin(∠acb)

X
) (2.22)

∠gbc = 180− ∠bgc− ∠acb (2.23)

In practice, since we care about the sine and cosine of angle g-b-c for use in

equation (2.8), we can directly compute the sine and cosine of angle g-b-c from H

using only a single square root and linear calculations. This is done by constructing

a vertical line down point g to line b-c and a horizontal line from point g to line

a-b, ultimately producing a quadratic equation to express the lengths of segments

a-g and g-c. This approach is faster computationally.

The result is a continuous function with a discontinuity in the derivative when

backtracking begins and ends. This is in good agreement with data collected from

an irradiance sensor mounted on a single axis tracker at the University of Arizona

Science and Technology Park (UASTP) solar zone, as shown in figure 2.18. In
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Figure 2.18: In red measured irradiance from a plane of array irradiance sensor on
a single axis tracker at the the University of Arizona Science and Techpark Solar
Zone. In blue, modeled irradiance for that system. The stair steps in measured
irradiance are the result of discrete steps by which the tracker moves. The control
logic for the tracker system is not available.

summary, to fit data from an SAT system we may require information which is not

publicly available such as the ground coverage ratio, the maximum tilt angle and the

angle of incidence loss parameter ar. We determine the values of these parameters

empirically by selecting a sample of clear sky days through the year and using an

automated fit function in IGOR Pro. In at least one case we discovered a site had

an apparent error in time keeping. We infer this since our model only worked if we

allowed for a discrepancy in the model between the time of day used to calculate sun

position and the time of day used to calculate the correct panel angle. We inferred

site clock is behind by about 30 minutes, this results in panels consistently pointed

in a slightly wrong direction. In that case our fit also worked reasonably if we moved

the longitude of the modeled site a few degrees to the West from where we know

the site is actually located.
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2.4 Inverter Efficiency Measurements
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Figure 2.19: Measured AC and DC power output from a small system.
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Figure 2.20: Efficiency of the inverter as a function of input power. Input voltage
is represented as a color scheme. A simple model for inverter efficiency is shown as
a solid black curve.

We measured the efficiency of a PV system inverter by taking the ratio of the
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AC power out of an inverter to the DC power out of the modules

ηmeas =
PAC

PDC

(2.24)

using raw data shown in figure 2.19. The ratio changes with time. Figure 2.20 shows

the ratio ηmeas parametric in time. The solid black curve shows a simple model for

inverter efficiency based on the notion that the inverter has a constant energy cost

(of 50 Watts) and a maximum efficiency that would be obtained (of 93% in this

model) if it were able to operate at high powers.

ηmodel = 0.93
PDC − 50

PDC

(2.25)

The color code in Figure 2.20 shows that the input voltage has a smaller effect on

inverter efficiency; it is the input power that has a more significant effect.

This type of study has been extended to more systems and checked with more

calibrations by other group members at the TEP Solar Test Yard.

This finding is important for understanding a basic de-rating for PV systems.

It is not quite as significant as the de-rating due to temperature, but it is more

important than the typical derating due to soiling that we have found at the TEP

Solar Test Yard. The 50 watt ‘operational cost’, power required just to turn the

inverter on, corresponds to roughly 1-2% of the inverter capacity. This finding

correlates with a result from the 300 kW battery system discussed in chapter 4,

where the inverter with 500kW of capacity requires 5kW of power from either the

grid or the battery to be operational. An understanding of this operational cost is

important in effectively estimating the yield from a system.
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2.4.1 Studies of PV module efficiency

Figure 2.21: Measured ambient temperature (black) , module backside temperature
(top red curve) and DC voltage (lower red trace)

Figure 2.22: Simplified model of PV module temperature and efficiency with thermal
derating
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Figure 2.23: Measured module efficiency for converting light to DC electric power,
showing the average of days from June 1-20 for two different PV systems. For
reference the systems’ nameplate efficiency ηSTC is also plotted. ηSTC is found from
the module’s rated Pmax at STC divided by the product of module Area times the
STC irradiance of 1000 W/m2

2.5 IV Curve fitting

The IV curve of a Si PV cell is diode like and can be modeled by the non-linear

equation from Nelson [52] in equation 2.26. Figure 2.24 shows the equivalent circuit

in schematic form. This model is very useful for modeling the behavior of a single

PV cell under constant illumination.

I = Isc − Io(eq(V+IRs)/kT − 1)− V + IRs

Rsh

(2.26)

where Isc is the short circuit current, Io is the saturation current of the diode,

Rs is the series resistance and Rsh is the shunt resistance and V is voltage at the

terminals. Since a PV module is largely a number of cell wired in series, this

model also works well for uniformly illuminated modules. In fact an entire system

which is uniformly illuminated can be reasonably well modeled by this equation. A

parametric plot of this equation is referred to as the I-V curve of a PV cell. An IV
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Figure 2.24: Diode model for behavior of a PV cell. Under constant illumination,
the PV cell is modeled as an infinite voltage current source in parallel with a reverse
diode and a shunt resistor all connected through a series resistor to external devices.
Modules and even entire PV systems may be modeled either a single such device or
as many of them connected in series and/or parallel configuration.

measurement can be made of any real PV system by measuring voltage and current

from the system while the external load impendence is swept from zero to infinite

ohms. The result is set of point values. Such devices are commonly called curve

tracers.

When illumination is inconsistent, or if segments of a PV system have intrinsi-

cally different properties a better model is made by summing together two or more

of these models. I created IGOR Pro routines to assist in this process. A typical

problem is to estimate the mis-match losses which occur when a PV system is built

from modules which are not exactly identical, or when some of the modules are

partially shaded. To do this at the TEP test yard we would collect a separate IV

curve from each module in a system. To create an IV curve of the total system

we add together the IV curves in series. For series addition this requires registry

in current measurements between each IV curve, however our curve tracers do not

produce a set of IV point data which shows sufficient registry to directly add to-

gether. To overcome this problem I created routines in IGOR Pro to accept IV point

data and fit this to the diode model and subsequently either add together modules

algebraically or numerically. These routines are reproduced in Appendix L
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Figure 2.25: IV curves taken from two modules at the TEP test site. The modules
are from different manufactures. The module at left has an estimated peak power
of 404 W while the module at right has an estimated power of 160 W. The red and
green dots are measurement points, the blue line is the estimated IV curve as found
by my curve fitting routine.

Figure 2.26: Estimate joint IV curve if the two modules in figure 2.25 were wired
in series. Due to very different IV curves, the mismatch loss is quite high. The
maximum power from the system of two modules is estimated to be 420 W, which
is 144 W less than the power produced if the modules were separately connected to
Mpp tracking loads.
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2.6 Summary

The TEP test yard is a useful tool for exploring some specific details of how PV

systems operate and perform in a real world outdoor setting. Of particular interest

to us was the examination of factors which limit their performance such as age

related degradation, partial shading and limits on total system efficiency. These

systems however do not assist in fully answering some of the questions introduced

in chapter 1. In particular an investigation of how PV power plants not only interact

with, but impact the electrical grid requires a broader study of PV power plants

large enough to meaningfully impact the grid. At present nearly half of the PV

plants connected to the electrical grid in Arizona are from small systems typically

similar to those at the TEP test yard. The other half are mega-Watt scale systems.

Chapter 3 is concerned with studying these large systems in order to address the

big questions from chapter 1.
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CHAPTER 3

Large Scale PV power plants

This Chapter discusses research topics I presented at three conferences, and pub-

lished accompanying papers in the three corresponding conference proceedings

[12, 24, 30] which are reproduced in this Dissertation as Appendices G, H, and

I. This chapter is not intended to replicate the presentations of those papers, but

rather to provide readers with context and additional material related to the topics

discussed in these papers. As such, this chapter is not intended to be a stand alone

presentation of material presented in the papers. Readers are strongly encouraged

read the relevant papers as reproduced in the appendices before proceeding to read

this chapter.

Section 3.1 elaborates on my work [12] reprinted in Appendix G titled “Compar-

ing Ramp Rates from Large and Small PV systems, and Selection of Batteries for

Ramp Rate Control”. Section 3.2 elaborates on my work [24] reprinted in Appendix

H titled “The Economic Value of Forecasts for Optimal Curtailment Strategies to

Comply with Ramp Rate Rules”. Section 3.3 elaborates on my work [30] reprinted

in Appendix I titled “Observed Fluctuations in Output from a Regional Fleet of

PV Power plants used to Compute Hourly Schedules of Spinning Reserve Require-

ments”. References [12, 24, 30] were published in the proceedings of the 2013 PVSC,

2014 PVSC, and the 2014 EU PVSEC respectively. The unifying theme is analysis

of fluctuations in power output from utility scale power plants. Experimental data

to support these studies was obtained from the TEP solar test yard, the SOLON
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SMRT site, TEP, and the SVERI group

PV power plants greater than 1 MegaWatt (MW) are commonly called “utility

scale.” This implies that an electric utility is directly involved in either purchasing

energy from the site or providing transmission of the energy from the site to the

purchaser. There are examples in Arizona of PV systems greater than 1 MW which

are privately owned and directly connect to the power purchaser in a ‘behind the

meter’ arrangement, such as the SunEdison owned PV plant at the Davis Monthan

Air Force Base. However in the context of this dissertation all MW scale power

plants studied are ‘behind the fence’ arrangements and I will use the terms ‘MW

scale’ and ‘utility scale’ interchangeably.

From the perspective of a utility, a high penetration of utility scale PV may

disturb traditional practices in three different areas. These include

1. the lack of ancillary services such as frequency regulation,

2. the steep sustained ramps in power at sunrise and sunset, and

3. short term variability in output due to weather.

These are technical concerns, as opposed to financial or business model concerns. To

study these issues we conducted studies of local utility scale power plants including:

An investigation comparing observed ramp rates from large and small PV plants in

Section 3.1 and Appendix G. An analysis of the value of curtailment in the operation

of PV power plants to reduce extreme ramp rates in Section 3.2 and Appendix H.

An analysis of aggregate fluctuations from a large fleet of PV power plants with a

view to employing a centralized mechanism for ramp rate control in Section 3.3 and

Appendix I.

3.1 Fluctuations in output from MW scale PV plants

The customer load which an electric utility serves is not constant; it continually

moves up and down as appliances, lights and other devices are turned on and off
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throughout the day. For TEP the maximum load in 2014 was 3223 MW and the

minimum load was 1228 MW [4]. So no single appliance will be more than a tiny

fraction of the total load. Thus, the on-off action of any single device may be

considered noise in the total load signal. On a very short time scale such as seconds,

the variations in load may appear to be random and uncorrelated, but on longer

scales such as hours, clear trends appear due to wide area effects such as high

temperatures or workers returning home in the evenings. We can characterize the

total load such as that in figure 1.8, with a few simple generalizations; the load

moves in a relatively predictable pattern with one or two daily peaks, the size and

location of which are strongly dependent upon season and weather. The noise in this

load signal is very small both compared to the total load and amplitude of the daily

peak to trough change. Electric utilities have developed methods to follow the load,

that is, to generate power equal to the load, changing the output of generation in

real time to match the load. This is not a trivial exercise, but is made considerably

easier by the interconnected nature of the electrical grid. For example, when a

consumer turns on an air conditioner, load and generation are out of balance by a

tiny amount. The result may be a gradual slowing of the generators or a decrease in

the ACE signal described in Appendix A.2. The utility detects the imbalance and

responds by increasing power from their fleet of generators and so re-balances load

and generation.

PV power is a new phenomenon for the grid in that it is both generation and

a source of fluctuations. We define short term fluctuations as changes in power

output from a PV plant which occur in a period of seconds or minutes and change

power output of the plant by an appreciable percentage of the plant capacity. We

do not use the label short term fluctuations for changes in output which occur

due to solar position. A defining characteristic of these fluctuations is that are

observed as steep ramp rates in power output from the plant. As cloud shadows

move across a PV plant, power production will drop significantly. When load is

a source of variability, the variability will be a fraction of the total load. Larger

loads may be accompanied by higher variability, but larger loads will require more
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generation, so the fraction of online generation used to follow the load remains

relatively constant even as fluctuations increase. Conversely, as PV power plants

are displacing traditional generation, their variability adds to the total fluctuations

which the remaining generation must follow. Thus the fraction of online generation

used to follow total variability must increase. In short, adding a significant amount

of PV to the grid can make load following more difficult as the utility must follow

larger fluctuations with fewer resources.

Figure 3.1: Power output from the 1.6 MW PV system at the SOLON SMRT
site over the course of an intermittently cloudy day in May. To maintain grid
stability, the steep ramp rates in power must be met by equal but opposite changes
in generation from other power plants around the country.

In the continental United States short term PV power fluctuations have not yet

become a major problem. Our research indicates that this may not be a significant

problem in the next decade in most locations. However, in smaller grids, for example

in Hawaii and Puerto Rico, this is already considered to be a problem.

In terms of load and peak capacity, the Puerto Rico electrical grid is approxi-

mately the same size as the Tucson Electric Power service area. Much of the fuel for

generating electricity on the island is fuel oil, which is more expensive than either

natural gas or coal. This leads to electricity rates on the island more than double

those in Tucson. In such a case, the LCOE of PV power should be lower than the

LCOE of fossil fuel generation. However, in 2011 the local electric utility, the Puerto
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Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) determined that the anticipated short term

variability of PV systems scheduled to be built on the island was larger than the

utility was prepared to handle. In response to this PREPA established requirements

that PV systems limit variability so that output power does not change by more

than 10% of name plate power per minute. This will require new technology, such as

batteries, curtailment methods or backup generators because free-running PV power

plants exhibit sudden and dramatic changes in output power even with utility scale

systems as shown in figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 shows a mostly clear day with many deep

dropouts.

A natural question then is what fluctuations can be expected of a large PV

system? An Energy Storage System (ESS), such as a battery, may be helpful in

meeting the PREPA requirement; however proper sizing of such an ESS will require

detailed knowledge of the anticipated fluctuations. Prior to 2013 others had studied

this question using histograms of ∆P/∆T time series, such as references [53–55].

Others have defined methods to characterize the variability of a single day, such as

the Variability Index (VI) in [56] or the Daily Aggregate Ramp Rate (DARR) in

[55]. Sizing of an ESS for ramp rate control through simulation has been done more

recently in [57, 58]. In 2013 there were some examples of commercial ESS products

on the market from companies such as Xtreme Power.

To estimate the size of battery needed to make the output of a 1.6 MW PV

system obey a Ramp Rate Rule (RRR) less than 10% / minute, we conducted this

empirical study of ramp rates and battery sizing by examining fluctuations from

large and small power plants located near Tucson, Arizona. The weather patterns

in Tucson are different than in Puerto Rico, however the methodology may be used

there and elsewhere. This study was presented at the 39th IEEE Photovoltaic

Specialists Conference and an accompanying paper was published in the conference

proceedings. That paper is reproduced in Appendix G. An extended discussion of

this study is given here in the rest of this section.

From several 2 kW sized PV systems at the TEP test yard we observed very

steep ramps, occasionally exceeding 50% of the system capacity in three seconds.
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A larger system must inherently cover more ground and should therefore require a

longer transit time for cloud shadows to cover it. This is demonstrated in figure 3.2.

We were motivated to examine this relationship to understand two issues. Firstly

is there a direct relationship between system dimensions and ramp rates in power

output? Secondly can we put upper limits on the size of battery required to smooth

output power? We conducted a study of fluctuations in output power from a 2 kW

system located at the TEP test yard and a 1600 kW system built by SOLON and

located at the University of Arizona Science and Tech Park, located approximately

10 miles to the East of the TEP test yard.

Figure 3.2: Three days of power output scaled by plant capacity for the studied
2kW and 1.6 MW systems. The 2kW demonstrates relatively steeper ramps and
larger relative min to max swings than the 1.6 MW system does.

We collected power production data from the two systems in the following ways.

We measured output from the two systems at the highest time resolution available.

In the case of the 2 kW system, a new measurement could be collected each second.
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The data collection equipment is custom equipment developed in the lab of Dr.

Cronin for use in measuring production from small PV systems. Data is available

for both the DC and AC components of the system; we elected to use measurements

of AC power. The absolute error in that measurement is estimated to be less than

5%, with the precision being much better. At the 1.6 MW site, the source of the data

is self reported power production from the three DC-AC inverters at the site. Each

inverter was polled once per second, however the reported value was only updated

by the inverter on average once every 3.3 seconds. Through comparison to the onsite

revenue grade meter, we estimate the error in the inverter reported measurements

also to be less than 5%. Total power from the large site was found by summing

the AC power output from the three inverters. In order to harmonize the two data

streams we applied a sliding box car average to both systems with a window width

of 4 seconds. We then took derivatives of each system and created histograms of

those derivatives. When plotted on a normalized log plot these histograms gave us

information about the relative occurrences of steep power ramps.

To determine appropriate battery sizing for each system we created a battery

simulation program in IGOR Pro. The source code of this program is reproduced in

Appendix K. For each time step the actual power from the PV system is compared

to an ideal output which is only permitted to change at the rate of 10% per minute.

Differences between the input PV signal and the required output are computed

and a battery power is calculated. To add real world value to the simulation we

track energy throughput through the battery system, simulate the state of charge

of the battery and apply round trip efficiency losses. From a data set we can

determine the essential design parameters of the battery such as both power and

energy capacity requirements. We found the power requirements by searching for

the largest instantaneous power and we found energy requirements by searching for

the largest change in state of charge during a 24 hour period.

Several important findings came from this research. As expected, the larger

system exhibited significantly slower ramp rates than the small system. However

these did not occur in a way which could be conveniently matched to any of the
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Figure 3.3: Power output from a 1.6 MW PV plant during an afternoon in May. In
Green is the simulated battery power required such that the sum of PV and battery
is the black line, which obeys the ramp rate rule.

geometries in the systems. The ground cover of large system is approximately 1600

times the area of the size of the small system, with linear dimensions roughly 40

times larger. However the ratio of observed ramp rates was much smaller than ratio

of physical dimensions would imply, meaning the big system showed ramps that

were nearly as rapid as the small system. For example we see 50% dropouts in 8

seconds from the 1.6 MW while we saw 50% dropouts in 3 seconds from the small

system. The large system exhibited larger ramp rates than could be explained with

a model of system power output which reduced power based upon the movement

of a hard edge cloud shadow across the site. Instead a model of fast-moving clouds

with fuzzy edges (a ramp in opacity) better explains our data.

The size requirements of a battery system were also somewhat surprising. We

determined that the battery system needed to be about 50% as large (in power) as

the PV nameplate power to make the large PV system comply with the 10% per
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minute Ramp Rate Rule (RRR). Furthermore, this fraction was nearly the same for

both large and small PV systems.

3.1.1 Methods of measuring compliance to ramp rate rules

During the course of the project to measure fluctuations from PV plants we also

engaged with the question of how to measure ramp rate compliance. At that time

PREPA had published no standards or methods for computing the quality of a

systems compliance with ramp rate rules. Since the publication of the PREPA rules,

several groups have published recommendations on how they should be interpreted,

most notably the Puerto Rican Association of Renewable Energy Producers. [59].

There are at least two separate issues in this question. Firstly it is clear that on

a time scale of a minute the system should not change by more than 10% of name

plate power rating, but on time scales shorter than one minute it is not clear what

would or would not be permissible. Secondly, no engineered system is designed to

be perfect; some tolerances are built into every design. These gave rise to several

questions which we attempt to address in the IEEE PVSC paper, such as: Would

a battery system which is effective at controlling ramp rates 99% of the time be

acceptable? If so, what reduction in size would this permit? What is the best way

to define compliance, should it be based upon time or upon energy or some other

metric?

In the IEEE PVSC paper we proposed a mechanism for defining a window of

compliant operation. Anytime power output is within the window, the system is

considered to be compliant. This was the first published proposal of a method

to evaluate system performance. Furthermore, we proposed a simple metric for

measuring the quality of compliance based on permitting a deadband above and

below current production. We proposed that compliance be measured based only

on consideration of the fraction of time a system was in compliance versus time out

of compliance. Figure 3.4 shows an example of deadband limits around a power

timeseries.

Ultimately I developed control routines to operate the 300 kW battery system
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Figure 3.4: The blue line indicates total power from the site including both PV
and ESS power. The black lines represent upper and lower limits in output, which
are calculated in real time based upon average power over the last minute. In this
figure, the blue line is always inside the black lines and the system is in compliance.
Normally the ESS is idle, while the PV contributes power. If the blue line makes
contact with a limit, the ESS is minimally operated to keep power inside the ac-
ceptable bands. This permits small fluctuations in PV power, such as those around
1:50 pm, to be ignored. Ignoring these small fluctuations can extend the life of the
ESS.

installed at same site as the 1.6 MW PV plant. The performance of that system as

compared to the predicted performance is discussed in Chapter 4.

At present time PREPA has yet to define formulae for measurement of ramp

rate compliance. PREPA has also not yet given clear guidance to operators of

PV plants regarding best operation in the moments immediately following a period

of non-compliance. Consider the following scenario: A sufficiently large PV plant

experiences a drop in irradiance greater than the capacity of the onsite battery

system to smooth. As a result power output from the combined system will drop

farther than would be normally permitted. However the dropout is unlikely to last

very long. One of the interesting observations from the study of fluctuations of PV
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power plant output is that extreme ramps, either up or down are very commonly

followed by reversals a short time later. If the capability returns to the site to

increase power after illegally reducing it, should the site do so or should it adopt the

new power level as the baseline for future upper and lower limits in power. By use

of a combination of inverter curtailment and recharging the battery a PV operator

may easily limit the rate of all up ramps in power. The protocol for a PV plant

operator following this scenario should be designed to promote grid stability.

I suggest that the following course of action be taken following the scenario

described above. If grid frequency is above the scheduled frequency, i. e. above

60 Hz, the current output from the PV plant should become the new baseline and

power only increased at 10% per minute. On the other hand if frequency is less than

scheduled, power should be increased immediately by the lesser of either: the total

PV power available, or the amount of power which will bring the grid frequency to

the scheduled value within 15 seconds.

The amount of power required to change grid frequency must be well understood

for this to be accomplished. To explore this I will consider a simplified model of the

electric grid. Stable power flow in the electric grid may be modeled as a summation

of all loads on one side of an equation equal to a summation of all generation on

the other. To describe very short term behavior of this equation, note that the

generation is a two step process. Power is delivered as torque to a rotating mass by

a fluid such as steam and while simultaneously removed from the rotating mass via

torque from the armature coils. When a disturbance occurs which unbalances load

and generation this is first manifested as unequal torque on the rotating masses,

which exhibits a slowing down or speeding up as a result. The rate of increase

or decrease in angular velocity depends on the net torque and effective moment of

inertia of the combined rotating masses. Knowledge of this total moment of inertia

would be useful in deciding the appropriate course of action. In Chapter 4, I describe

an experiment to measure this value for the Western Interconnect. For operation

in Puerto Rico and other areas with relatively small grids a measurement should be

taken with some regularity and reported to PV operators.
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A term in the electric utility industry is frequency sensitivity. This term de-

scribes how a short term response by the grid to sudden changes in either load or

generation, expressed in terms of delta frequency per amount of power change. This

is usually meant to describe the nadir of frequency which will occur some seconds

an after immediate loss of generation. For example in Puerto Rico, I understand

that the frequency sensitivity is 100 mHz per 10 MW. That is to say, if 10 MW of

generation was suddenly lost, we could expect grid frequency to drop by 100 mHz

before recovery begins. That result is a solution to a more complicated problem

than simply summing the generator moments of inertia and using
∑
τ = Iα. This

is because the time evolution of frequency depends also on other elements includ-

ing automatic governors which send feedback signals to generator throttle controls.

This feedback begins with various time constants and capabilities, such as the re-

sponse time and response strength of the automatic governor systems. Frequency

sensitivity is useful in contingency planning, but is not directly applicable to minute

to minute operations.

3.2 Strategic use of curtailment to avoid high ramp rates

If we accept the assertion that short term fluctuations in power output from PV

plants ultimately increases the cost of grid operations, then this cost should be

factored into a consideration of the LCOE for PV power. An example of increasing

costs may be found by considering the effort required to deal with fluctuations.

From the perspective of a utility, the utility must now dedicate some fast acting

generation capacity as a reserve to respond in real time to fluctuations. A PV

plant owner who must comply with ramp rate regulations must employ some energy

storage system such as a battery to smooth fluctuations. In either case the true cost

of PV generated electricity is increased due to the intermittent nature of PV power.

This is explored by [60].

We might suppose then that energy from a PV power plant with reduced fluc-

tuations may be more valuable, without regard to the mechanism for reducing the
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fluctuations. We were motivated by this to explore the use of curtailment to reduce

fluctuations in PV power. Curtailment as method for ramp rate control, has been

studied by others including in [61].

Curtailment is a function of a DC-AC inverter in which the inverter does not

accept the maximum DC power available and therefore limits the AC power output

to a designated level. This is done by increasing the effective impendence of the

DC circuit. The PV modules respond by increasing DC voltage, but at the same

time sharply reduce DC current so that the total power flowing into the inverter is

reduced. All major inverters on the market today have built-in curtailment capa-

bilities. We wondered if an effective curtailment strategy could be found to reduce

short term fluctuations in such a way that the total value of the energy would be

increased, even if the total quantity of energy might be less. We considered a num-

ber of approaches to limiting steep ramp rates using curtailments. Starting with

historical data from large PV plants we generated simulated power output profiles

using various curtailment strategies. Results from this study were presented at the

38th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference in 2014 and an accompanying paper

was published in the conference proceedings. This paper is reproduced in appendix

H.

A straightforward approach for reducing fluctuations is to consider general

weather patterns. By examination of irradiance data collected by the department

of Atmospheric Science at the University of Arizona, we find that in Tucson ap-

proximately one quarter of all days in the year are completely cloud free during

daylight hours and that more than half of all days have only a few transient clouds,

most commonly in the afternoon. A day-ahead forecast of cloudy weather may be

a useful signal for avoiding steep ramp rates by curtailing systems on potentially

intermittent days. Figure 3.5 demonstrates using this approach.

A second approach is an early warning system that provides short term forecasts

of irradiance fluctuations. Using the limitation of a 10% per minute ramp rate,

a 10 minute warning of incoming clouds would be sufficient as the system could

begin a curtailment ramp down at the 10% per minute rate. From the earlier work
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Figure 3.5: At left is two days of output from a 20+ MW PV system in Tucson
Arizona. The red line is the free running output from the system. The green line is
a simulated output had the system been curtailed on the basis of a numerical weather
forecast made one day in advance. At right is a zoom to the second morning.

discussed in this Chapter, we learned that shorter warning times are acceptable

as steep ramps are generally limited to less than half of the total plant capacity.

There are several ways to do this. Commercially available cameras with fish eye

lenses and specialized software may identify clouds position and velocity to predict

shadow arrival times. Students in Dr. Cronin’s group have worked to develop such

a system [21, 29]. Satellite imagery in combination with forecasts or measurements

of wind velocity at cloud altitude may also be used for this process. Students in Dr.

Cronin’s group have also developed a novel system of networked irradiance sensors

which can be placed in proximity to a PV plant to generate warnings of irradiance

changes [21, 23].

Finally a simple strategy may be to simply limit up ramps in power through

curtailment, and let power output fall at whatever rate cloud patterns would cause.

The assumption behind this strategy is that steep ramps down are commonly closely

timed with steep ramps up. By slowing the upward increase in power we may reduce

the total occurrence of all steep ramps by more than half. We refer to this approach

as the “easy-up” protocol. With ideal forecasts we can implement “easy-up” and

“easy-down” to limit |∆P/∆t| to a specified ramp rate.
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We obtained high quality historical data for a number of MW scale power plants

in the Tucson area from Tucson Electric Power. Through collaboration with the

department of atmospheric sciences we also used detailed forecasts of weather in

the Tucson area generated by a Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model

running on the Atmospheric sciences Beowulf cluster computer in the basement of

the PAS building. One of the channels in the WRF forecast is Global Horizontal

Irradiance (GHI) at ground level. This is produced for every three minute period

throughout the day. We integrated the total GHI for each day and compared it to

an integrated GHI based on the solar position algorithm discussed in Chapter 2.3.

During a simulation if the day was forecast to have a summed GHI ratio below a

threshold, the system was curtailed to a fraction of its total capacity.

Instead of a full LCOE calculation, we considered a simple “value index” to

describe the net revenue of a PV power plant operator after fines (penalties) for

violating a ramp rate rule (RRR) are deducted from revenue proportional to energy

yield (kWh). This is a simple attempt to internalize externalities, or to identify

an effective cost to a PV power plant operator for island grid power stabilization

services. We can then study how price signals should affect the behavior of the

PV plant operator (with and without forecasts), and deduce the monetary value

of forecasts. One reason this is significant is because the value of forecasts for PV

power is not well known. Figuring the LCOE of PV power with adjustments for the

variability of PV power is challenging for several reasons, and has been discussed in

[60, 62] and others. What we did that is new is to take this economics idea and turn

it into a simpler optimization problem by assuming that a PV power plant operator

will be subject to a penalty for every second that the power is in violation of a RRR

such as 10% per min. With that one assumption, the revenue of a PV power plant

operator will be proportional to the value index:

V I =
kWh

kWhfree
− 0.2

RRRviolations

RRRviolations,free

(3.1)

In this scenario we found the value of various curtailment schedules that were
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created with various types of forecasts. For an upper bound on value, we considered

an ideal (retrospective) forecast. We also studied the value of a simple control

protocol we labeled “easy-up” in which increases in power output are always limited

to the RRR, by curtailment of the inverters. We found that the easy-up protocol

was remarkably effective at reducing the LCOE of PV plant subject to ramp rate

controls. While one other method, the early warning system from a fleet of irradiance

sensors could produce better results, as defined by increased net revenue to the

system owner in the form of lower fines and increased energy production, it could

only do so when used in concert with the easy-up protocol. We demonstrated that

the WRF forecast could have skill in reducing plant variability, it would only be

marginally more cost effective than using an energy storage system.

3.3 Hourly schedules of flexibility reserves to smooth PV

plant fluctuations

From the perspective of any utility, either a large interconnected one such as Tucson

Electric Power or a small island one such as the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority

it is in principle possible to manage the fluctuations of a fleet of PV power plants

using a single generation asset to follow the total variability of all the summed PV

plants. There are at least two separate reasons for why using a centralized unit

following fluctuations rather than applying smoothing at the plant level may reduce

LCOE of PV power. Firstly geographic diversity may reduce the overall strength of

fluctuations as compared to the overall power from plants. Secondly the generation

unit used for following PV fluctuation may be able to provide a variety of services

to the utility and only the portion of its usage related to regulating PV power could

be charged against the value of energy from PV plants.

We were motivated to understand what the power requirements of such a cen-

tralized unit might be. We assumed that such a unit would be not a fully separate

generator, but a portion of the capacity of a larger unit. For example at the TEP

Sundt generation station there are four 100 MW generators. Assuming these have
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limitless ramp rate capabilities, we imagined that TEP may allocate 50 MW of one

unit’s capacity for following PV power variability, in practice to achieve higher ramp

rates, the reserves are spread out over several generators. We refer to this allocation

of capacity as flexibility reserves. Our objective in studying the variability from a

fleet of PV plants was two fold: Firstly we wanted to understand what flexibility

reserves should TEP carry currently and, secondly we attempted to predict how the

growth of PV plants in the future will change this.

Figure 3.6: Cumulative distribution functions of observed ∆P/15min from an 80
MW fleet of PV power plants around Tucson during summer 2014. At left is as
observed CDF, at right is the adjusted CDF found by removing predictable changes
in power due to solar position.

We begin by considering fluctuations from PV plants to be noise on the other-

wise predictable curve which solar geometry would indicate. The noise then is the

unexpected changes which the utility must compensate for with little or notice. We

measure this noise signal by simply calculating clear sky power profiles for each PV

plant using the solar position algorithm introduced in Chapter 2.3, and subtracting

from that profile the actual power observed. What characteristics of this noise are

important for utility planning purposes? In the previous sections we have consid-
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ered what is effectively the amplitude of this noise for large and small systems and

we have looked at how well we can forecast day-ahead amplitude. We elected to

study the size of the noise envelope for various times of day, for various seasons,

and for the number of PV plants aggregated together into a fleet. When considering

fluctuations in power as noise in a signal, we note that the amplitude of the noise

is constrained by the amplitude of the underlying signal. For example, there should

not be any fluctuations in output at midnight. At times when solar position limits

power to half of plant capacity we would expect to see fluctuation noise which fits

in an envelope of at most half of the plant capacity. We noted that clouds are the

primary factor driving fluctuations and that during the summer months many days

begin clear with cloud cover building in the afternoon. Hence we would expect that

the noise envelope is greatest during afternoons. It is reasonable to suspect that

the noise from individual PV plants may be partially uncorrelated with noise from

other PV plants. The result would be some non-linear addition of the noise so that

the envelope required to bound it grows more slowly than the total power signal.

This reduction in total noise versus total power is referred to as the portfolio effect.

The portfolio effect was not well studied for large PV plants and not studied at all

for large PV plants in the desert southwest of the United States. Figure 3.7 demon-

strates the impact on flexibility reservers of having PV power plants distributed

throughout a large region or concentrated in a small area.

The chief results of this study is a schedule of flexibility reserves for each hour

of the day for a fleet of large PV plants in the TEP service area which total ap-

proximately 80 MW of power. These results were presented at the 2014 European

Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and an accompanying paper was published in

the conference proceedings. A reprint of that paper is included in Appendix I. Af-

ter expanding this project to better consider the impact of seasons and to generate

daily schedules for each month of the year and the role of forecasts on recommended

schedules, a paper on this topic is being prepared for a journal article.
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Figure 3.7: At left is the observed 95th percentile net fluctuations from the 80MW
TEP PV fleet. The scale is set to show the required peak changes in power in a 15
minute period from a conventional power plant used to compensate for changes in
production from the TEP fleet. The impact of sunrise and sunset has been removed
to highlight that these are unanticipated changes. At right is impact of distributing
power plants around the SVERI territory; if future TEP PV plants were located
in just one location the reserve required to balance fluctuations (red line) would
be significantly larger than if the plants were spread throughout Arizona and New
Mexico.
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CHAPTER 4

Investigation with Battery System

This chapter shows the results from using a battery to support Grid integration of

large PV power plants. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 I describe the 300 kW battery system

and associated 1600 kW PV system at the SMRT site. In Section 4.4 I report how I

used the battery for ramp rate control. In Section 4.5 I show how I used the battery

for frequency response. In Section 4.6 I describe our process for a non-destructive

determination of battery capacity. In Section 4.7 I explore how to use the battery

to measure the grid inertia. All of the above are important for the PV integration

community because while examples of these functions are available, they are very

new and little independent analysis is publicly available.

4.1 Overview of SMRT site

The SOLON Storage Management Research and Testing (SMRT) Site is an energy

storage research and development facility created as a joint venture between SOLON

Corporation, Tucson Electric Power and the University of Arizona. It is located in

the Solar Zone at the University of Arizona Science and Technology park in south

east Tucson Arizona. At present the site is home to a 350 kW battery system

owned by SOLON and a TEP-owned 1.6 MW PV power plant built by SOLON in

2010. Both of these systems connect to the TEP electrical grid through a common

2 MW step-up transformer which connects the inverters at 480 Volts to the TEP
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Figure 4.1: The 1.6 MW of PV is connected to 3 500 kW inverters, the 350 kW
battery is connected to a fourth 500 kW inverter which has been customized for bi-
directional operation. Black lines carry direct current, red lines alternating current.

distribution line at 12.8 kV. This transformer is located at the so called “Point

of Interconnection” where the low side of the transformer is considered to be the

domain of the PV and battery systems and the high side of the transformer is the

domain of the electrical grid.

4.2 Battery Specifications

The battery system is composed of 882 Lithium Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum oxide (Li-

NCA) cells. Each cell, whose volume is about 500 mL, is capable of producing 100

A of current at approximately 4 volts when fully charged. The energy capacity of

each cell is approximately 530 kJ making an energy capacity of 882 × 532 kJ = 130

kWh for the entire system. One metric for discussing battery performance is the C

rating which is a ratio of total energy to instantaneous power ouput. This ratio is

defined at the cell level, in simple terms it may be considered to be related to the

ratio of volume of the battery to the surface area of the electrodes. This battery has

a discharge C rating of C/2.4, this means that peak current rating of the cell (100
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Amps) is 2.4 times the Amp Hour capacity of the cell (41 Amp Hours). The cells

are asymmetric in the that the recharge C rating is C/1, recharge current should

not exceed 41 Amps. Higher recharge currents dramatically shorten the useful life of

the cell. This asymmetry has an important impact on how well system performance

conforms to the predictions we made in Appendix G. A second metric of battery

performance is aging characteristics. The shelf life of Li-NCA cells is sufficiently

long that we can ignore degradation as a result of calendar age. Degradation in

capacity as a result of use can be predicted from the number of charge-discharge

cycles. I will discuss my measurements of battery lifetime and degradation in the

Sections describing the ramp rate control and frequency response usage cases. This

degradation is somewhat logarithmic as a function of depth of discharge as indicated

by figure 4.2. For connection to the inverter, the cells are wired into 6 parallel strings,

so that the DC voltage is 590 volts at full charge and maximum discharge current

is 600 Amps, equal to a peak power of 350 kW DC.

The battery system is manufactured by SAFT. SAFT provided the cells and a

monitoring system which measures the voltage of each cell along with the current

through the battery and temperature at selected points in the battery system. The

monitoring system does not actively play a role in controlling system operations,

but it supplies information to the system control which I designed.

4.3 Inverter Specifications

The inverter connected to the battery is a modified SMA model 500U. This is a

3 phase, single stage unit. The direct output of the inverter is 200 VAC which

is stepped up to 480 V by a transformer. The inverter is capable of 4 quadrant

operation; on the AC side it may charge and discharge the battery using real power

and may generate or consume reactive power. The power characteristics of an

AC device may be described in a P-Q diagram which shows the capabilities (or

requirements) of the device in terms of both real and reactive power. The x-axis is

used to indicate real power and the y-axis reactive power. The P-Q diagram of the
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Figure 4.2: On left, lifespan of SAFT Li-NCA cells as function of depth of discharge.
Courtesy SAFT. On right, normalized per cycle damage to cells when charged at
maximum current.

battery inverter is indicated in figure 4.3. The inverter accepts 3 control signals,

a start-stop signal, a DC Amps setpoint signal and an AC reactive power setpoint

signal.

4.4 Ramp rate control of PV plant output

In this section I will discuss the following topics as they relate to using a battery

for ramp rate control of a PV power plant. I will define how we measure ramp rate

and what steps are taken to control it. I will then discuss demonstrated behavior

of the system when the PV is allowed to run freely and when the PV is curtailed in

order to control the rate of up ramps.

One of the early functions of interest for the ESS at SMRT site was the ability

to smooth short term fluctuations in power output from the associated 1.6 MW PV

power plant. PRPEA, the electric utility in in Puerto Rico prohibits large PV power

plants from exhibiting up or down ramps in excess of 10% of system size per minute.

To investigate the total implications on LCOE for PV plants operated in such a

fashion, we implemented a PREPA-compliant mode of operation at the SMRT site.

We developed a control system to measure power flow at the step-up transformer and

use this measurement an an input to a real-time battery control algorithm similar to
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Figure 4.3: The maximum real and reactive power capabilities of the SMA battery
inverter when combined with the SAFT battery installed at SMRT site are defined
by the red window. The actual capability will be reduced by factors such as battery
temperature, state of charge and inverter temperature.

that shown in Appendix ??. There are a few subtleties associated with this which

are worth mentioning. Firstly, the primary measurement is power flow through the

POI, but the primary value to control is the time derivative of this power flow, since

we are concerned with controlling the ramp rate. This means there will never be a

simple linear correspondence between the quantity measured and the control signal.

Secondly the battery system is limited in both power and energy capabilities. This

means that the system may not be able to supply enough power to fully correct

ramps in the total system output. More importantly, it means the control system

must also manage the available energy reserve.

4.4.1 Demonstration of Battery charging and discharging for Ramp

Rate control

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the system at work. Significantly this demonstrates a

battery only approach, meaning the PV inverters are not curtailed to control up
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Figure 4.4: At left, power flow at SMRT site during a typical intermittent period,
breaks in cloud cover allow steep up-ramps followed by steep down-ramps. Battery
power is deployed in an attempt to keep ramp rates under 150 kW/min. At right
is a normalized histogram of resulting ramp rates for one day. Red is the observed
frequency of ramp rates from the PV system, blue is the observed frequency of ramps
after including the action of the battery.

ramps. The power versus time graph demonstrates the impact of various issues dis-

cussed above. Since the battery is asymmetric in terms of charge - recharge power

limits, we consequently observe the system does a better job of limiting down ramps

than up ramps. During the 12:30 PM up ramp, power climbs faster than the battery

is able to compensate for, resulting in a steeper ramp than is desired. Immediately

after the 12:35 PM ending of the down ramp, the battery system begins to recharge

slowly. The histogram in figure 4.4 shows that the total system demonstrates severe

down-ramps about 10 times less frequently than the native PV system does, how-

ever up-ramps are much less well controlled, with the frequency of severe up ramps

reduced by about only a factor of 2.

The battery system is not perfectly efficient. Losses occur both in the AC-DC

conversion and in charging and discharging the battery. For the day shown in figure

4.5 the total energy produced by the PV plant was approximately 2.8 MWh, while

the net consumption of the battery system was approximately 45 kWh a little over

1.56 percent of daily yield. The bulk of this energy consumption by the battery

system is the parasitic consumption of the inverter at idle. This model of inverter
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Figure 4.5: At left, power flow at SMRT site during during the course of an in-
termittent day. The inverted triangle shapes in the green line (battery power) are
recharge cycles trigged when the battery state of charge had dropped as a result of
extended discharge to control a PV downramp. A recharge cycle is slowly turned
on then off to bring the battery back to optimum SOC. At right is the derivative of
native PV power during that day. This is same day used to make figure 4.4.

has a peak power of 500kW. At ‘idle’ when battery current is zero amps, the inverter

consumes nearly 4 kW of power, which shows up as waste heat. As we can see from

figure 4.5, there are long periods of time when the ramp rate of the PV system is

very small. In principle the battery inverter could be turned off, except that the

start up time is approximately 30 seconds. An implication of this is that on perfectly

clear days when no battery action is required, some energy losses will occur in just

having the system prepared to rapidly respond. An early warning system which

gave one minute of notice for incoming clouds could make this system significantly

more energy efficient. Table 4.4.1 lists some statistics associated with this “battery

only” method of ramp rate control.

4.4.2 Demonstration of Battery + PV curtailment for Ramp Rate con-

trol

With this system the up ramps can be controlled by instructing the PV inverters to

limit output to a dynamically controlled upper limit. This is a form of curtailment. If

the PV inverters are always limited so that they cannot ramp faster than the battery
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Table 4.1: Performance metrics for ramp rate control. Power shortage indicates
the missing power required to make a completely compliant power profile. Energy
shortage indicates the additional battery throughput if the required power had been
available. Battery throughput indicates the accumulated energy both in and out of
the battery system. Battery lifespan indicates the useful life of the battery if this
profile was used every day.
Method Power Energy Battery Battery

shortage shortage throughput lifespan
(kW) (kwh) (kwh) lifespan

Battery Only 216 7.8 84 10 years

Battery 48 1.5 76 10 years
+ Curtailment

system is able to compensate for, we see better control of both up and down ramps.

However this comes at a cost of additional lost energy. Figure 4.6 demonstrates

the impact of using curtailment to keep the PV output from climbing faster than

may be controlled by the battery system. To estimate the amount of lost energy we

used an on site irradiance meter to estimate the output from the PV system had

curtailment not been used. This irradiance sensor is a Li-Cor pyranometer, which

is mounted in the array adjacent to a solar panel. This pyranometer is in the same

orientation as the PV modules, this mounting style is referred to as a plane of array

(POA) measurement. Since the meter is only averaging irradiance over just a few

cm2 we expect it to change output much faster than the power plant, however we do

expect that under stable conditions we can accurately predict from the irradiance

the total power. Figure 4.6 shows actual and predicted power from the PV plant.

The predicted power curve is generated by scaling and timeshifting the measured

irradiance. I will discuss details of this technique in the next section. During this

time the plant controller actively limited the total power from each PV inverter

in order to control ramp rates. Between 10:00 AM and 10:15 AM a cloud edge

transited the site, this edge was quite ragged and would have resulted in significant

ramps. By integrating both actual and estimated power output during this time we
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of inverter curtailment to control ramp rates. At left in
red, observed power output from the PV inverters while the plant control system is
limiting PV power such that the sum of PV and battery power does not exhibit up
ramps faster than 10% of system size per minute. In blue on left, a single plane of
array irradiance meter is used to estimate total power from the PV had curtailment
not been enforced. The series of peaks then valleys between 10 AM and 10:15 AM
are the result of a ragged edge of a cloud. Uncontrolled PV systems would have
exhibited both steep up and down ramps. On right, a normalized histogram of
ramp rates for one day while both battery control and PV limiting were in use.
Note extreme ramp rates both up and down are significantly reduced versus battery
control alone.

estimate that the total energy loss due to curtailment was about 11 kWh. During

the course of the day, total lost energy due to curtailment approached 100 kWh

or 2% of the total energy produced that day, as compared to the observed energy

loss of 1% for the “battery only” (no curtailment) method. Table 4.4.1 lists some

statistics associated with this hybrid “battery + curtailment” method of ramp rate

control.
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4.4.3 Estimating un-curtailed PV power from a single irradiance mea-

surement

To evaluate the veracity of the pyranometer based method of estimating energy

production during steep up ramps we consider a “do nothing” case where the system

has been running freely. Figure 4.7 shows output from just one inverter, PV inverter

number 3 and scaled irradiance from the pyranometer. The pyranometer is located

in the geographic center of the PV modules which feed PV inverter 3, and we see

that that it is a good indicator of real time power from that inverter. However we

see from figure 4.8 that the pyranometer is not especially effective at estimating real

time power from the entire field. It is possible to somewhat compensate for this

by timeshifting the irradiance data. Figure 4.9 shows the output of the irradiance

sensor used to predict output from PV inverter number 1. The modules feeding

inverter number 1 are formed into a rectangle 100 meters on a side, the center of

that rectangle is located 225 meters north of the irradiance sensor. By shifting the

irradiance sensor data in time by 160 seconds we produce a better estimate of power

from that inverter. When applied to all 3 inverters, the resulting estimate of power

production is demonstrated in figure 4.10. The fit parameters of this technique

change continually as wind direction and velocity change. We should understand

then that using a single pyranometer to estimate lost power as result of curtailment

is only effective at setting an upper bound on the lost power.

Figure 4.7: Power output from PV inverter 3 and scaled output of the pyranometer.
The pyranometer is located in the middle of the PV modules which feed inverter 3.
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Figure 4.8: Power output from all three PV inverters and scaled output of the
pyranometer. Some of, but not all, the features in the total PV output can be
traced to the pyranometer.

Figure 4.9: Power output from PV inverter 1 and time shifted + scaled output of the
pyranometer. The time series of the pyranometer has been shifted by 160 seconds.

Figure 4.10: Summed power output from all three PV inverters and estimated
PV output made using the irradiance sensor. The pyranometer output has been
individually scaled and timeshifted for each inverter, then summed to make the
total estimate. Additional boxcar averaging could help.
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4.5 Frequency response strategies

Frequency response is a crucial function for grid stability. Absent any other mea-

surement or communication, any device connected to the grid can tell if generation

and load are balanced simply by observing line frequency. This allows every gen-

eration device to cooperate in balancing power flow. Automated changes in power,

either consumption or generation, in response to frequency is known as frequency

response. There are some examples of energy storage systems used as frequency re-

sponse devices in the North American grid. In these cases, the ESS is responding to

a control signal generated by a centralized dispatch system operated by the utility.

This is a so called secondary response where the decision to modulate power output

is not made by the device itself as a consequence of it measuring frequency. In the

case of Puerto Rico, PREPA requires that all PV systems larger than 5 MW im-

plement a primary frequency response. Primary frequency response is action taken

by the plant in direct response to a measurement of frequency taken by the plant

controller. We investigated some aspects of this control strategy at the SMRT site

which we will report on here.

In closed loop feedback control systems a very common mechanism for control

is a PID controller, also known as a Proportional Integral Derivative Controller.

For a number of units working in parallel there may only be one integrating con-

troller per unique error signal, otherwise hunting will occur. In the electrical grid

then, generation devices will have only a fully automatic proportional response to

frequency changes. Each balancing authority will have a unique error signal, ACE,

which is described in Appendix A, section A.2. We implemented such a propor-

tional response to frequency in the systems at SMRT site. A simplified version of

the response function is equation 4.1, which compares actual grid frequency to a

target frequency and multiplies the difference by a bias term. The target frequency

is nominally 60 Hz. However actual grid frequency may spend long periods some

distance away from 60.0 Hz. For example, commonly in the early evenings frequency

sags under 60 HZ as people return home and turn on lights, air conditioners and
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Figure 4.11: Grid frequency in the western interconnect as measured by a Electro-
gauge Industries Shark 200 meter in Tucson, AZ. Shortly before noon a few 100
MWs of generation tripped offline resulting in a short term frequency dip.

other appliances. Figure 4.11 demonstrates a typical 24 hour period of frequency.

To prevent unnecessary effort by the battery we use the average frequency over the

last hour as the target frequency and a dead band is included so that action will

only begin after frequency has moved some distance away from the target frequency.

The power output from the battery is commanded to be:

power(f, d) =

[(ftarget + d)− factual]× 10Bfrequency : factual > (ftarget + d)

[(ftarget − d)− factual]× 10Bfrequency : factual < (ftarget − d)
(4.1)

for reference, the frequency bias Bfrequency is approximately 30 MW / 0.1 Hz for

the Tucson Electric Power Balancing Authority according to the CPS2 2014 bound,

and the factor of 10 multiplying Bfrequency in Equation (4.1) is customary to see

in the definition of ACE (Area Control Error) as published in the NERC BAL-

001 standard. For this project, I demonstrated operations with a frequency bias

Bfrequency of 1 MW/0.1 Hz for the battery system.

In order to create a design compliant with PREPA requirements, the output of

this function is not subject to ramp rate controls. In contrast to a conventional

generator which has access to a very large, effectively infinite energy reserve, the

SMRT site system is powered by a battery with a limited energy store. A prolonged
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period of under-frequency would drain the battery, so a mechanism was added to

maintain battery charge by biasing the inverter control signal in proportion to bat-

tery charge. This recharge bias signal is designed to change relatively slowly so as

not to impact the function or either the frequency response or ramp rate control.

During a long period of under frequency, as the proportional response discharges

the battery, the recharge bias eventually increases until the net power flow is zero

and the system is in equilibrium. The end result is that the SMRT site battery is

effectively adding to the rotating inertia of the grid by actively resisting any change

up or down to grid frequency. An important question we investigated is the impact

of this function on battery life, specifically as it relates to the deadband. A tighter

deadband may provide some additional value to grid operators, but would also incur

additional wear on the battery. By examination of a grid frequency over a period of

time we can model the total energy required for frequency response and the corre-

sponding charging and discharging cycles which will accompany the response. From

this model we can estimate the aging of the cells that occurs as a result of this fre-

quency regulation service. We were motivated to validate this model by comparison

to the performance of the system running at the SMRT site.

Detailed information on the aging characteristics of the battery cells is not freely

available information from the cell manufacturer. We estimate the aging character-

istics from the publicly available information in figure 4.2. By estimating the inverse

of this graph we may find the relative damage done by each cycle. The inverse of the

lifecycle graph in figure 4.2 is fit to a polynomial function. Changes in SOC (State of

Charge) is most strongly driven by charge transport in or out of the battery. Rather

than examine SOC directly, we compute the SOC change by integrating current for

each charge-discharge cycle. Whenever the sign of the current changes, a new half

cycle is started, and the half cycle damage is computed, then added to a cumulative

damage counter. With this method we estimate the total consumption of useful

battery life for a variety of usage cases.

To answer the question of frequency deadband impact on battery life we pro-

grammed the system to run only in frequency response mode, 24 hours per day.
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Each day, the deadband was set to a random number of mHz. Figure 4.12 shows

consumption of battery life, normalized to one year of 24 hour operation versus fre-

quency deadband. The curve is not smooth as the grid behavior was not the same

day to day (some days the grid had more erratic behavior than others) resulting

in additional charge discharge cycles. To expand this effort, we should consider a

deadband used over the course of several days.

Figure 4.12: Annual consumption of useful battery life by selection of frequency
response deadband. This is shown for a frequency bias of 1 MW / 100 mHz.

4.6 In-situ measurement of battery capacity

As the battery ages we expect the capacity to decrease. When a cell has reached its

end-of-life, we understand that its capacity has shrunk below some threshold. We

can model the aging of the battery by fitting use to a preestablished curve. We can

also directly measure the capacity of battery by performing a charge and discharge

cycle. A full 100 % to 0 % discharge cycle would be effective at benchmarking the

useful capacity of the battery, unfortunately this also will have the unfortunate effect

of significantly aging the battery. We developed a method to test battery capacity

during normal operation in a manner which only slightly ages the battery. This

measurement must be understood as a proxy for the full capacity of the system. This

method relies upon the system reported State Of Charge (SOC) as reported by the

computer in the SAFT battery. The SAFT computer calculates SOC by examining
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Figure 4.13: The top graph is amps through the battery during the cycling of SOC
to measure capacity. At bottom is the battery terminal voltage during the same
period. Note that under load the battery voltage shifts immediately in proportion
to the current.

the voltage of each cell, the battery current and the temperature of the cells. When

battery current is high, voltage will be biased up or down, making determination

of SOC difficult. During such times it appears that the SAFT computer estimates

changes in SOC mainly by integrating current. After battery current returns to zero

and voltage is no longer biased by current, SOC is directly calculated from voltage

and temperature.

The method of measurement is to use a specified charging and discharging current

to move the battery through a minimum SOC change while counting how many

Coulombs of charge enter and exit the unit. Figure 4.13 demonstrates a two hour

cycle in which the battery is discharged and recharged between 75 % and 70 %

state of charge. The cycle process is as follows: First we charge or discharge the

system until SOC reading reports 75 %. We then rest the battery, by requesting zero

current from the inverter, for at least two minutes and until the voltage of all cells

is within 30 milliVolts each other. During this time we see a relaxation of battery
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voltage. It is only after battery voltage has sufficiently relaxed that the SOC is

more accurately determined. We then instruct the inverter to discharge the battery

at constant current until the SOC reaches 70 %, at which point we again rest the

battery. Then we increase the current setpoint slightly and repeat the procedure

several times.

To interpret the results of this measurement, we integrate battery current to find

the total charge in Amp Seconds which entered and left the unit. We determine the

actual change in SOC by examining the reported SOC after a sufficiently long rest

period. By dividing the Coulombs of charge through the battery by the change in

SOC, we are able to estimate total capacity of the system in Amp Hours.

Capacity =

∫
Battery Ampsdt

∆SOC
× 1hour

3600seconds
(4.2)

In this case we estimate the total capacity of the battery to be 172 AH. A direct

comparison to the nameplate capacity of 240 AH is not strictly appropriate, however

we may compare this result to those taken at other times to get a sense of change

in capacity. We are also able to investigate the efficiency of the battery during this

time. The integrated charge in and out the battery is effectively constant during this

process, however the charing and discharging battery voltage is different. We find

that the battery itself is approximately 96% efficient. For example during the final

3 discharge and recharge cycles the average energy used to recharge the battery was

14.4 kWH, while the average energy delivered to the inverter was only 13.9 kWH.
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4.7 Measurement of electrical grid moment of inertia

Here I will present a novel approach to measuring an important property of the elec-

trical grid, the total moment of inertia of all grid-synchronized rotating components

on the Western Interconnection electric grid. No direct measurement technique

currently exists to measure this property. The most common indirect approach is

described by Wall in [63–66]. While the effective moment of inertia of each indi-

vidual component may be measured, as a fleet of active generators, this can only

be measured by indirect means. The method proposed here is similarly an indirect

approach. I regard the method I present as a proof of concept as the time required

and the error bars on the result are both quite large. With a larger battery, or a

smaller (island) grid, or possibly with a more precise frequency monitoring system,

the approach I demonstrate here to measure the moment of inertia can become

more swift and precise. Measuring the moment of inertia is important because the

moment of inertia of the electrical grid is reduced as photovoltaic power supplants

traditional generation, and this loss of inertia can decrease grid stability. The capa-

bility of a grid to respond to variable loads and frequency is an important topic in

assessing the total amount of variable generation that may be added, as discussed in

[67–69]. Additionally the impact of new renewable generation is expected to impact

grid frequency stability as discussed in [70].

A supply of very short term energy storage in the grid exists due to the inertia of

spinning masses in both generation systems and customer motors. If a large genera-

tion unit unexpectedly disconnects from the rest of the grid, the energy reserve in the

remaining connected units will work for a few seconds to keep load and generation

balanced. A frequency versus time plot during such an event has a characteristic

shape demonstrated in figure 4.14, after generation is lost, grid frequency falls as

the remaining units give up mechanical energy to supply additional electrical energy.

The total mass of spinning generation will impact the rate at which a single power

plant can move frequency up or down. In a large interconnected grid, the frequency

shift which a single PV plant can induce is small (on the order of 100 µHz/MW).
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However in smaller grids such as on the Hawaiian islands or Puerto Rico, the total

inertial mass is small enough that short term fluctuations from PV power plants

may have a significant impact on frequency. This impact may be large enough that

sudden changes in production from a single PV plant may impact reliability. From

the control point of view, knowing the impact of a sudden power change from a PV

plant may be helpful in deciding how most effectively to manage fluctuations from

that PV plant. The total inertial mass, and therefore the frequency sensitivity, will

change from time to time as generation units are stopped and started and consumer

motors start and stop. In principle the rotating mass can be computed by survey-

ing all sources of generation and adding together the rotating masses. In practice

however this may not reflect actual conditions.

A vanishingly small supply of stored energy in the grid is also stored in the

form of magnetic and electric fields in intentionally and coincidentally inductive

and capacitive devices attached to or part of the electrical grid. However since the

overall grid is not intrinsically resonant at 60 Hz, this energy will not be significant

for more than 1/60th of a second.

Typically estimation of total rotational inertia in a grid is commonly made using

data collected during a disturbance, as described by [65]. This approach is limited

in that it can be accomplished only in the wake of a sufficiently large disturbance.

Importantly this implies that the observer cannot control the timing of when the

measurement is taken. Models of the electrical grid are also important methods to

estimate the impact of disturbances as discussed by [71]. The basic approach to

measurement of inertia is as follows: A simple spinning device contains energy E

related to its rate of rotation, ω, and moment of inertia, I. I will use I for moment

of inertia for a rotating system to avoid confusion with Joules.

E =
1

2
Iω2 (4.3)

The swing equation describes power flow through a generator. Power is delivered

to the rotating components by some torque, often by a fluid such as steam pushing
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Figure 4.14: Grid frequency as 2.0 GW of generation was lost from the western
interconnect on May 26 2014. Total load in the interconnect at the time was ap-
proximately 100 GW. After the generation unit disconnected, remaining units supply
the missing power by slowing down until automatic systems increase their output
and halt the frequency drop.

against a turbine. Power is removed from the generator via a torque from interaction

between the rotating magnets and the pickup coils (stator windings). Any difference

between the two results in an acceleration of the rotating components, resulting in

stored or removed energy.

Mechanical Power Input− δStored Energy = Electrical Power Output (4.4)

We may model power flow in the entire grid as being the sum of these at all gener-

ators.

∑
Mechanical Power In−

∑
δStored Energy =

∑
Electrical Power Out (4.5)
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which when rewritten becomes

Pm − Pe = δE (4.6)

which is known as the swing equation, where Pm is mechanical energy and Pe is

electrical energy. Within certain tolerances, the output electrical frequency of all

generators must be nearly equal. If generators have different frequencies, a phase

angle will build between them. Note that the phase angle must not exceed 120

degrees, in other words, no generator may complete an extra revolution as com-

pared to the other units in the same grid. This phase angle will result in a voltage

differential, leading to current and power flow between the generators, which will

result in additional electrical loading on the faster generator, ultimately slowing it

down. For a simple model we can then expect that the summed stored energy may

be treated as a single item. In this model, small changes in frequency will indicate

small changes in the stored mechanical energy. The derivative of Equation (4.3)

shows the change in stored energy dE is

dE = Iωdω (4.7)

which in the limit that ω has only negligible change may be evaluated as

∆ω = ∆E/(Iω) (4.8)

For our model we may assume that ω is approximately 2π× 60 Hz. When a large

generation unit trips offline, frequency is observed to drop quickly. As demonstrated

in figure 4.14, loss of 2% of the total generation results in a dramatic frequency dip.

After just a few seconds the frequency drop is arrested by the action of all other

connected generators who boost output in response to falling frequency. During the

period of time when frequency is falling however we can estimate the value of total

grid moment of inertia. The steepest slope in frequency is a change of 169 mHz in

one second. The Western Electricity Coordinating Council reports that this event
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was about 2 GW of generation lost. We can then solve

∆P =
∆E

∆t
= Iω

∆ω

∆t
(4.9)

by substituting known values, ∆ P = 2 GW, ∆ t = 1 second, ω = 2π × 60 Hz

= 377 radians / second, and ∆ω = 1 radian / second, we calculate the effective I

to be 5× 106 kg m2. In reality, while the electrical output frequency of generation

units is matched, the rotation rate may be a fraction of 60 Hz. This is because some

generation units are designed with multiple sets of pickup coils and multiple rotating

sets of magnetic poles. A unit with two poles (actually two pairs of magnets) will

have six pickup coils and only spin at 1800 RPM or half the speed of a system

with only one set of stator windings, the electrical output will still be 60 Hz. If

two generators have different rates of rotation, a straight comparison of moment of

inertia is not meaningful. In the industry a common metric which can be compared

between generators is the H value.

H =
Stored energy

Nominal Power
(4.10)

The H value describes how much mechanical energy is stored in the device as com-

pared to the maximum electrical power flow out of the generator. This is useful is

reliability planning as H will have units of seconds, and a minimum H value can

be specified to promote stable operation in the case of contingencies. However, for

the purpose of using PV to better regulate frequency, it would also be helpful to

understand the rate at which frequency could be expected to drift for a given energy

imbalance. That is:
dω

dt
=

Powerimbalance

Iω
(4.11)

where Iω, the effective angular momentum has units of kgm2

s
.

Here we present a method for measuring the effective angular momentum, Iω,

of an interconnect. We do this by introducing a small power signal into the grid to

create small imbalances between load and generation, and observing the resultant
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shift in frequency. This power signal is subject to numerous limitations. Firstly the

available power source will put an upper limit on the power available for injection.

This can be overcome by applying power for a sufficient period of time that a

meaningful amount of energy is injected. The local utility will also actively manage

ACE; if the power signal is continuous for a long period of time, local generation will

be adjusted to compensate for the signal resulting in no net imbalance. Finally across

the entire grid all generation will react to frequency shifts if they are noticeably large.

To meet these constraints we use a sinusoidal power signal and a lock-in approach to

measuring the change in frequency. That is we propose using a source of real power

to influence the grid and in so doing, generate a Frequency Modulation (FM) signal

which should be detectable elsewhere in the electrical grid. That FM signal will have

a period and an amplitude. The units of the FM signal amplitude will be Hz as the

carrier frequency (nominally 60 Hz) will be shifted by the driving signal. The units

of FM signal period is seconds, with a typical value of tens of seconds. For clarity,

we use ‘grid frequency’ to refer to the carrier wave of 60 Hz. As an alternate to

a lock-in approach the response signal may be found via Fourier transform of grid

frequency. This will require an additional constraint on the measurement device

that it must sample frequency at sufficiently well timed intervals with respect to the

injection of power, so that no phase error will accumulate.

The battery system at SMRT site is capable of producing a continuous 250 kW

peak-to-peak sinusoidal output. This is will be the driving power to generate the

FM signal. If we estimate the total power flow in the western interconnect to be

on the order of 100 GW, the battery signal would represent about 2 millionths of

the grid power and 1 ten thousandth of TEP’s total load. We estimate that the

TEP ACE mechanism will be relatively slow to respond to a 125 kW signal, so we

set the period of the driving sine wave relatively long at 30 seconds. The choice of

30 second period in the driving signal is a compromise between many factors, some

of which are identified above, and some of which are related to noise concerns as

described below. In a half cycle (15 seconds) we expect the energy ∆E delivered to
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the grid to be ∫ 15s

0

125kW × sin

(
(2π)t

30s

)
dt = 125

60

π
kJ = 1.2MJ (4.12)

Based upon the earlier estimate of I = 5x106 kg m2, we can expect that the grid

frequency may be expected to be then shifted by

∆ω =
∆E

Iω
=

1.2MJ

(5× 106)377s−1
= 0.7x10−3s−1 = 100microHz (4.13)

Since the driving power is a sine wave, this shift will be reversed by the next half

cycle. We would expect then that this frequency shift would also be a sinusoidal

wave with an amplitude of 100 micro Hz, which is phase shifted from the driving

signal by approximately 90 degrees. This recurring frequency shift is a modulation

of grid frequency. Measurement of such a tiny amplitude FM signal in the grid

frequency is expected to be difficult. However, in a smaller grid an equal sized

driving signal could be expected to generate a response signal which is still small

enough to not disturb operations, but be easily detected and measured.

In order to test this concept we implemented this approach at SMRT site, driving

the local grid with a sinusoidal power wave which has an amplitude of 130 kW and

an a period of 30 seconds. We collected frequency measurements both from an

on site frequency meter and an off site meter located 10 miles away. Additionally

TEP also records local grid frequency. Figure 4.16 shows power output from the

SMRT site while the measurement was attempted. During this time we did measure

a signal in the frequency with a period of 30 seconds, which corresponds to the

driving frequency selected. This peak is statistically significant in height. By inverse

transform we can estimate the amplitude of the frequency modulation and therefore

estimate the moment of inertia of the local electrical grid.

Figure 4.15 is a Fourier transform of grid frequency as measured at a location

10 miles away from SMRT site. The experiment was run for 48 consecutive hours

with a driving power of 270 kW p-p and a period of 30 seconds. The response,
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Figure 4.15: A Fourier transform of line frequency made from 48 hours operation.
Frequency is measured by a SMRT meter 10 miles from SMRT site and tied to a
different substation than SMRT site. The top graph is a zoom to the modulation
frequency range of interest, centered on 1/30 seconds. We attribute the peak at
1/30 seconds to be due to the action of the battery system at SMRT site. The lower
graph is the full transform.
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Figure 4.16: Total power (PV + Battery) from the SMRT site during inertia mea-
surement. The sinusoidal battery power is added to the native PV output.

as indicated by the amplitude of the FM signal detected, was somewhat larger

than expected, however the experiment was run during the course of a Sunday

and holiday Monday. As such grid load during this time may have been lighter

than normal and some generation units may have been online. As a confirmation

we requested historical frequency data from Tucson Electric Power for this period

of time. TEP records frequency data once every two seconds. The device used

to measure frequency is unknown. We observe extremely close agrement in the

absolute value of frequency measured both by our meter and the TEP reported

values. Further, a Fourier transform of the TEP data also contains a peak at 1/30

HZ, suggesting confirmation that the SMRT site battery was able to modulate grid

frequency during this experiment.

To convincingly confirm the hypothesis that SMRT site is the source of this

modulation we repeated this experiment at a different driving frequency, with a

period of 26 seconds. The result is a shifted peak in the fourier transform of line

frequency. The peak at 1 / 30 is gone and a peak appears at 1 / 26. This suggests

the SMRT site signal is responsible for the modulation of line frequency.

Additionally we should also seek to collect frequency data at other locations in

the western interconnect. The theory developed above presumes that interconnec-

tion between all generators presents zero resistance and so the modulation in grid

frequency will be the same everywhere. Obviously this is not the case, and it is

possible that the modulation frequency, 30 seconds, is sufficiently short that only
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nearby generators in the interconnect are affected by the driving power from SMRT

site.

4.7.1 Minimum experiment run time for observable results

For measurement of grid frequency we use an Electro Industries Shark 200 power

meter. The manufacturer represents that the frequency measurement is accurate to

within 20 milli-Hz. This meter reports frequency as a 32 bit IEEE 754 floating point

number. This is a 23 bit base 2 number raised to an 8 bit exponent. Commonly

when interpreted as a base 10 number, 7 digits of precision are kept. This means

the meter has the capability of communicating a measurement in the 10 micro Hz

range. We do not expect the meter to measure frequency with such precision. Tests

of the meter supplied with a signal from a function generator show noise levels at

several milli-Hz. However the fourier transforms of grid frequency do show a FM

signal consistent with expectations. We understand this to be an extension of a

measurement principle discussed by Bobroff [72], where additional measurements

and noise result in higher resolution, though less precise measurements.

Through examination of historical grid frequency we see that the level of random

noise in frequency requires long experiment run times in the range of 24 to 72

hours of operation for the response signal to be significantly higher than the noise.

We determined this in the following way. We began with frequency measurements

collected once per second with our meter collected during the calendar year 2014.

For several time spans, we randomly selected segments of data from this large data

set and took a Fourier transform the selected segment. Figure 4.17 shows a fourier

transform of frequency from the day pictured in figure 4.11. This shows typical noise

for an Fourier transform of 24 hours grid frequency. By examination of many such

transforms, particularly in the range of frequencies corresponding to a period of 25

to 35 seconds we noted the 95th percentile highest peak and the average value. Data

from different time spans was normalized by dividing the resulting transforms by

the number of points used to compute the Fourier transform. Figure 4.18 indicates

the observed average signal in the selected frequency range and 95hth percentile
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highest peak. When the SMRT site is used as a source of perturbation energy with

a period of 30 seconds, we expect the response signal in the western interconnect to

be a 100 micro Hertz frequency modulation on the 60 Hz carrier. That modulation

is expected to have a frequency of 1/30 Hz. In figure 4.18 this modulation power is

drawn in the blue horizontal line.

Figure 4.17: At right is a Fourier transform of frequency over a 24 hour period on
July 17 2014. At left is a detail of the same transform centered around a frequency
of 1/30 seconds. The solid blue line is level of response we expect if the system is
driven with a 125 kW signal at 1/30 seconds. This demonstrates typical noise levels
and shape of fourier transforms of line frequency over a 24 hour period. Longer time
periods demonstrate both lower noise and lower average values in the 1/30 seconds
region of interest.

To clarify the viability of the frequency meter to measure line frequency and to

detect an FM signal of such small magnitude we constructed a grid simulator using

a precision function generator to make a 60.0 Hz sine wave. While the function gen-

erator was held at constant frequency we recorded measurements from the meter for

several hours. A histogram of that data is a gaussian distribution centered at 59.98

Hz with a standard deviation of about 4 mHz. The 20 mHz average error between

the center of the distribution and the function generator’s reported frequency led

to concerns about the stability of the function generator. As an alternate approach

we requested frequency data from TEP for a time period when the SMRT site was

actively probing the grid. We then compared our frequency measurement to the

TEP measurement. A histogram of the differences form a gaussian distribution as
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Figure 4.18: Average magnitude (red) and 95th percentile of highest magnitude for
many Fourier transforms of grid frequency as function of data size for frequencies
between 1/25 and 1/35 seconds. The units of this transform have been normalized to
be the amplitude of an FM signal in Hz. We expect the response to a 125 kW signal
to have a magnitude of 100 * 10−6 Hz on this graph (blue line). If we examine just
10 hours of frequency data, we expect to see random peaks equal to the expected
result. After 48 hours, the anticipated result will be 4x the average value and 2x
the height of the fuzz.

shown in figure 4.19, centered at 1.8 mHz with a standard deviation of about 3.6

mHz. The worst case assumption is that the TEP has zero error and the Shark

meter is responsible for all observed differences. With this assumption we might

assume the noise limited resolution of the Shark meter is about 4 mHz or about 40

times the larger than amplitude of the expected modulation signal.

The ability to detect a sine wave signal with sub-resolution amplitude is possible

if sufficient random noise exists and a sufficiently long data stream is collected. To

demonstrate this we rounded the frequency data to the nearest 4 mHz and performed

a fourier analysis. The peak at 1 / 30 seconds still appears with essentially the same

magnitude as the original data set as shown in figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.19: A histogram of differences between frequency measurements by TEP
and an ElectroIndustries Shark 200 meter over a three day period.

Figure 4.20: Two Fourier transforms of the same data set, zoomed around the
frequency of interest. Red dots represent FFT computed from the original data
set, blue diamonds represent the FFT computed after rounding the original data to
steps of 4 mHz.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

In this Dissertation I investigated several problems associated with integrating large

amounts of photovoltaic power into the nation’s electrical grid. Many of these

problems relate to the ways in which PV power is significantly different from tradi-

tional generation methods. These include the variable nature of PV power in both

predictable and unpredictable ways, the high cost of energy from PV plants, the

decreased grid stability due to the lack of rotational inertia and the decentralized

nature of PV plants both in terms of geography and ownership.

In Chapter 2 I focused on individual PV systems and documented measurements

of degradation rates, inverter efficiency, and PV system de-ratings due to operating

temperature, partial shade, and cloudy weather. I also discussed the output schedule

for PV systems with different types of fixed or tracking deployments. In Chapter 3 I

considered PV plants as part of a larger electrical system and considered the impact

that variable PV plants might have on the electrical grid and discussed techniques

to quantify and mitigate this variability. In Chapter 4 I presented experiments that

I conducted with a hybrid system composed of a 1.6 MW PV power plant and a

300 kW battery. I presented a new method to measure the angular momentum, or

stored mechanical energy, as a physical property of the electrical grid.

This work provides insight into how utilities can integrate additional photo-
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voltaic power into the electrical grid. I found that in Arizona and New Mexico, the

installed base of PV power of approximately 2 GW in 2015 is already close to 20%

of the maximum amount of PV power that can be integrated without significant

changes to traditional generation and load schedules or new protocols for operating

PV systems with significant curtailment or very large batteries. In the short run

utilities may need to use additional resources to provide ancillary services which PV

plants do not provide. In the near future, battery systems will play an increasingly

important role assisting with frequency stabilization and other ancillary services.

Weather forecasting will become more important for warning utilities about periods

of variable production. Curtailment strategies, load shifting, and more hybrid “solar

energy + energy storage” systems are all important methods that will help us get a

larger fraction of the electricity we consume from renewable sources.

5.2 Outlook

There are still several technical challenges which electric utilities must overcome

as the growth of installed PV plants continues. The most notable of these is the

coordinated down ramp of PV plants at sunset. This time of day is also traditionally

associated with an increase in load. Managing this long sustained ramp will require

new technologies and perhaps new business models. The more pressing issue for the

continued roll-out of PV plants is the acceptance of curtailment as a necessary tool

for grid management. The vast majority of all installed PV plants to date operate

under a ‘must run’ paradigm wherein the electrical grid is compelled to accept all the

power which the plant may produce. In my opinion, this will have to change. Hand

in hand with this, the future success of PV power will continue to be dependent

upon lowering costs, especially the balance of system and soft costs. Current large

scale projects have razor thin profit margins which cannot tolerate any lost revenue

due to curtailment. In 2014, the non-hardware cost of installing one Watt of PV

power, including engineering, permitting and labor was nearly equal to the cost of

the hardware installed. Unless techniques can be developed to also reduce these
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so called ‘soft costs’, PV installations will soon become unprofitable as penetration

passes the threshold where curtailment becomes needed.

Assuming these two issues, the sunset ramp rate and need for curtailment, are

overcome, it is possible for PV power to contribute up to 30% of the annual electrical

energy in the United States Southwest without the need for elaborate long term

energy storage. The use of short term energy storage, where energy is stored and

eventually used within the same day, will be an important enabling technology,

particularly for balancing load and generation, and for frequency support.
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GLOSSARY

Behind the Fence A PV system installation which connects directly to a utility

distribution system. Such systems are frequently large, multi-MW systems

and are often exempted from some requirements normally imposed on a PV

plant. For example, behind the fence systems are often not required to use

UL listed components..

Behind the Meter A PV system installation which is located on the customer

side of a utilities’ electric meter. The normally implies that the utility is not

directly involved in any part of the solar energy project, except to possibly

credit customer if the system produces more power than the on-site customer

load is consuming..

DNI Direct Normal Irradiance. The amount of power falling on a PV module which

is a direct beam from the sun..

Duck Curve A projected 24 hour profile of net electrical consumption in areas

with significant PV penetration. It is characterized by a drop in demand after

dawn, reaching a minimum at noon followed by an extremely steep climb in

demand as all PV systems in an area simultaneously decrease production as

the sun sets. The peak demand occurs sometime after dusk, dropping off

significantly after 10 pm. The shape of this curve has been compared to the

profile of a duck floating in water, facing to the right with its head centered

around 8pm..

GHI Global Horizontal Irradiance. The total amount of irradiative power falling
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on horizontal surface, including the DNI component and the diffuse irradiance

from the rest of the sky. GHI is often used a proxy for estimating PV power

production..

IGOR Pro A scientific programming and anlysis environment developed by Wave-

metrics. It offers similar functions as Orign, Matlab, Basic and spreadsheet

applications such as Microsoft Excel..

Isc Short circuit current. The current from a photovoltaic device held in short

circuit. Normally expressed as amps at Standard Test Conditions. Isc is very

sensitive to the irradiance..

Mpp Maximum Power Point. The point on an I-V curve where a photovoltaic

device such as a cell, module, or string of modules generates the maximum

amount of power.

POA Plane of Array. Often used as shorthand for plane of array irradiance, which

is the total irradiance, direct and diffuse falling on an object which lies in the

same plane as a set of PV modules. POA irradiance is an important indicator

of how much power a PV system will generator.

STC Standard Test Conditions. Industry standard conditions for testing of module

performance. Module temperature is 25 C, Irradiance is 1000 W / m2 at

normal incidence to the module. Irradiance spectrum is solar through 1.5

atmospheres..

SVERI Southwest Variable Energy Resource Initiative. A joint research program

between eight electric utilities in Arizona, California and New Mexico, formed

in 2013 to study the nature and impact of variability in renewable energy

sources. The utilities are Arizona Public Service, Tucson Electric Power, Salt

River Project, Imperial Irrigation District, El Paso Electric, Public Service

Company of New Mexico, Western Area Power Administration, Arizona’s

G&T Co-Operatives.
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Vmp Maximum Power Voltage. The voltage at which a photovoltaic device gen-

erates the maximum amount of power. Mpp tracking loads must adjust their

impendence to change the output voltage from the photovoltaic device..

Voc Open Circuit Voltage. The voltage available from a photovoltaic device under

a no load and no current condition. Normally expressed as volts at Standard

Test Conditions. Voc is only mildly sensitive to irradiance as long as the shunt

resistance is high. Voc is sensitive to cell temperature..

WRF Weather Research and Forecasting Model is a meososcale numerical weather

model used for generating forecasts hours and days in advance..
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APPENDIX A

Background Concepts

This Appendix is written as a series of short tutorials on concepts underlying other

parts of the dissertation. No original research is included in this chapter, rather

I introduce and explain background material which may helpful to putting other

parts of the dissertation into context. As such, informed readers may safely skip

these sections. In this appendix I will describe the basic design and function of a

PV system including modules and inverters. Next I will include a short discourse

on Levelized Cost of Electricity. Finally, I present a short primer on operation of

the electrical grid with an emphasis on how PV systems may disrupt traditional

operation.

A.1 Preliminary Concepts in PV power

A.1.1 Anatomy of a PV system

This dissertation focuses on system level performance of PV based power plants,

not the inner workings of PV cells. Here I will describe in general terms the basic

components and operation of a PV system. Readers who wish to explore more

deeply the design of PV modules and systems are recommended to introductory

books on the topic such as [73].

The major components of a PV system are the PV modules and the DC power

to AC power inverters. Several modules are electrically connected in series to make
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Figure A.1: At left is an I-V curve produced by flashing a MEMC 330 W module
in the SOLON lab. At right is computed power vs voltage curve made from the IV
data. In both images the Maximum power point is indicated with a blue dot. For a
load to extract maximum power from the module under these conditions, it should
have an impendence of 4.44 Ω

strings that provide DC current to an inverter. The inverter can then source AC

current to the electrical grid. In a stand-alone or non-grid tied configuration, the

inverter is a voltage source rather than a current source.

A PV module is composed of several PV cells connected in series and encap-

sulated between a glass cover and some backing material. The choice of glass,

encapsulant and backsheet are all informed by tradeoffs between finished module

cost, performance and lifetime. There are several different technologies for PV cells

(mono-crystaline Si, polycrystaline Si, thin film Si, multi-junction, CIGS, CIS, CdTe,

and organic PV to name a few). For references on PV cell technology see [52, 74].

Typical Si cells have an operating voltage at maximum power (Vmp) of about 0.5

volts. A typical 72 cell PV module can then produce about 35 Vmp. A typically

sized 2 m2 module built with 2014 technology may be exposed to 1000 Watts of

irradiance per m2 in full sunlight, and with typical a typical efficiency of 15% under

normal operating conditions may produce 300 W of electrical power associated with

about 8 Amps of DC current at 35 Volts DC. The impendence of Si cells under

illumination is diode like, giving rise to a characteristic I-V curve. Figure A.1 is a

representative curve of a 72 cell module.
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PV naming conventions PV modules are labeled by the manufacturer with

power, voltage and current produced at Standard Test Conditions (STC). STC is

a module temperature of 25C, and irradiance of 1000 Watts per m2 normal to the

module. This is interchangeably referred to as STC power and peak power. Most

modules installed in Southern Arizona will very rarely produce the full STC power

in normal operation. This is due to the sun rarely being normal to the modules and

high ambient temperatures. Nevertheless, system nameplate power is the aggregate

STC power. Modules are mounted either in a fixed position, known as ”fixed-tilt”,

or affixed to a tracking system with one or two degrees of freedom, known as Single

Axis Tracking (SAT) or Dual Axis Tracking. The majority of the modules pictured

in figure 2.1 are fixed tilt, with exception of a dual axis tracker in the top left and

three rows of modules on a single axis tracker in the middle left. The mounting

style and orientation will have a significant impact of system energy production.

One role of the inverter is to adjust dynamically its impendence so that voltage

and current from the modules generate maximum power. This is known as maximum

power point tracking. A PV and inverter system is built with up to 20 modules in

serial strings, frequently with several parallel strings feeding the inverter. Typical

DC operating voltages range from 125 to 700 volts, with some utility scale inverters

capable of accepting up to 1200 volts DC input. PV inverters are limited power

devices and will only produce power up to the maximum of their rating, even if

the attached PV modules are capable of producing more power. This behavior is

known as clipping. For economic reasons, inverters are frequently undersized versus

the PV peak power. The ratio of PV STC power to inverter capacity is the DC-AC

ratio. This ratio is a design choice informed by numerous factors, often selected to

optimize either annual energy yield or LOCE.

The minimal design of an ‘H-bridge’ inverter is described by Figure A.2. This

is a fundamental design used in many single phase PV inverters. By activating the

correct pair of transistors, current can be made to move either direction through the

load. If the pairs of inverters are periodically switched, a square AC current can be

generated. The addition of a suitable inductor at the load and intra cycle varying of
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Figure A.2: Minimal design of a H-bridge style inverter.

the pulse width allows the generation of a true sine wave through the load. A grid-

tied inverter uses the electric grid in place of the load and synchronizes triggering

of the transistors to the sinusoidal grid voltage. A three phase inverter is made by

combining three ‘halves’ of the H-bridge. Multi stage inverters are commonly used,

particularly if a transformer is not part of the design. A multistage inverter uses a

DC-DC converter to first transform incoming DC power to a voltage greater than
√

2 of the AC line voltage. In such a case Mpp tracking is done in the first DC-DC

stage.

A.1.2 Discussion of LCOE

A straightforward way to compare the cost of electricity from PV power plants to

other generation methods is to consider the Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE)

from a particular power plant. Beyond allowing comparison of multiple types of

generation, LCOE is an important conceptual tool for designing power plants, PV

or otherwise. LCOE may be computed in a variety of methods. The basic approach

is sum all of the costs involved in the construction and operation, and then dividing

this by the amount of energy generated. For example a 1 MW PV plant located

in the southwest, built with todays’ technology might incur construction costs of
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roughly 2.5 million dollars, and the annual operation and maintenance expense

should be ten thousand dollars. During its 20 year life the plant can be expected to

produce on average 2 million kilowatt hours per year. Without considering the net

present value of the initial cost or correcting for future inflation, a simple LCOE in

this case is about 5.5 cents per kWH. A minimally sophisticated model should reflect

the opportunity cost of the initial investment, as well as the gradual degradation of

the system over time. An ideal (or idealistic) model might include various intangible

costs; for example damage to the environment in the process of manufacturing the

PV modules. By a similar method one can compute the LCOE for any electrical

source. By default many consumers may assume that the retail rate electricity is an

indicator of LCOE for traditional generation. This is partially correct, in as much

as the retail rate also includes additional costs such as transmission of power from

the power plant to the consumer but does not include intangibles such as the future

impact of greenhouse gases.

An obvious statement regarding the LCOE of power from PV plants is that for

PV to become a major source of energy in the United States of America, the LCOE

of PV power must be lower than that of fossil fuel sources. This is occasionally

stated in the following short hand, PV must achieve grid parity. When PV power

is a very small component of a larger system this simplistic approach of comparing

LCOE is useful and effective. However as the penetration of PV increases this direct

comparison method is not valid. This is because at a small amount, PV plants do

not cause a meaningful disruption to operation of traditional generation, but at a

large penetration they do. For example:

� PV plants located behind customer meters, such as rooftop systems, do not

reduce utility infrastructure costs. This is a concern when the LOCE of PV

plants is compared to existing retail rates. Approximately half of the PV power

in Arizona is connected to the grid by consumers who receive a 1:1 credit for

excess energy they generate on-site but do not consume and back-feed out to

the grid.
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� Normal operation of PV plants inherently leads to an increase in the LCOE

from conventional power plants. An early impact of increasing PV penetration

in the grid will be an increase in ramp rates for conventional generation due to

PV variability and the steep afternoon ramp in power demand resulting from

the coordinated shutdown of PV systems as the sun sets, colloquially referred

to as ‘the Duck Curve’ [75]. Increased ramp rates directly connect to increased

operating costs.

Additionally an underlying assumption in the example LCOE calculation is that

the PV plant is operated at full capacity with only the amount of sunshine limiting its

output. The rest of the electrical grid is not operated that way, generation capacity

far outstrips actual generation most of the time. Thus while PV energy remains a

small fraction of the total electric energy in a region, LCOE calculations may only

include the direct costs of the system. However as PV penetration increases, perhaps

beyond 10% of annual energy, the knock-on effects should also be investigated.

Detailed examination of these is beyond the scope of this dissertation. In chapters 3

and 4 I do consider some of the costs involved in replicated ancillary functions which

fossil fuel plants provide but PV systems do not, such as frequency regulation.
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Figure A.3: Energy costs in the U.S. for electricity generation from different fuels,
presented as LCOE in cents/kWh. Figure reproduced from [76, 77]. For more on
LCOE see also [78–81]

A.2 A Primer on Utility Scale Power Generation

A short primer on utility scale power generation and delivery may be helpful to

appreciate the problems which a high penetration of PV power creates for local

electric utilities. A simple, but more complete description is [82]. Electric power in

the United States is transmitted and distributed as alternating current (AC), with

the potential (ideally) a perfect sine wave at 60 Hz. Using alternating current easily

permits efficient transport of power at high voltage by reducing current and thus

ohmic losses. AC power may be easily transformed up or down in voltage and so

be transported over distances at high voltage but still delivered to the customer at

a relatively safe lower voltage. Three important characteristics of AC power are

the frequency, the RMS voltage and the phase angle between potential and current.

Commonly the phase angle between potential and current is described using the

terms real and reactive power and power factor. Figure A.4 shows an example of

real and reactive current. Real and reactive power may be understood as components

of the current which are in phase and 90 degrees out of phase to the potential. A
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current signal with an arbitrary phase to the potential may be decomposed into a

component with zero angle to the potential and one with a phase angle of 90 degrees.

Instantaneous power is potential multiplied by current. By integrating power over

a complete cycle to compute energy, we see that the current phase shifted by 90

degrees has a net energy of zero. While the zero phase angle power integrates to

a real number, hence the term real power. The term power factor is the ratio of

real current to the magnitude of current. A power factor 1 is AC current exactly in

phase with the voltage.

Figure A.4: Real and reactive currents (red) sum to the observed current. In a
full cycle the product of voltage and reactive current will always integrate to zero.
Reactive current will interact with transformers in a way that changes transformer
voltage.

Utilities frequently only bill customers on the basis of real power. Reactive

power does play an important role in transmission and regulating line voltage. Any

capacitive or inductive device will generate or consume reactive power. The naming

convention is that inductive devices, where current will lag behind voltage, are

consumers of reactive power. Transmission lines themselves have both inductive

and capacitive characteristics, the lack of dielectric and large separation between

the lines and ground usually results in lines becoming sinks for reactive power rather

than sources. Long distance transmission of real power requires injection of some

reactive power into the transmission line. Within limits this can be done at any
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point along the line. When sine wave power crosses a transformer which has a

consumer or reactive power on the secondary side, the voltage on the secondary

side will be depressed when the inductive device is connected. Conversely, if a

capacitive device is connected on the secondary side of the transformer, voltage will

be increased. Reactive power then, may also be used to make minor changes to line

voltage. For example Tucson Electric Power operates a large number of capacitor

banks distributed around the city of Tucson to raise line voltage during heavy use

periods. The capacity of a current carrying device; transformer, transmission line,

circuit breaker, etc. is determined by magnitude of current, so efforts are made to

keep reactive power to the a minimum. Large customers may be assessed additional

fees if their power factor is less than 0.9.

For large scale distribution, a three phase electrical design is employed. In this

scheme there are four electrical conductors, three hot lines and a neutral line which

is tied to the ground. Between any hot line and ground there will be a sine wave

potential and the hot-neutral potential in the three hot lines will be 120 degrees

out of phase from each other so that there will also exist a sine wave potential

between any two phases. Three phase power has some advantages over single phase.

The total instantaneous power is the same at all points through a cycle, this leads

to uniform torque on generators and motors and smaller radiative losses during

transmission. The term ‘grid frequency’ describes the frequency of this sine wave.

In the United States the nominal grid frequency is 60 Hz however small fluctuations

continuously occur. If there exists equal RMS current in each of three hot lines,

two important conditions will also be true. Firstly the current in the neutral line

will be zero. Second, the instantaneous power flow will be constant. This may be

contrasted with a two line approach in which the instantaneous power varies over

the course of a cycle from zero power at one instant to 2 times of the RMS power

one quarter cycle later.

In the electrical grid load and generation must be continually balanced. If there

is a small imbalance, perhaps generation is equal to only 99% of load for even a few

seconds, a power failure must occur. Several mechanisms work to keep the system
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Figure A.5: Schematic elements of a simple synchronous generator. Fixed pickup
coils, stators, are connected to output lines A,B and C. A rotating electromagnet
induces EMF in the coils as it passes by. The EMF will in turn generate a current
in the coil which flows through the eventual load.

stable. Firstly, there is a small reservoir of mechanical energy storage built into

the design of power plants. This is in the form of rotational energy of spinning

components. The total stored energy in these moving pieces may be measured

in Giga Joules; however this corresponds to at most a few seconds of power flow

through the system. The most common mechanism for converting mechanical energy

to AC electrical energy in large multi-megawatt generation stations is a synchronous

generator. A synchronous generator uses a fixed set of pickup coils, stators, and a

rotating set of magnets, always implemented as DC electromagnets. For a 60 Hz

grid frequency, the rotation speed of a 3 phase generator will be equal to 3600 RPM

divided by the number of sets of stator coils. For three phase electrical power the

number of coils must be a multiple of three. One advantage of three phase power is
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that the torque on the spinning magnet and other mechanical components is constant

in time. In this design the phase of the output current is locked to the rotational

phase. This may be contrasted with an induction motor, a device for converting

electrical energy to mechanical energy which always spins more slowly than the grid

frequency and is therefore not phase locked. All synchronous generators are phase

locked to the grid and are therefore phase locked to each other. The phase angle

between current and grid voltage may be controlled by adjusting the strength of the

electromagnet.

There are some important subtleties to this; the wavelength of a 60 Hz signal is

sufficiently short that there are differences in phase simply due to location. Addi-

tionally, as the wave propagates down a transmission line the relative phases of the

current and potential will shift due to the imaginary component of line impedance.

Thus the absolute phases of generators will not be identical nor will the phase angles

be constant in time. However during any discrete period of time the number of com-

plete cycles for any of the connected synchronous generators will be the same. We

can say then that if we average over a long enough period that the frequency is same

everywhere in the system. During periods when generation is slightly greater than

load, additional rotational energy is stored in the moving parts and as a consequence

there will be an increase in grid frequency. Frequency then may be used as a global

signal to indicate load to generation imbalance. Grid design takes advantage of this

in several ways, for instance generators are fitted with fully automatic governors to

adjust output in response to small changes in frequency.

This frequency response will keep the system in balance across the entire in-

terconnect. Control on a smaller geographic scale is also important. This is done

by dividing an interconnected grid into zones, called Balancing Authorities, and

requiring that each zone is kept in balance. This is done by measuring power flows

in and out each balancing authority and continuously calculating an error term to

describe if generation inside the zone is greater or less than is currently consumed

in the zone. A complicating factor is that electric power may flow a great distance

through the interconnected grid between where it is generated and where it is ulti-
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Figure A.6: Grid frequency in the western interconnect the afternoon of May 26
2014. Frequency is nominally, but not exactly 60 Hz. A 5:32 PM 2GW of generation
trips off line due to a line transmission line fault. Since load and generation were then
unbalanced, frequency dropped quickly until automated systems increased power
from all other generators and arrested the fall by bringing the system back into
balance. After 30 minutes, frequency was returned to the nominal 60 Hz.

mately consumed. An advantage then of the interconnected grid system, over each

utility operating as an independent electrical island, is that long distance transport

of power may optimize economic considerations. For example the Palo Verde Nu-

clear Generation Station near Phoenix, Arizona, may provide more power at night

than the local utility, Arizona Public Service, has need for. Since the output of nu-

clear power plants should be kept as constant as possible, excess nighttime power is

sold at a discount rate to other utilities such as Tucson Electric Power. The capacity

of the transmission system is not infinite and each partner in this operation must

jointly plan a coordinated schedule of how these transmission lines will be used.

During operation, monitoring must be in place to ensure that the scheduled power

flows are followed. A primary signal used the by utilities for this purpose is the

Area Control Error (ACE). In real time the following formula is used to compute a

balancing authorities ACE:

ACE = InterchangeScheduled − InterchangeActual − 10× β(fScheduled − fActual)(A.1)

Where Interchange is the total of all power flowing out of the balancing authority
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area minus the total of all power flowing in. The second term is a frequency bias term

which describes the required power balancing authority must generate in response

to deviations in grid frequency from 60 Hertz. Tucson Electric Power operates 54

connections or ties with neighboring Balancing Authorities. The net interchange is

the sum of power through all 54 ties. In simplest terms, the ACE value indicates

how closely local generation is matched to current conditions. For stability, ACE

must be kept within defined windows.

Short term fluctuations in power from PV plants have the potential to cause fluc-

tuations in grid frequency in small island grids by unbalancing load and generation

faster than conventional generation machines can compensate for. In large intercon-

nected grids short term fluctuations in PV plants may impact utility operations by

compelling generators to be operated in a less efficient manner.
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APPENDIX B

Locations and size of SVERI group PV

powerplants

This is the list of locations of the utility scale power plants which the SVERI group

supplied data.
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Table B.1: List of 44 PV power plants in the 500 MW fleet shown in 1.12 Pmax is
given in MW.
Name Mount lat. lon. Pmax Utility

FRV 1 Axis 32.371 -111.242 25.0 TEP
NRG 1 Axis 32.372 -111.283 34.0 TEP
Solon2 Fixed 32.105 -110.822 5.0 TEP
Astrosol Fixed 32.103 -110.819 6.2 TEP
Prarie Fire Fixed 32.118 -110.820 5.0 TEP
EON 1 Axis 32.101 -110.816 6.4 TEP
Solon1 1 Axis 32.100 -110.811 1.6 TEP
Amonix 2 Axis 32.107 -110.825 2.5 TEP
EON Val. 1 Axis 32.143 -110.877 13.0 TEP
Black Mt. 1 Axis 35.023 -114.162 10.0 TEP
DM Soar. Hts Fixed 32.191 -110.862 2.5 TEP
Sp.rville Slr Fixed 34.297 -109.267 6.4 TEP
La Senita 1 Axis 35.239 -114.039 1.0 TEP
Ajo 1 Axis 32.367 -112.832 5.0 APS
AZS Chino Val. 1 Axis 34.724 -112.433 19.0 APS
AZS Cotton Ctr. 1 Axis 33.035 -112.662 17.0 APS
AZS Ft.hills 1 Axis 32.654 -114.424 35.0 APS
AZS Hyder 1 Axis 33.023 -113.346 16.0 APS
AZS Hyder II 1 Axis 33.056 -113.596 14.0 APS
AZS Paloma Fixed 33.021 -112.661 17.0 APS
Badger D.Sky 1 Axis 33.497 -112.814 15.0 APS
Bagdad 1 Axis 34.587 -113.177 15.0 APS
Gillespie 1 Axis 33.027 -112.666 15.0 APS
Prescott (Seaz) 1 Axis 34.690 -112.405 10.0 APS
Prescott Airpt. 1 Axis 34.660 -112.420 2.7 APS
Saddle Mt. Ton. 1 Axis 33.381 -113.183 15.0 APS
AZS Gila Bnd 1 32.942 -112.761 16.0 APS
AZS Gila Bnd 2 32.942 -112.761 16.0 APS

here is the junk inbetweeen.
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Table B.2: List of 44 PV power plants in the 500 MW fleet shown in Figure 1.12
Pmax is given in MW.
Name Mount lat. lon. Pmax Utility

Alamogordo Fixed 32.866 -106.000 5.0 PNM
Deming Fixed 32.169 -107.756 5.0 PNM
Las Vegas Fixed 35.645 -105.206 5.0 PNM
Los Lunas Fixed 34.832 -106.772 5.0 PNM
Manzano Fixed 34.747 -106.655 8.0 PNM
Otero County Fixed 32.976 -105.979 7.5 PNM
Reeves Fixed 35.169 -106.600 2.0 PNM
Prosp. Enrg. 35.000 -106.634 0.5 PNM
Meadow Lake Fixed 34.810 -106.522 9.1 PNM
Sandoval Cty. Fixed 35.264 -106.795 6.1 PNM
Cibola Cty. Fixed 35.258 -107.245 7.6 PNM
Cu Cross. Slr. 1 Axis 33.162 -111.493 20.0 SRP
Queen Crk. Slr. 1 Axis 33.266 -111.617 20.0 SRP
Macho Spg.s 1 Axis 32.573 -107.456 50.0 EPE
Local PV 1 Axis 32.038 -106.464 0.0 EPE
Sunpk. Slr. 1 Fixed 33.246 -115.497 23.0 IID
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APPENDIX C

REPRINT: A simple non-linear model for the

effect of partial shade on PV systems

The following manuscript was published in the proceedings of the IEEE Photo-

voltaics Specialists Conference (2010). The results of this article are summarized in

section 2.1 and Chapter 2 provides supplementary information. The manuscript is

reprinted with permission from the IEEE. Original reference:
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ABSTRACT 

 
The effect of shade from one PV module on another is 
incorporated into a model for the power generated by PV 
systems.  The model is calibrated with data from the 
Tucson Electric Power solar test yard.   Shade de-rating 
factors from the model are compared with data every 
minute of the day and every day of the year.  The model is 
then used to predict final yields (kWh/kWDC) for different 
PV system deployments with various (non-tracking) 
module orientations and ground-cover ratios.  Several 
heuristics are put forth to help understand how the 
observed non-linear response to shade can impact the 
yield from PV systems.  In one example, we find that a PV 
system deployed in the Tucson Electric Power solar test 
yard could produce 22% more kWh for the month of 
December (and 3.8% more annually) if the modules were 
separated by twice as much distance.  In another example, 
we predict that a system in Tucson with south-facing 
modules at 12-degrees from horizontal can generate 1.5 
times as many kWh/yr per square-meter of land compared 
to a system with modules at 32-degrees (the latitude 
angle).    These examples emphasize the non-linear 
impact of partial shade on PV system performance. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The impact of shadows on PV systems is often under-
estimated because PV systems respond nonlinearly to 
shade. Several references discuss nonlinear responses 
for individual modules. However, this response to shade is 
largely ignored in literature describing the performance of 
PV systems with multiple rows of panels. Because an 
analysis of how PV systems respond to shade is important 
for optimizing final yields, predicting de-ratings, and 
designing new PV system deployments, we have 
developed and tested a model for the non-linear effect of 
partial shade on PV systems. 
 
In this paper we describe how PV systems at the Tucson 
Electric Power (TEP) solar test yard respond to shade 
from neighboring rows of solar panels. We show data and 
a model for the PV output every minute of the year (see 
figure 1), and we report results from shading experiments 
that were done to verify the model presented here. We 
identify one particular PV system found at the TEP test 
yard that could yield 22% more energy in December (and 
3.8% more energy annually) if it were re-positioned to 
reduce the amount of shade that falls on its modules from 
neighboring rows of PV strings. Unlike many mathematical 
models of partial shade on PV arrays, our model has a 
relatively simple analytical expression and is therefore 

easily used to model different arrays. We conclude by 
offering a few extrapolations and heuristics regarding the 
impact of partial shade on PV arrays.   
 
First we review some literature on this topic. The fraction 
of a solar array that is covered by shadows, often defined 
as the ‘shade factor’, is discussed in numerous articles [1-
8]. Many of these articles invoke different models for 
diffuse irradiance, some consider tracking modules, and 
some consider shade from fences, trees, poles, or 
neighboring modules. However none of the models in 
references [1-8] incorporate the nonlinear response of 
solar modules to partial shade. 
 
On the other hand, the nonlinear effect of shade on 
individual PV modules has been studied in several 
references [9-13] that describe how shading one cell out of 
twenty can reduce the output of a module by a fraction 
much larger than 1/20.  References [9-13] focus on 
bypass diodes, equivalent circuit models, or methods for 
maximum power point tracking.  But references [9-13] do 
not explicitly predict how entire PV systems with arrays of 
panels will perform throughout the day.  
 
A few PV system performance reviews [14-20] describe 
the effect of shade on entire systems. Some discuss 
‘shade impact factor’ as a way to quantify the 
disproportionately large reduction in power that results 
from partial shading. But none of these reviews give a 
closed-form analytical expression such as the one 
presented here. 

 
Figure 1: (Top) AC Power output from two PV 
systems on 12/25/2009. System S1 (open circles) has 
modules that get shaded in mornings and evenings. 
(Bottom) the same two systems' output on 7/26/2009. 
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SHADE DE-RATING  
 
Figure 1 shows the AC power output from two PV systems 
every minute of the day on 12/25/2009 and 7/26/2009, two 
nearly cloudless days in Tucson.   Also shown in Figure 1 
is the result of our model, with different shade de-ratings 
for the two PV systems.   The output from system S1 is 
severely affected by shading for two hours in the morning, 
and again in the evening.   S1 effectively turns on late and 
turns off early.  The missing hours of power from S1 are 
due to shade on just a small part of the modules. A 
photograph of shadows covering part of system S1 is 
shown in Figure 2.  
 
System S1 has 16 poly-crystalline silicon modules made 
by Sharp, each with an STC peak-power rating of 165 W 
(2640 W total), and an Aurora inverter. System S2 is 
composed of 9 mono-crystalline silicon 215 W SunPower 
modules (1935 W total) and a Sunyboy inverter.  Both 
systems are mounted at the TEP solar test yard in Tucson, 
Arizona at the latitude angle (32

o
) facing south.   Both 

systems’ modules have only 3 bypass diodes, allowing 
columns (not rows) of cells to be bypassed. 
 
To compare the power output from the two systems in 
figure 1, the AC power was measured every 1-minute with 
a revenue-grade power meter made by ABB.  The final 
yields (measured AC power / STC rating) for each system 
are then plotted. 
 

The two systems get different amounts of shade.  System 
S1 is north of some rows that periodically shade its 
modules as shown in Figure 2.  System S2 has modules in 
a front row that rarely get shaded, although the abrupt loss 
of power on 12/25/2009 at 4:30 pm from S2 is due to 
shade from a building 40 meters away. 
 
Our theoretical model is compared to the data in Figure 1. 
The model is based on a solar position algorithm, an 
attenuating (but cloudless) atmosphere, the geometry 
shown in Figure 2, and the observation that the most 
weakly illuminated row of cells limits the power from an 
entire string of PV modules.  We verified this response to 
shade empirically by covering portions of every module at 
the TEP solar test yard for a few minutes.    
 
Completely shading one row of cells (typically only 1/14 of 
a module's length) reduces the output of most PV systems 
by 100%.    We use the observation that the AC electrical 
output power is proportional to the radiant power incident 
on the most weakly illuminated row of cells.  This 
response to shade is plotted in Figure 3, and we 
emphasize that it is non-linear in the shaded area of the 
module.   There are exceptions to this rule, based on 
bypass diodes, shunt resistance values, and landscape vs. 
portrait orientation of the modules.  But this remarkably 
simple rule - output dominated by the most weakly 
illuminated row of cells - describes our observations quite 
well.  This claim is supported by the data shown in Figures 
1, 2, 3, and 5. 
 
The power produced by each PV system is predicted by 
 

𝑃 = 𝛤 × ��̂� ∙ 𝐴� 𝐼0𝜂 exp �−
𝛼

𝑢𝑝� ∙ �̂�
�                   (1)  

 

where 𝛤 is the reduction factor due to partial shading, �̂� is 

the unit vector pointing to the sun, 𝐴  is the area vector 
normal to the modules,  𝐼0  is the solar constant,  𝜂  is the 

system efficiency,  𝛼  is the atmospheric attenuation for 

one air mass, and  𝑢𝑝�   is a unit-vector pointing to the 

zenith.  The shade de-rating factor  𝛤 is found from the 

shaded portion of each module (𝑎) as compared to cell 
size (𝑐) according to 
 

𝛤 = min �1, max �0, 1 − 𝑎
𝑐
�� × .94 + 0.06         (2) 

 
The factor 0.06 approximates the diffuse irradiance 
(mostly sky light) still incident on the panel when shade 
from neighboring rows begins to reduce output. The 
amount of each module that is shaded (𝑎) is found from 
the intersection of the two lines labeled in Figure 2.  The 
shaded length 𝑎 is given by 
 

𝑎 =
𝐿 sin(𝜃) −𝑚1𝑠

𝑚1 cos(𝜃) + sin (𝜃)                           (3) 

 

𝑚1 =  −  
�̂� ∙ 𝑢𝑝�

�̂� ∙ 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ�                                    (4) 

 

 
Figure 2: PV systems with shade from one row on 
another.  (Top) Modules from system S1 at the TEP 
solar test yard photographed 12/14/2009 at 3:05 pm 
(photo by Alex Cronin).  (Bottom) The shaded length 
(𝑎) is found from the intersection of lines 1 and 2. 
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The length of the module (𝐿), the angle of the modules (𝜃), 

and the map-view separation between modules (𝑠) are all 

fixed parameters.  But because  �̂�  changes with time, 
therefore  𝑚1, 𝑎, and  𝛤 also depend on time.  
 
The system efficiency 𝜂  also changes with time, mostly 

due to temperature.  In our model we used  𝜂  from STC 
ratings with an additional de-rating that is found empirically 
from the TEP data to vary from 0.77 in winter to 0.61 in 
summer. For simplicity, we used a sinusoidal de-rating 
 

𝜂 = 𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶�0.61 + 0.08 �cos�2𝜋𝑡 year� � +  1��                           (5) 

 

where 𝑡 is time in years since Jan 20. This one-month lag 
from the winter solstice allows, empirically, for temperature 
de-ratings throughout the year.   For S1,  𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶 = 14%, and 

for S2,  𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶 = 17%. 
 
For completeness, we explain the simple (circular orbit) 
solar position algorithm that we use [21].    In the rotating 

equatorial reference frame �̂� = (𝑆𝑥, 𝑆𝑦, 𝑆𝑧) is given by: 
 
𝑆𝑥 = cos(23° ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟⁄ )) sin(2𝜋𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑦⁄ )                     (6)                 

𝑆𝑦 = cos(23° ∗ sin(2𝜋𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟⁄ )) cos(2𝜋𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑦⁄ )                     (7)           
𝑆𝑧 = sin(23° ∗ sin(2𝜋𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟⁄ ))                                                   (8)                                
 

and  𝑢𝑝� = (𝑈𝑥,𝑈𝑦,𝑈𝑧) is given by: 
 
𝑈𝑥 = cos(𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)                                                                        (9) 

𝑈𝑦 = 0                                                                                               (10) 

𝑈𝑧 = sin(𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)                                                                       (11) 
 
This model is then used to calculate daily final yields 
(kWh/ kW) for systems with and without partial-shading, as 
shown in Figure 4.    The ratio between these final yields 
highlights how the de-rating due to shade changes 
throughout the year.   This is shown, and compared to 
data for the ratio of final yields in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

 
 
Because the model ignores clouds, it is only expected to 
be valid for sunny days.  That is why we to chose to 
compare relative daily final yields in Figure 5.  The ratio of 
final yields is a simple way to remove the large fluctuations 
in daily final yields due to cloudy days. 
 
To summarize this section, we have described a simple 
mathematical model for PV system de-rating due to partial 
shade from neighboring rows.   Figure 1 indicates how 
well this model works each minute of the day, and figure 5 
indicates how well the model works for each day of the 
year.  Now we can use this model for several more 
predictions 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Using this model we have predicted the annual final yield 
for latitude-tilt systems in Tucson as a function of the 
spacing 𝑠  between rows (Figure 6).  Rather than assume 
a particular panel length, we plot the annual final yield vs. 

the ratio 𝑠/ℎ , where ℎ  is the height of the module         
(ℎ = 𝐿 sin 𝜃).   We show two curves in Figure 6: one with 
the severe sensitivity to shading that is typical of most PV 

systems (described by 𝑐 = 𝐿/14)  and one more optimistic 

plot (using 𝑐 = 𝐿).   
 
From similar analysis, we find that S1 could produce 22% 
more kWh for the month of December and 3.8% more 
annually, if the panel separation 𝑠 were increased by one 
meter.  For many purposes 3.8% is not a large loss.   
However, the particular system S1 that we used to 
experimentally test our model is an example of a PV 
system that was constructed by a professional PV system 
installation crew and had no constraints requiring such 
spacing.     To prevent even larger de-ratings due to shade, 
we recommend using a model such as ours. 
 

 
Figure 5: Daily yield of S1 relative to other (less 
shaded) systems at TEP solar test yard. 

 
Figure 4: Models for the daily final yields (kWh/kW) 
for system S1 (black) and for a non-shaded system 
(red).  

 
 
Figure 3: Graph of the shade de-rating factor Γ.  
Diamonds are empirical data points from 
deliberately shading portions of PV modules.   The 
model Γ (solid red line) describes typical PV 
systems with 𝒄 = 𝑳/𝟏𝟒 .    The dashed model is for 
an optimistic case given 𝒄 = 𝑳 . 
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Figure 7 shows the space we recommended between 
modules to keep the shade de-rating factor smaller than a 
5% loss for the annual kWh.  The space between rows 
depends on the row height and the latitude of the system.  
For Figure 7 we have assumed fixed-angle latitude-tilt 
rows of modules for different latitudes.  Again, significantly 
different results are found for the realistic case with cell 

size 𝑐 = 𝐿/14 as compared to the optimistic case of  𝑐 = 𝐿. 

 
 
As a further extrapolation, we use the same model to 
predict yields per land-area. To compare deployments with 
different angles, we consider toe-to-toe spacing of the 
rows, as opposed to the separation between rows.  This 
metric is known as ‘ground cover ratio’, i.e. the ratio of 
land area to module area [20]. Figure 8 shows annual 
outputs in Tucson for PV systems with modules at 32

o
, 12

o
, 

and 0
o
 and  𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶 = 10% . The highest annual kWh per 

land area is obtained from horizontal panels laid closely 
together. This is because tiled horizontal (0

o
) panels never 

shade each other and they receive all the sunlight incident 
on the land. (We caution again at this point that 

differences in soiling and temperature effects due to 
module orientation are ignored in our model so far). 
 
Taking into account the space between modules that is 
needed to keep 95% of the shade-free annual yield, we 
find that 1 MW of Sharp modules oriented at 32

o
 could be 

deployed in 3.0 Acres and would yield slightly more than 
2000 MWh per year (with no clouds).  This uses a ground 
cover ratio of 1.7.   Figure 7 shows how 1.4 times as 
much energy yield (2800 MWh) could be generated on 
the same 3.0 Acres of land if the modules were tilted at 
12

o
.   This uses a ground cover ratio of 1.2. 

 
Figure 9 tells a different aspect of the story. Here, we plot 
PV system annual yields per module area. In this case, 
we see that panels tilted at 32

o
 can generate slightly more 

MWh per year than those at 12
o
.   

 

To optimize the module tilt angle θ requires additional 
constraints such as the cost of land and conduit as 
compared to the cost of modules and mounting hardware.  
Our main point here is that a realistic model of non-linear 
de-rating due to shade should be taken into account when 
selecting module spacing. 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Figure 9: Annual kWh output per module area. 
Shade de-ratings are significant when rows of 
modules are too close together. 

 
 
Figure 8: Annual kWh output per land area, plotted 
as a function of the space between rows for 
modules with different (fixed) tilt angles θ. 

 
Figure 7:  Recommended space between rows to 
maintain 95% of the annual shade-free kWh.   
Typical PV systems with cell size 𝒄 = 𝑳/𝟏𝟒  (black)  
require more space between rows than the 
optimistic case with 𝒄 = 𝑳 (red).   

 
 

Figure 6: De-rating due to shade for latitude-tilt 
modules in Tucson as a function of the row 
separation.  A typical system with cell size 𝒄 = 𝑳/𝟏𝟒 
(black) has a larger de-rating than the optimistic 
model with cells size 𝒄 = 𝑳 (red). 
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INTERPRETATION 
 
Since the most weakly illuminated row of cells limits the 
performance of entire PV systems, it is important to 
consider the view of the sky as seen from the bottom of a 
module.  In Figure 10 we present an altitude-azimuth 
(alt,az) view of the back side of other modules using the 
equation 
 

𝑎𝑙𝑡 = atan �ℎ cos(𝑎𝑧)
𝑠

�                           (12)  

 
The solid black line in Figure 10 indicates the view from 
the bottom of the modules of System S1.   The dashed 
black line indicates the view from a location one cell up 
from the bottom. 
 
Also plotted in Figure 10 are the sun-paths each month, 
with markers every hour.   This plot shows how many 
hours each month the neighboring rows of modules cast 
shadows on the bottom cells of a module. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

A related plot is shown in Figure 11, where the daily paths 
of the shadow of the top of a 1-meter tall stick (a gnomen) 
are plotted, with markers every hour, for the first seven 
months of the year.  This plot indicates how far to the 
north the next row of modules should be placed in order to 
avoid shadows. 
 
As one final point we note that increases in power output 
due to concentrating sunlight on typical PV modules, for 
example by positioning diffuse reflectors around the 
modules, are limited by a similar de-rating factor.  
Because the least illuminated cells tend to limit the current 
and hence the electrical power output, a similar de-rating 
factor as the one discussed here can be used to more 
realistically quantify the benefit of concentration schemes. 
 
Table 1:  Recommended separation between rows of 
latitude-tilt modules keep to shade de-rating below 5%  
loss, given our model with c=L/14  (typical modules)  
and for comparison c=L (optimistic case). 
 

Latitude s/h   
given c=L/14 

s/h   
given c=L 

    
10 0.8 0.0 
20 1.1 0.5 
30 1.6 0.9 
40 2.3 1.4 
50 3.7 2.2 
60 6.9 3.7 

 
 

SUMMARY 
 
Partial shade reduces yields from PV systems more than 
several models would predict. This is due to a non-linear 
response to shade that is observable for most PV systems. 
For example, the power from a 2.6 kW grid-tied PV system 
in Tucson is shown to drop by 94% when shadows from 
one row of modules fall on only 8% of the surface area of 
the next row of modules. This large de-rating due to a 
small amount of shade is described in a simple model 
presented in this paper. 
 
Our mathematical de-rating factor due to partial shading of 
PV systems by neighboring rows of modules was 
presented.   Our model was calibrated with data from the 
Tucson Electric Power solar test yard.  We demonstrated 
how this model can be used to predict the recommended 
spacing between rows of modules at different latitudes, 
different orientations, and different cell sizes.    The fact 
that PV systems can be severely hindered by a small 
amount of shade makes this type of model particularly 
important when designing PV systems or analyzing PV 
system data.  

 
Figure 11: Daily paths of the shadow of a gnomen 
located 1 meter above the origin (solid square). 

 
Figure 10:  Altitude-Azimuth view of neighboring 
modules as seen from the bottom edge of a 
module (grey).  Daily sun paths with dots each 
hour are plotted for each month (red)  
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APPENDIX D

REPRINT: PV System Power Loss and Module

Damage due to Partial Shade and Bypass Diode

Removal Depends on Cell Behavior in Reverse

Bias

The following manuscript is being developed for the IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists

Conference (2015). The results of this article are referred to in section 2.1 of Chapter

2.
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Bypass Diode Removal Depends on Cell Behavior in Reverse Bias 
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Abstract  —  We compare power loss due to partial shading on 

four different photovoltaic systems, both with and without bypass 
diodes. We find that interdigitated back-contact x-Si modules lose 
significantly less power compared to front-contact x-Si modules, 
even when bypass diodes are missing.  We attribute this to the 
smaller reverse bias voltage (VRB) that is needed to pass current 
through back-contact cells. We also present a method to simulate 
power loss due to partial shading that uses VRB as a parameter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bypass diodes are normally used in PV modules to avoid 
damage and to maximize power production. Diodes help 
preventing cells from operating with large reverse bias 
voltages (VRB), e.g. when modules are partially shaded [1-3].   

However, some types of PV modules need bypass diodes 
more than others.  For example, we show that failed diodes 
can cause rapid degradation for some PV cell technologies.  
But other technologies do not get damaged under similar 
conditions. It is therefore important to study how different 
types of PV modules perform when their bypass diodes fail, as 
we simulated by removing diodes. 

To stress modules we applied small (4%) obstruction shade 
from a mast [4] as shown in Figure 1 and operated modules 
with an MPP tracking inverter. We simultaneously operated 
two adjacent strings, one with a shade mast and one unshaded. 
We then removed the diodes and documented changes in 
performance. We did this for four different PV technologies 
and report the differences here. (Two are reported in this 
evaluation document.) Based on these findings we developed a 
model to simulate power loss due to obstruction shading. 

II. DAMAGE CAUSED BY PARTIAL SHADE WITHOUT DIODES 

Loss of bypass diodes in PV modules can lead to damage 
such as delamination and back-sheet cracking as we 
demonstrated with experiments shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
With bypass diodes removed, we found that some types of 
modules suffer from excessive energy dissipation, creating hot 
spots warmer than 370˚C when operated under partial shade 
(see Fig. 2). 

With bypass diodes intact, the front-contact x-Si modules in 
Figure 1 showed no sign of damage due to operation with the 
unistrut shade mast shown in Figure 1.  But when the bypass 
diodes were later removed, permanent damage to the modules 
occurred. Delamination on the front and back module surfaces 
occurred during a single week of operating with both partial 
shade and removed bypass diodes. Infrared imaging shows that 

the cells in substrings without bypass diode protection can run 
50˚C hotter than the control (unshaded) string. 

By comparison, interdigitated back-contact (IBC) x-Si cells 
never got more than 10˚C warmer than the control (unshaded) 
string, even with bypass diodes removed, Furthermore, 
modules with IBC cells were undamaged by the combination 
of partial shade and removed diodes. We attribute these 
differences to lower VRB for back-contact cells. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Delamination (white spots) on front-contact x-Si modules 

developed due to partial shade from the unistrut post while bypass 
diodes were removed. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Damaged back sheet on a px-Si module that reached 

temperatures of 370˚C due to operation with partial shade and 
removed bypass diodes. The burn mark is 4 cm tall by 2cm wide. 

 
III. POWER LOSS FROM PARTIAL SHADE WITHOUT DIODES 

We monitored two strings of four modules, for each of four 
different technologies (32 modules in all). We compare results 
for a front-contact HIT x-Si system (System 1) and an 
interdigitated back-contact x-Si system (System 2) in this 
evaluation abstract. The two strings of each system are located 
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in the same yard and operating simultaneously. The control 
string had no applied shade. The experimental string had 
partial shade applied and at times bypass diodes were 
removed. 

We documented the reduction in power due to partial shade 
in several ways. We recorded the operating current and 
voltage of all strings at 50Hz with 1.2% accuracy. We also 
measured I-V curves using the connected SMA TL4000 
inverter every 30 minutes. I-V curves from the two strings of 
an individual system when diodes were intact and partial 
shading was applied are shown in Figure 3.  We observe a 
much larger difference between the shaded and unshaded 
conditions for System 1 but less so for System 2. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. I-V curves from System 1 (top) and System 2 modules 

(bottom) with and without partial shade applied for different times 
throughout the day. All bypass diodes are intact. 

 
The measured power outputs for the two systems’ strings 

with and without shade are shown in Figures 4 and 5, 
respectively. The System 1 data shown in Figure 4 was 
measured when the bypass diodes were removed from the 
shaded modules, producing much larger reductions in power 
output. As much as 45% of power was lost due to this small 
applied shade due to diode failure. System 2 never lost more 
than 15% of its power due to shade. We see the same power 
loss due to shade for System 2 when all diodes are intact as 
when a single bypass diode is removed. 

The relative power loss ratio shown in Figures 4 and 5 is 
defined in Equation 1. 

 

%100
unshaded

shadedunshaded
loss P

PP
P  (1) 

 
Fig. 4. Power output and loss due to shading for System 1. Control 
string has no applied shading. The experimental string has applied 

partial mast shading and all bypass diodes are removed. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Power output and loss due to shading for System 2. Control 
string has no applied shading. The experimental string has applied 

partial mast shading. All bypass diodes are intact. 

IV  SIMULATIONS OF ENERGY LOSS DUE TO PARTIAL SHADE 
WITHOUT BYPASS DIODES  

Using solar geometry, we simulate the position of the 
shadow cast by the mast on our modules, as shown in Figure 6. 
We assume that any cell under partial shade is operating in 
reverse bias. We have found that partially shading only one 
cell of System 1 will force the substring into reverse operation 
(negative voltage across the substring), whereas up to four 
cells of System 2 must be partially shaded to force the 
substring in reverse operation. 

Based on the number of cells under partial shade and the 
system specifications we can simulate the power loss fraction 
(defined in Eq. 1) throughout the day, simulating the measured 
data shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

The simulations in Figures 7 and 8 use a model in which the 
number of shaded cells (nc) multiplied by the reverse bias 
voltage (VRB) for each cell reduces the string’s operating 
voltage (Vmpp). This leads to simulated array power according 
to Equation (2) without bypass diodes: 

 )(tIVncVP phRB
string

mpp
NoDiodes

B                   (2) 

where Vmpp
string  is the Vmpp for the entire string without shade.  

In comparison, we use Equation (3) to describe the power 
output with bypass diodes intact: 

 )(tIVnsVP phsubstring
string

mpp
ctDiodesInta

B        (3) 
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where ns is the number of shaded substrings and Vsubstring  is 
the lost voltage due to activating a bypass diode each shaded 
substring. In both Equation (2) and (3) the term Iph(t) 
represents the array current that depends on the irradiance on 
the non-shaded portion of the array. All the quantities nc, ns 
and Iph(t) are functions of time of day, and are computed with a 
solar position algorithm (SPA). The same SPA was used to 
make the simulation in Figure 6.  

 
Fig. 6. Simulated shadows cast by the shade post in our experiments.  
The model, evaluated here every 30 minutes for January 1, enables us 

to predict the number of shaded cells and substrings. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Simulated power for System 1 modules with and without 

diodes due to the shade post shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Power loss simulations based for both systems’ modules, with 

and without diodes. 
 
Figure 7 is derived from the simulations in Figure 6 using 

Equation (1). This simulation, validated by our experimental 
data, can now be used to predict the annual energy loss or 
instantaneous power loss due to different types of shading 
obstacles, in conditions with and without bypass diodes. The 

module parameters used in this simulation, including VRB, and 
Vsubstring, and Vmpp

string are listed in Table I. 
 
Table I.  Experimentally verified parameters used in the simulations 
shown in Figures 7 and 8, using Eqs (1)-(3). The reverse bias 
operating voltage VRB for different cells is highlighted in red 

 HIT (Sys 1) IBC (Sys 2) 
Modules per string 4 4 
Cells per module 96 96 
Cell size 10 cm 13 cm 
Shade stick height 30 cm 30 cm 
Bypass diodes per module 4 3 
Cells per substring 24 24 or 48 
Module Vmp 51 V 57 V 
Module Imp 3.3 A 6.0 A 
Module Pmp 167 358 
Forward V per cell 0.53 V 0.59 V 
Reverse VRB for a cell 15 V 4 V 
Measured Substring Vstring 12 V 12 V or 24 V 
Vmppstring 204 V 228 V 

V. DISCUSSION 

The performance of PV cells in reverse bias, operating 
under partial shade, can lead to significantly different levels of 
risk associated with removing the bypass diodes. Specifically, 
cells that conduct current at 15V reverse bias, as we have 
found in System 1, can get so hot that modules suffer 
permanent damage after only a few days of operation. On the 
other hand, modules that conduct current at 4V reverse bias 
can do so with relative safety. Whereas it takes only a single 
cell of System 1 to be partially shaded to turn on the substring 
bypass diode, it takes as many as four cells for System 2. This 
limits the cell operating temperatures and reduces power loss. 
The temperature gradient of System 2 cells under partial shade 
without bypass diode protection compared with those that have 
diodes intact is less than 10˚C. By comparison, we measured 
the temperature gradient between System 1 cells exceeds 
50˚C. System 1 lost as much as 45% and System 2 only much 
as 15% of its power output due to 7% area shading. Low 
reverse bias voltages many allow manufacturers to safely 
design photovoltaic modules with fewer diodes. 
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ABSTRACT 
  
At the Tucson Electric Power (TEP) solar test yard, over 
20 different grid-connected PV systems are being tested.  
Most of these PV systems are in the 1 to 2 kW range.  We 
present measured conversion efficiencies, final yields, 
performance ratios, temperature de-ratings and 
degradation rates for 20 PV systems.  The final yields are 
also compared to predictions from PVwatts and PVsyst. 
The systems include flat plate PV modules from 
Sunpower, Sharp, BP, Uni-solar Sanyo, Shell, Astropower, 
Solarex, and Evergreen Solar.  The performance of 
several of these flat plate PV systems has been recorded 
starting in 2003. Since then, several types of concentrating 
PV modules have been also deployed at the Tucson 
Electric Power solar test yard, including modules from 
Solyndra, Prism Solar Technologies Inc., Skyline Inc., and 
Semprius Inc.  At the same location Solon Corporation is 
testing several flat plate modules with 1-axis and 2-axis 
trackers.  

INTRODUCTION 
 
Outdoor testing laboratories such as the Tucson Electric 

Power (TEP) solar test yard are important because the 

performance of grid-connected PV systems under real-

world conditions can differ significantly from performance 

of modules in a laboratory under standard test conditions 

(STC).   This is because PV systems operating in the field 

are affected by weather, degradation, soiling, and shading.  

Systems-level characterizations of PV technologies, such 

as the study presented here, are important for investors, 

PV system owners, system designers, utility companies, 

and government incentive programs. 

In this paper we present measured energy yields, 

conversion efficiencies, performance ratios, temperature 

de-ratings and measured degradation rates for 20 PV 

systems.  The final yields are compared to predictions 

from PVwatts and PVsyst.  

The TEP solar test yard is located at 4350 E. Irvington Rd. 

in Tucson, Arizona, 85702 and is operated jointly by 

Tucson Electric Power and the University of Arizona. 

Photographs of the TEP solar test yard are shown in 

Figures 1 and 2. A list of systems in this study is shown in 

Table 1.  Systems 1-5 and 10-19 are mounted at a fixed 

angle of 32 degrees (the latitude in Tucson) facing South. 

Most of the data presented here are publicly available 

from our website www.uapv.org. The website provides a 

summary of the PV systems installed at the yard, graphs 

of power output, and the option to download performance 

data. The performance data consists of 1-minute averages 

of DC current, DC voltage, and AC power. Public tours are 

available of the test yard year-round. The yard tour 

attracts school groups, homeowners that are considering 

investing in photovoltaic panels for their home, and 

professionals interested in renewable technologies.  

 
 Figure 1.  A view showing several PV systems at the 
Tucson Electric Power Solar Test Yard.  
 
Table 1.   PV systems at the TEP solar test yard. 

# Module Type  Technology Install 
Date 

1 Sharp   px-Si   2006 

3 BP  3150U    px-Si   2003 

4 Uni-Solar US-64   MJ-a-Si 2003 

5 Sanyo  HIP-G751BA2    HIT Si   2003 

7 Solyndra Black Roof    CIGS   2010 

8 Solyndra White Roof    CIGS   2010 

10 GSE  GG-112    CIGS   2003 

11 Shell  ST40  40 W  CIS   2003 

12 Sanyo  HIP-J54BA2     HIT Si   2003 

13 BP  MST50   a-Si    2004 

16 Astro  Api-165-MCB     x-Si     2004 

17 Solarex  MST-43MV   a-Si   2004 

18 Evergreen EC-115-GL  px-Si     2009 

19 SunPower 215-WHT-U x-Si    2009 

20 Prism Solar Technologies  holographic 
CPV       

2010 

21 Skyline Inc    1-axis CPV 2009 

22 Semprius Inc  2-axis HCPV 2008 
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Figure 2.  The TEP solar test yard during a school 
tour, showing flat plate PV (foreground), a 1-axis 
tracker (right), and a 2-axis tracker (top left).  
 

DATA AND ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
 
Many of the PV systems at the TEP solar test yard were 

commissioned in 2003, and their AC energy output was 

monitored in 5-minute or 15-minute intervals by TEP’s 

metering department. Since 2009, measurements have 

also been taken at 1-second intervals including maximum 

power-point DC voltage, and DC current, as well as the 

AC energy yield for each system.  Current is measured 

using one Hall-effect current sensor for each system 

(model CTG-101X5 made by Ohio Semitronics).  The DC 

voltage is monitored with a voltage divider.  AC power 

measurements are obtained from a revenue-grade kwh 

meter made by ABB that reports digital Watt-hour 

increments of energy with a KYZ relay board.  Data are 

logged every 1-second with a dedicated data logger for 

each PV system (The data loggers are JK micro-flash 

units made by JK Microsystems Inc).  Calibrations are 

made in the field by comparing the outputs of a hand held 

volt meter and ammeter with the digital values acquired by 

the data loggers.   Since 2010, the global irradiance data 

at horizontal and 32-degrees (the plane of array) are 

measured with Epply PSP pyrometers and a CR1000 data 

logger as well as a silicon reference cell.  

RESULTS 
 
In this section we report preliminary AC power, energy 

yields, photovoltaic system conversion efficiencies, 

performance ratios, degradation rates, and temperature 

de-ratings for the 20 systems at the TEP solar test yard.  

AC power output is compared to irradiance in Figure 3 for 

several PV systems over the course of a day. Figure 4 

shows system conversion efficiency vs. time of day. As 

expected, systems with different temperature 

dependencies have different time-of-day behavior. We 

discuss temperature effects in detail in section 3.2.  

Figure 3.  (color online)  AC power output normalized 
by DC kwp  ratings every minute of a day from various 
PV systems.    Measured global irradiance on the 
plane of array is also shown (dashes). 

 

(a)                                

 
(b) 

 
 

Figure 4.  (a)  Conversion efficiency (AC output 
divided by radiant input) vs. time of day, averaged for 
the month of May 2010.  (b) Conversion Efficiency for 
three different PV systems vs. time of day.  The 
Unisolar efficiency (about 5.3%) is doubled to show 
the trends on the same figure. 
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Degradation rates for several of these PV systems based 

on previous work [2] are summarized in section 3.3.  But 

first, we present performance ratios and daily final yield 

[kwh/kwp] measurements. 

Daily Energy Yields 
 

Figure 5 shows a histogram of daily final yields [kwh/kwp] 

for the Uni-solar system.  Figure 6 shows daily final yields 

obtained from the TEP solar test yard over the period 

2006 to 2008. These data were obtained from revenue-

grade kwh meters made by ABB. Seasonal trends are 

clearly visible. The difference in seasonal variations 

between, e.g., Sharp and Uni-solar systems is due to the 

different temperature coefficients of efficiency for these 

systems. The black curves in Figure 6 represent model 

calculations that include different temperature coefficients 

for different systems. We discuss temperature 

dependence in more detail in section 3.2 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of annual average daily 

final yields from six years of data from 20 PV systems. 

Figure 7 also compares measured final yield for one 

system to predictions using PV watts and PV syst.  

On-site irradiance measurements have been available at 

the TEP test yard since 2010. Table 2 lists preliminary 

results for average performance ratios and final yields for 

several systems for the period 02-08-2010 to 11-27-2010. 

The performance ratios indicate the true performance in 

the field compared to sticker values. We discuss system 

performance extrapolated to STC below in the context of 

temperature de-ratings. Table 2 also lists measured 

annualized final yield and compares these values to 

predictions of PVSyst. 

 

 

Figure 5.   Histogram of Uni-solar (system no. 4)  daily 
final yields based on measurements every day for 5 
years. 

 

 
Figure 6. Daily final yields [kwh/kwp] obtained from 
the TEP solar test yard over the period 2006 to 2008. 
Theoretical curves (black lines) are based on a solar 
position algorithm and a temperature de-rating with 
respect to daily average ambient temperature.  The de-
ratings are: Sharp:  -0.9 %/oC, Uni-solar -0.3 %/oC, 
Sanyo -0.9 %/oC, BP MST50: -0.6 %/oC, BP MST43: -0.9 
%/oC, values that are similar to findings in Table 3.  
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Table 2. Performance Ratios [1] (PR), average daily final 
yields, and annualized final yield results from the TEP 
solar test yard for the period Feb 8 – Nov 27, 2010, 
compared to results from 2003 - 2008 and Psyst 
predictions.  PVwatts predicts 1660 annual kwh/kwp for 
all systems at this orientation in Tucson. 
 

Syst 
No. 

PR 
2010 

daily 
KwH/ kWp 

2010 

Annual 
KwH/kWp 

2010 

Annual 
KwH/kWp 
2003-2008 

PVsyst 
Prediction 

Annual 
KwH/kWp 

 

1 0.65 4.54 1657 NA 1712 

3 0.60 4.25 1551 1586 1573 

4 0.74 5.09 1860 1883 1755 

5 0.61 4.40 1606 1638 1770 

12 0.62 4.23 1543 1765 1744 

13 0.60 4.19 1528 - 1594 

16 0.64 4.52 1651 1713 1622 

17 0.65 4.53 1653 1600 1632 

18 0.57 3.92 1437 NA 1725 

19 0.74 5.19 1894 NA 1792 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Distribution of annual averages of measured 
daily final yields [kwh/kwp/day] from 20 PV systems 
over six years.   The annual final yield from a single 
system (system no. 12) for 5 years is highlighted in 
dark blue bars. Predictions for the annual average 
daily final yield  based on PVsyst (for System 12) and 
PVwatts are shown as vertical lines. 
 

 

Temperature and Irradiance Coefficients of Efficiency 

By combining PV power data obtained from the TEP solar 

test yard with ambient temperature data recorded AZMET 

for the Tucson region [3], we can calculate temperature 

coefficients of AC conversion efficiency for several PV 

modules.  

Figure 8 shows measured conversion efficiency vs. 

ambient temperature. The large spread in Figure 5 is due 

to different irradiance conditions. By using on-site 

irradiance measurements, we can control for the effect of 

irradiance and obtain a better estimate for panel 

temperature. 

To obtain panel temperature (Tp) from the measurements 

of ambient temperature Ta, we use a model due to Ross: 

𝑇𝑝 = 𝑇𝑎 + 𝐼ℎ,                               (1) 

where I is in-plane irradiance and h is the Ross coefficient 

[4, 5]. To determine the Ross coefficient, we measured 

panel temperature manually for several different modules. 

We found values ranging from 21 
o
Cm

2
/kW to 28 

o
Cm

2
/kW. Variations between different times of day were 

similar to variations between panels, we therefore assume 

a constant h=25 
o
Cm

2
/kW for all panels. 

We now model the conversion efficiency η according to 

𝜂 = 𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶 �1 + 𝛼�𝑇𝑝 − 25℃� + 𝛽 �𝐼 − 1𝑘𝑊
𝑚2 ��         (2) 

Where the tree parameters ηSTC, α, and β correspond to 

the efficiency at STC, the temperature coefficient of 

efficiency and the irradiance coefficient of efficiency, 

respectively. 

We report the results of a least-squares fit using Eqn. (2) 

of measured efficiencies over the period February 8th, 

2010 to June 20th, 2010. Measured efficiencies were 

obtained from AC output power and in-plane global 

irradiance recorded at 1 minute intervals at the solar test 

yard. The corresponding ambient temperature data is 

interpolated from hourly averages provided.  Data are 

filtered to remove outlying data points, and we restricted 

the least squares fit to data when I > 500 W/m
2
. Results 

for the tree parameters ηSTC, α, and β are in table 3.  

To compare our measured ηSTC (AC) to the ηSTC (DC) 

reported by the manufacturers, we plot ηSTC (AC) vs ηSTC 

(DC) in figure 9. We see that ηSTC (AC) / ηSTC (DC) is 

roughly equal to 0.76. This value is in excellent agreement 

with estimates based losses due to AC/DC conversion, 

soiling, degradation, and wiring [1,6]. 
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Figure 8. Conversion efficiency vs. ambient 
temperature, using data from 02-08-10 to 06-20-10 for 
which irradiance is greater than 500 W/m^2.  The best-
fit lines (shown) indicate temperature coefficients of 
efficiency at 20 oC of:  -0.39 %/oC for Sanyo,                    
-0.21 %/oC for Uni-solar, and -0.64 %/oC for Sharp.   
These values are consistent with the more accurate 
values in Table 3. 

 

 

Table 3. Measured AC conversion efficiency (ηSTC) is 
compared to manufacturer specified DC efficiency. 
Temperature coefficients (α) and irradiance 
coefficients (β) of efficiency obtained from our least-
squares fit are listed and compared to manufacturer 
specified α (in case of missing manufacturer values 
(listed with *) a typical value is given). The system 
numbers in the left column refer to the systems in 
Table 1.  Using data from 02-08-10 to 06-20-10.  

# 
ηSTC (%) 

(DC 
Spec) 

ηSTC (%) 
(AC 

Meas.) 

α 
(%/

o
C) 

Β 
(%m

2
/kW) 

α 
(%/

o
C) 

Spec. 
1 14.1 11.4 -0.62 3.9 -0.5* 

3 12.9 9.8 -0.50 6.8 -0.50 

4 6.9 5.6 -0.19 8.2 -0.21 

5 15.6 11.5 -0.43 4.8 -0.33 

12 17.0 12.4 -0.39 8.2 -0.33 

13 6.4 4.9 -0.58 -1.1 -0.22 

16 12.4 10.5 -0.66 11.4 -0.4* 

17 5.5 4.2 -0.35 13.9 -0.30 

18 12.8 8.8 -0.52 5.7 -0.5* 

19 17.2 15.4 -0.48 3.9 -0.38 

 

 

Figure 9.  Measured mean AC conversion efficiency 
(Kwh_ac / Kwh_radiant) and measured AC conversion 
efficiencies extrapolated to STC are plotted vs. the 
module efficiencies determined from STC nameplate 
ratings, using data from 02-08-10 to 06-20-10. Results 
of a linear least-squares fit to the data are also shown. 
Measured AC conversion efficiencies are on average 
24% lower than the DC conversion efficiencies. This is 
in excellent agreement with [1]. 
 

Degradation Rates 
 

We developed a method to determine degradation rates 

with or without using irradiance data. Table 3 shows 

degradation rates for the oldest PV systems at the test 

yard, for which AC power data is available since 2003. 

These are results discussed in detail in [2]. We briefly 

summarize here. 

Determining the degradation rate of a system from final 

yields without irradiance data requires estimating the 

difference between relative degradation rates and 

absolute degradation rates. One simple method to find this 

difference is to assume that the best PV system exhibiting 

the smallest loss in annual yield is stable, i.e. not 

degrading at all. We obtain more accuracy by allowing for 

occasionally erroneously high (sometimes positive) rates 

of change that result from noise in the data and limitations 

of our analysis. 

From this analysis, we find the difference between relative 

and absolute degradation rates to be -1.9%/yr. To verify 

the effectiveness of our method, we also analyzed 

absolute degradation rates with the aid of irradiance data. 

The highest quality irradiance data that we could obtain for 

the relevant dates came from the Tucson, Arizona 

Meteorological Network, (AZMET) station [3]. 
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The degradation rates found without using irradiance data 

are in good agreement with degradation rates determined 

in a more traditional manner utilizing irradiance data. This 

supports the claim that one can accurately measure 

absolute degradation rates without irradiance data. 

Table 4. Degradation rates for the oldest TEP test yard 
systems, calculated in 2010 [2]. 

System 

Number 

Degradation rate 

without irradiance data 

(% / yr) 

Degradation rate with 

irradiance data 

(% / yr) 

3 -0.7 ± 0.5 -1.2 ± 0.8 

4 -0.2 ± 1.4 +0.2 ± 0.7 

5 -1.4 ± 0.5 -1.0 ± 0.2 

10 -3.2 ± 0.5 -2.9 ± 0.5 

11 -3.0 ± 0.5 -2.9 ± 0.5 

12 -0.7 ± 0.5 -0.2 ± 0.2 

13 -4.8 ± 0.6 -4.5 ± 0.3 

17 -0.2 ± 1.1 -0.2 ± 0.6 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 
We reported measured PV performance for 20 PV 

systems. We compared final yields to predictions from 

PVwatts and PVsyst. The measurements from the TEP 

solar test yard we presented here, such as energy yields, 

conversion efficiencies, and performance ratios, allowed 

us to determine model parameters such as temperature 

coefficients and irradiance coefficients of efficiency. In 

addition we were able to determine degradation rates for 

several systems over the course of 5 years.  

Future work will include measurements of new PV 

technologies as well as improved measurements of model 

parameters for existing systems. We will improve on-site 

temperature and wind measurements and measure PV 

panel temperature directly. This will allow us to start to use 

and validate PVUSA rating methodologies. 
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ABSTRACT

A method to report photovoltaic (PV) system degradation rates without using irradiance data is demonstrated. First, a set of
relative degradation rates are determined by comparing daily AC final yields from a group of PV systems relative to the
average final yield of all the PV systems. Then, the difference between relative and absolute degradation rates is estimated
using a Bayesian statistical analysis. This approach is verified by comparing to methods that utilize irradiance data. This
approach is significant because PV systems are often deployed without irradiance sensors, so the analysis method described
here may enable measurements of degradation using data that were previously thought to be unsuitable for degradation
studies. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of photovoltaic (PV) system degradation
rates are needed by many stakeholders such as PV compo-
nent manufacturers, PV system owners, investment firms,
and insurance companies. Knowledge of degradation rates
guides decision making on PV manufacturing processes,
PV system hardware selection, investment terms, and war-
ranties. Therefore, additional measurements of degradation
for different PV systems in various environments are
increasingly in demand.

However, existing methods for field testing [1–11]
cannot be used to report degradation rates of many PV
systems because of lack of irradiance data. Irradiance sensors
are not deployed with most PV systems because irradiance
sensors are expensive and require expertise to install,
operate, maintain, and calibrate. Therefore, it will be advan-
tageous to have a method for measuring PV system degrada-
tion rates without using irradiance data.

This project is challenging because the incident energy
can fluctuate by as much as 10% from year to year [11],
whereas PV system degradation rates are often less than

0.5% per year. Fluctuations in irradiance are discussed in
more detail in Appendix A.

In this paper, we present a method to find degradation
rates for PV systems using only AC power measurements.
First, we describe the PV systems and datasets we studied.
Then, we explain methods we used to determine relative
degradation rates and the uncertainty in these values. Next,
we describe a new method to find absolute degradation rates
from relative degradation (still without using irradiance
data). Finally, we test our method by using irradiance data
from the nearby ArizonaMeteorological Network (AZMET)
station. Results from these two methods are consistent.
Therefore, we conclude that our method works well to
determine degradation rates without irradiance data.

2. PV SYSTEMS AND DATA

We studied degradation rates for 20 grid-tied PV systems
on the basis of the data provided by Tucson Electric Power
(TEP). All 20 PV systems are located in Tucson, Arizona,
and have been monitored with revenue-grade kWh meters

PROGRESS IN PHOTOVOLTAICS: RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
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since 2003. Ignoring data before or after system hardware
changes still leaves data spanning at least 3 years for 19
systems. Table I identifies the PV systems. Table II
summarizes the energy generated by each system each year
from 2003 to 2008. Table III shows degradation rates that
we determined by two different methods: one without
irradiance (the experiment) and one with irradiance (the
control).

The PV systems in our study all use maximum power
point tracking inverters. The modules all face south at the
latitude angle of 32�. The first 16 PV systems in Table I
are at the TEP solar test yard shown in Figure 1. Unlike
TEP’s Springerville generating station [12], the TEP PV
test yard has a large variety of different systems, most of
which are 1–2 kW. System 17 is located at the Hayden-
Udall CAP water treatment plant (4401 S. Tucson Estates
Pkwy) 10 miles from the test yard. Systems 18 and 19
are located at the Demoss Petrie Generating Plant (near
Grant Rd. and Interstate-10) 6.5 miles from the test yard.
System 20 is located at the Pima Air and Space Museum
(on Valencia and Craycroft) 2.0 miles from the test yard.

The final yields (kWh/kW) each day for four systems
are plotted in Figure 2. The quantity known as final yield,
Yf, is described in reference [1] and is calculated from the
measured energy output (kWh) divided by the nameplate
power (kW) of a PV system. This helps compare systems
with different nameplate ratings.

One observes two maxima per year in the daily final
yields. These maxima occur near the equinoxes because
on those dates, the fixed-angle latitude-tilt modules in
Tucson receive the most radiant energy.

Temperature is important for PV system performance,
but temperature effects are less significant than irradiance

for determining the final yields shown in Figure 2. The
black curves plotted on top of the data in Figure 2 are
simulations of Yf described in Appendix B.

Sunny days result in high Yf values, similar to the
simulated values (black lines). Scattered points below the
model are typically the result of cloudy days. The large
fluctuation in Yf from day to day is part of the problem
one encounters when studying degradation. Traditionally,
irradiance measurements are used to determine the
reference yield and then performance ratio [1] each day.

As an alternative to performance ratios, we introduce a
new quantity: daily relative final yield, Y’, on the basis of
daily final yield normalized by the PV yard average output.
Here, “yard average” refers to the average final yield for
all the PV systems operating at the TEP solar test yard
on that day.

For completeness, we show the defining equation for
final yield [1].

Yf ¼ E

P0
(1)

where E (kWh) is the net AC energy output (in our case,
the daily net energy output) and P0 (kW) is the nameplate
DC power rating of the PV array. We construct a daily yard
average of final yields, hYfi, defined as

Yfh i ¼ 1
N

XN
j¼1

Yf; j (2)

where j indexes the individual systems in the yard (In our
case, N was typically 10–12 systems operating on a given

Table I. PV system descriptions.

Material Sys. # Module make (model) # of modules Inverter KW DC
STC rating

Total PV module
area (sq. m)

CIS/CIGS 1 Global Solar (GG-112) / 45W 32 Xantrex 1500 1.44 24.96
2 Shell Solar (ST40) 38 Xantrex 2500 1.52 13.68

a-Si 3 Solarex (MST-43 MV) 60 Solectria 2.58 46.80
MJ-Si 4 BP Solar (MST50 MVHS) 30 Xantrex 1500 1.50 23.40

5 BP Solar (MST50 MVHS) 150 Beacon 7.50 117.00
6 UniSolar (US-64) 24 Fronius IG 1.54 22.32

HIT (Si) 7 Sanyo (HIP-G751BA2/167W) 8 SunnyBoy 1800 1.34 8.56
8 Sanyo (HIP-J54 BA2/180W) 8 Fronius IG 1.44 8.48

px-Si 9 BP Solar (BP 3150U/150W) 10 Xantrex 1500 1.50 11.60
10 BP Solar (SX140S/140W) 10 Xantrex 1500 1.40 11.60
11 Kyocera (KC150G-A/150W) 9 Xantrex 1500 1.35 10.62
12 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 4 Xantrex 1500 1.26 9.00
13 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 4 SunnyBoy 1800 1.20 9.00
14 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 72 Fronius IG plus 21.6 162.00
15 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 72 Beacon 21.6 162.00

x-Si 16 AstroPower (API-165-MCB) 9 Xantrex 2500 1.48 11.97
px-Si off-site 17 Schott (ASE); 10 mi from yard 72 Xantrex 21.6 162.00

18 Schott (ASE); 6.5 mi from yard 360 Omnion 108 810.00
19 Schott (ASE); 6.5 mi from yard 360 Omnion 108 810.00
20 Schott (ASE); 2.0 mi from yard 4 Unknown 1.20 9.00
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day. Only systems located at the TEP test yard were
included in this average, i.e., systems 17–20 were not
included). We then define daily relative final yield

Y’ ¼ Yf
Yfh i (3)

Table III. Degradation rates for each PV system.

Material Sys. # Make (model) Years Change %/year WOI Change %/year WI

CIS/CIGS 1 Global Solar (GG-112,13309) 5 �3.2� 0.5 �2.9� 0.6
2 Shell Solar (ST40) 5 �3.0� 0.5 �2.9� 0.6

a-Si 3 Solarex (MST-43MV) 3 �0.2� 1.1 �0.2� 0.9
MJ-Si 4 BP Solar (MST50MVHS) 5 �4.8� 0.6 �4.5� 0.4

5 BP Solar (MST50 MVHS) 3 �1.6� 0.9 �2.5� 0.9
6 UniSolar (US-64) 3 �0.2� 1.4 0.2� 0.9

HIT (Si) 7 Sanyo (HIP-G751BA2) 5 �1.4� 0.5 �1.0� 0.4
8 Sanyo (HIP-J54 BA2) 5 �0.7� 0.5 �0.2� 0.4

px-Si 9 BP Solar (BP 3150U) 4 �0.7� 0.5 �1.2� 0.9
10 BP Solar (SX140S) 3 0.2� 0.7 0.2� 1.7
11 Kyocera (KC150G-A) 3 0.4� 0.8 0.8� 1.7
12 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 2 0.0� 2.6 �0.1� 4.6
13 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 3 �1.6� 0.5 �1.3� 1.0
14 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 4 �2.4� 0.8 �2.6� 0.7
15 Schott (ASE-300-DGF/50) 5 �2.0� 0.6 �2.6� 0.6

x-Si 16 AstroPower (API-165-MCB) 3 �0.7� 1.4 �2.6� 2.5
px-Si off-site 17 Schott (ASE); 10 mi from yard 4 �2.2� 0.9 �1.7� 0.6

18 Schott (ASE); 6.5 mi from yard 3 �4.3� 0.8 �2.6� 1.3
19 Schott (ASE); 6.5 mi from yard 4 �3.4� 0.7 �3.0� 0.6
20 Schott (ASE); 2.0 mi from yard 5 �1.0� 0.5 �1.0� 0.5

The duration of data used from each system is listed under (years). Degradation is listed for our method without irradiance (WOI) The shift from relative to

absolute rates of �1.9 +/�0.4%/year is included in the WOI data tabulated here and shown in Figure 4. The final column shows our results based on

analysis with irradiance data (WI).

Figure 1. The TEP solar test yard. Over 600 PV modules from 20 different manufacturers are grid-tied, for a combined 90 kWpeak. The
yard, located at 4350 E. Irvington Rd, Tucson, AZ 95702, was commissioned in 2003. Photo credit: Alex Cronin, NREL PIX 17433.
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Relative final yields, Y’, are plotted in Figure 3 for the
same four PV systems. Figure 3 shows less scatter than
Figure 2 because normalizing by the yard average cancels
out the effects of cloudy days and irradiance fluctuations.
Normalizing by the yard average also cancels out many
effects of seasonal variations as well. There are no longer
two maxima per year. Remaining undulations in Figure 3
(with maxima once per year) are due to differential
performance of each system with respect to the others.

Differences in thermal de-ratings contribute to the undula-
tions in Figure 3. For example, the Shell CIS has lower Y’
during the summer and the Unisolar system has higher Y’
in the summer. This indicates more de-rating for Shell ST40
modules than for Unisolar US-64 modules in the summer.

To determine relative degradation rates, we made linear
fits to Y’. Because the data were normalized by the yard
average, these linear fits have a positive slope for approxi-
mately half of the PV systems. This means that roughly half
the systems are improving compared with the yard average.
As we justify later, a shift of 1.9%/year is subtracted from
the relative degradation rates to report absolute degradation
rates. These shifted values are reported in Figure 4 and
Table III as rates of change (%/year) without irradiance data.

We estimate our measurement precision for relative
degradation rates by repeating the linear fits 12 times with
the start and stop date shifted by 1month each time. This
provides a distribution of best-fit rates; we report the
dispersion as the standard uncertainty. This uncertainty
neglects systematic sources of error such as changes in
shading or ground albedo.

The shift from relative to absolute degradation rates
(nominally �1.9%/year) causes additional uncertainty
(of approximately 0.41%/year). We added 0.41%/year in
quadrature with the uncertainty from each relative rate of
change to report the error bars in Figure 4 and Table I.
The calculation of this additional 0.41%/year uncertainty
is discussed later.

3. ANALYSIS OF ABSOLUTE
DEGRADATION

To check our estimate for the �1.9%/year shift between
relative and absolute degradation rates, we also analyzed
absolute degradation rates with the aid of irradiance data
from the Tucson AZMET station [13]. Unfortunately, this

Figure 2. Daily final yield Yf data (red circles). Simulations (black
lines) are described in Appendix B.

Figure 3. Daily relative final yields Y’ show less scatter than
Yf because irradiance is similar on all the PV systems on each

given day.
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is global horizontal irradiance, not plane of array irradiance.
Furthermore, the AZMET data were reported hourly and
were obtained from a meteorological station approximately
8 miles north of the TEP solar test yard. More discussion
of the AZMET data is in Appendix A.

To correct for the angle mismatch between the irradiance
sensor (horizontal) and the PV system modules (32o), we
followed two different approaches that gave consistent
results. The first approach is simpler but resulted in larger
uncertainty. The second approach was more involved but
reduced the uncertainty.

The first approach used a cloudiness index for each day
that was determined by comparing the daily AZMET
insolation data with a model for predicted horizontal insola-
tion each day of the year. The model is based on a clear-sky
and a solar position algorithm. The cloudiness index therefore
captures both the effects of weather and also the year-to-year
fluctuations (trends) in irradiance. Once the cloudiness index
for each day was found, then the final yield data (shown in
Figure 2) were normalized by this cloudiness index.

The second approach we explored to report absolute degra-
dation rates took one additional step. This was to normalize the
final yields also by an undulating function from a simulation,
also shown in Figure 2. We plot the values from this method
in Figure 4 (red circles) and tabulated the uncertainty for these
values in Table I. Uncertainties for these rates of change for Yf
data were estimated with the same method (12 start and stop
dates) as uncertainty in the rates of change for Y’.

Because of the calibration accuracy and stability of the
Licor irradiance sensors used by AZMET, an uncertainty of
2%/year divided by the duration of each data set (in years)
was added in quadrature to the uncertainties found from
fitting our data. So for example, a PV system’s rate of change
determined from a 5-year data set has a minimum uncertainty
of 0.6%/year because of the irradiance sensor. This source of
error is absent when using our method without irradiance.

4. FINDING ABSOLUTE
DEGRADATION WITHOUT
IRRADIANCE DATA

Determining the degradation rate of a system from final
yields without using irradiance data requires us to estimate

the difference between relative degradation rates and
absolute degradation rates. A simple method to find this
difference is to assume that “the best” PV system (one
exhibiting the smallest loss in annual yield) is stable, that
is, not degrading at all. However, we suggest that more
accuracy can be obtained by allowing for occasionally
erroneously high (sometimes positive) rates of change that
result from noise in the data and limitations of our analysis.

A rigorous statistical investigation of the shift between
relative and absolute degradation begins with a probability
distribution function (PDF). We define the parameter shift
as the difference between the real degradation rate of the
system and the measured degradation rate relative to the
dataset, and Pshift as the PDF of shift.

To help determinePshift, we introduce another PDF,Pa(ka),
for the probability of various rates of change kaABC of each
system. The analysis presented here assumes Pa(ka) for each
system is the same, independent of the module and inverter
type. The unknown PDF was estimated by a function with a
single fit parameter, m. However, functions with fixed para-
meters, that is, a lognormal with pre-chosen values for mean
and standard deviation, were also tried and found to give sim-
ilar results for Pshift. There is a need to limit the number of var-
iable parameters used in the function that describes Pa(ka)
because determining several best-fit parameters requires
datasets with more systems. For our dataset of 20 systems,
the function Pa(ka) was limited to a single-parameter model,
but large datasets could potentially use a Pa(ka) PDF, which
takes more parameters. For example, an improvement to this
method in the future might be to use different a priori PDFs
Pa(ka) for systems with different PV materials.

To limit the number of parameters, the probability of rates
of change greater than zero was assumed to be zero. The
PDF chosen thus allows degradation but not improvement.
It is by using a maximum entropy argument from statistics
that this PDF will have the form of Equation (4) [14]. This
argument assumes the function is bounded by zero and that
a mean value of the PDF, m, can be specified.

PaðkajmÞ ¼ 0 ka≥0

Pa kajmð Þ ¼ � 1
m
exp

-ka
m

� �
ka < 0 (4)

where the parameter m is negative.
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Figure 4. Degradation rates for 20 PV systems. Rates determined without irradiance data (black triangles) have an uncertainty
comparable to the method that utilized irradiance data (red circles) even after including the 0.41%/year uncertainty in the shift parameter.
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The relative degradation rate PDF, Pr(kr) can then be
found by adding a constant, shift, that accounts for the
difference between relative and absolute degradation rates.

kr ¼ ka þ shift (5)

Prðkrjshift;mÞ ¼ 0 kr≥shift

Pr krjshift;mð Þ ¼ � 1
m
exp

shift-kr
m

� �
kr < shift

(6)

Furthermore, there is uncertainty in the measured
relative degradation rate, so a noise term, ks, is added,
which has a Gaussian PDF to obtain the measured relative
degradation rate, km:

km ¼ kr þ ks (7)

Ps ksð Þ ¼ 1

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p exp
�ks

2

2s2

� �
(8)

where s is the measurement uncertainty. Using the product
rule to calculate the measured degradation rate PDF,
Pm(km), results in a convolution:

Pm kmjshift;mð Þ ¼
Z 1

�1
Ps k’

� �
Pr km � ksjshift;mð Þdks (9)

With the assumption that each system is mutually
independent, the PDF for the entire dataset can then be
written as

P mf g kmf gjshift; mð Þ ¼
YN
i¼1

P mf g kmf gijshift;m
� �

(10)

where kmf gi is the measured degradation rate of an individual
system, km, in the dataset {km}.

It is by using Bayes’ theorem that a joint PDF is
calculated, Equation (11).

P shift;mj kmf gð Þ ¼ P mf g kmf gjshift;mð Þ � P shift;mð Þ
P kmf gð Þ

(11)

In Bayesian statistics, the function P(shift, m) is called
the prior and represents our state of knowledge prior to
any data being taken [15]. For simplicity, we assume
independence of shift and m, resulting in Equation (12).

P shift; mð Þ ¼ P shiftð Þ � P mð Þ (12)

We have treated P(shift) and P(m) in two different ways.
In our fixed parameter models, we have treated the PDF
P(m) as a delta function, d(m�m0), and P(shift) as a uniform
PDF. In our variable parameter models, we have treated the
PDF’s for both m and shift as being exponential functions
similar to Equation (4).

From the joint PDF P(shift, m|{km}) in Equation (11),
the desired PDF, Pshift(shift|{km}), can be calculated as
shown in Equation (13) and is plotted for the TEP data in
Figure 5.

Pshift shiftj kmf gð Þ ¼
Z 0

�1
P shiftjm; kmf gð Þdm (13)

Figure 5 shows that when the functional form of Pa(ka)
is assumed to be the exponential of Equation (4), the peak
in the PDF occurs at 1.9%/year with a standard deviation
of 0.24%/year. We discuss the results of using a lognormal
PDF in place of Equation (4) in Section 5 ahead.

Uncertainties in degradation rates become smaller if the
data sets are longer duration and if more systems are used
in the study. These trends are shown in Figures 6 and 7 and
discussed next.

Figure 6 shows how uncertainty is generally smaller for
the data sets with longer duration. This trend is similar for
both methods (with irradiance and without irradiance). We
find that at least 3–4 years of data are needed to report
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Figure 5. Plots of Pshift(shift|{km}) using the exponential function
of Equation (4) with m=0.73%/year (solid black). Results are also
shown for m=0.53%/year (blue) and m=0.93%/year (red). The
solid curves are normalized to the same value to compare the
relative probability Pshift(shift|{km}) for different m. Also shown is
a curve for Pshift(shift|{km}) using a lognormal PDF in place of

Equation (4), as described in the discussion.

Figure 6. Uncertainty in degradation rates (%/year) depends on
the number of years in each data set.
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degradation with 1%/year uncertainty. Similar findings
were reported in [15] for non-spectrally corrected data.

We also studied how the number of systems affects the
uncertainty in our determination of shift. Figure 7 shows
the standard deviation of the reported degradation rate for
system 2 as a result of reproducing our procedure several
times with different numbers of systems used in the study.

This is an independent (and more empirical) indication
that with 10 or more systems contributing to the definition
of relative final yield, then under 1.0%/year is a reasonable
estimate of the uncertainty using our method without
irradiance.

5. DISCUSSION

Here, we review the assumptions that we have used to find
degradation rates without irradiance data. We have assumed
the following:

(i) Uncertainties in the measured relative degradation
rates are correctly found by studying subsets of the
data with different start and stop dates as described
in Section 2.

(ii) The degradation rate is constant for each system, in
other words, there is no time-dependence in the
degradation rate.

(iii) The degradation rate PDF is the same for all systems,
independent of module and inverter technologies.

(iv) The PDF for the actual rate of change for PV systems,
Pa, is described by Equation (4). We review here that
the PDF in Equation (4) is nonzero only for negative
ka, that is, only degradation is allowed (not improve-
ment), and zero degradation has the highest probability
density.

(v) The measurement uncertainty s makes a different
PDF for measured rates of change Pm(km),
described by Equation (9). This PDF has nonzero
probability for all rates of change (even positive
ones) and has a maximum probability density for
some finite degradation rate km< shift.

Assumption 1 is significant because the most probable
value for shift depends on the individual uncertainties s

associated with the measured relative degradation rates of
each system. If the uncertainty associated with an outlier
is less than the correct value, then it will be weighted
heavier in the calculation and will have a strong effect on
the result.

Assumptions 2–4 can be considered a list of possible
improvements that could be made to the model, in that
each one of these items could be eliminated or improved
by adding parameters to the model. For example, a separate
m could be determined for each module (and inverter)
technology to eliminate assumption 3. Ultimately, how-
ever, the number of parameters added to any model
should be limited by the number of systems in the study
and the number of years in the datasets. We believe a
single-parameter model is appropriate for a data set with
20 PV systems.

In regard to the function used in assumption 4 (Equation (4)),
we chose an exponential to capture the general character of
degradation rate PDFs. We wanted a PDF that goes to zero
as the degradation rate goes to infinity. A lognormal PDF,

Pa kajm; sdð Þ ¼ 1
kasd

ffiffiffiffi
2p

p exp � ln kað Þ � mð Þ2=2sd2
� �

, would

meet this requirement also. Other than the fact that it adds
an additional parameter, sd, and it changes the meaning of
the parameter, m, we do not have a compelling argument
against using a lognormal PDF. Figure 5 shows a plot for
Pshift(shift|{km}) using the previous lognormal function with
m=0.1%/year and sd = 1.1%/year.

However, the simple exponential decay PDF forPa works
quite well when compared with a large amount of data found
in the literature. A histogram of data from a literature survey
of 575 degradation rates is shown in Appendix C. The data
found here for relative degradation rates are shown as a
histogram in Appendix C as well. These histograms have
similar overall shapes but are best fitted by different
parameters. Theoretical PDFs generated by equation (9)
are also shown and compared with these histograms in
Appendix C.

To estimate the uncertainty in our shift parameter because
of the possibility that the exponential function used in
Equation (4) is the wrong ansatz for Pa(ka), we examined
how much shift changes when we replace the exponential
function with the lognormal function. We found that the
weighted-average change of the most probable shift was
0.33%/year. As a weighting factor, we used the joint
probability to find shift given the other parameters and the
data (e.g., P(shift|m,sd, {km})). We therefore attribute an
additional 0.33%/year uncertainty to shift because of the
uncertainty in what function we should use for Pa(ka). We
add this in quadrature to the 0.24%/year result of the
previous section and use combined uncertainty of 0.41%/
year for shift.

In our model, the PDF describing degradation rates was
meant to be as general as possible, in that we avoided using
results from specific studies, which may have resulted in a
PDF dependent on system characteristics that might not be
entirely known in the beginning of a degradation rate study.
We acknowledge that rates of change may not be constant
throughout a PV system’s lifetime. Also, there may be

Figure 7. Uncertainty in the degradation rate for System 2
determined without irradiance depends on the number of PV

systems used to calculate the average daily final yield.
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positive rates of change (improvements) during certain dura-
tions, and it is possible that the smallest degradation that is
possible in the field might not zero as assumed by Equation
4. A PDF that handles these conditions would require more
detailed knowledge of the behavior of a system and is left
for a future study.

The geographic proximity of PV systems in this study
and the generally sunny climate of Tucson increase the
likelihood that daily final yields for all the PV systems
are correlated. This correlation is why the relative final
yields (Y’) shown in Figure 3 are so smooth compared
with the regular final yields (YF) shown in Figure 2. It is
a subject for future work to discover how applicable this
new method can be for PV systems that spread over larger
distances or deployed in more changeable or spatially
inhomogeneous climates.

6. SUMMARY

We presented a method to determine degradation rates for
PV systems without using irradiance data. We applied this
method to data from 20 PV systems and analyzed the
results to verify that the method works.

A description of the PV systems was presented, including
Figure 1 and Table I. Final yields for each PV system are
given in Table II and Figure 2. We also introduced a new
quantity named relative final yield, Y’, to describe final
yields relative to a group of PV systems (Figure 3).

We then described a method to find degradation rates
on the basis of the relative final yields. We accomplished
the challenging task of finding the shift between these
relative degradation rates and absolute degradation
rates by using a Bayesian statistical analysis for the
probability of the shift given the data and some general
assumptions. We made a complete list of assumptions
in the discussion.

The degradation rates found according to this method
without using irradiance data are in good agreement with
degradation rates determined in a more traditional manner
utilizing irradiance data (Figure 4 and Table III). This lends
support to the possibility that one may deduce absolute
degradation rates without using irradiance data.

To obtain less than 1%/year uncertainty in degradation
measurements, we found that at least 3–4 years of data
are needed, at least 10 different PV systems are needed.
In Appendix A, we present results on fluctuations of
irradiance. In Appendix B, we describe a simple model
for final yields. In Appendix C, we compare our PDF
for measured degradation rates to a much larger sample
of 575 independently measured degradation rates for PV
systems.
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APPENDIX A

The irradiance on PV systems can fluctuate year after year
by amounts that are large enough to confound studies of
PV system degradation. In this Appendix, we report a
quantitative analysis of irradiance fluctuations with time
scales of 1–20 years.

Figure A1 shows results from the NREL 30-year database
[16] and the Arizona Meterological Network [13] for global
horizontal radiation in Tucson. Daily totals of solar radiation
were averaged with a 365-day wide boxcar filter to remove
seasonal variations. The resulting 48-year history shows a
3% root-mean-square fluctuation and a range (max–min) that
is 15% of the average. From the low irradiance in 1992 (after
the Mt. Pinatubo eruption) until 1996, the annual irradiance
increased 13% over 4 years. This 3% per year change in
reference yield is one of the challenges for studying absolute
degradation rates for PV systems.

The NSRD update to NREL data is obtained from the
Tucson international Airport. The AZMET data are
obtained from the UA Agricultural College campus
approximately 20 km north of the airport. The two data
sets show only a partial correlation. We do not know if

this imperfect correlation is due to differences between
the instruments or due to real differences in irradiance
between the sites.

A similar degree of correlation is found between annual
irradiance measured in several different cities separated by
hundreds of kilometers. Figure A2 shows results from
AZMET solar radiation measurement stations located
throughout Arizona. The correlation coefficient for two
time series is defined as

rxy ¼
Xn

i¼1
xi � �xð Þ yi � �yð Þ

n� 1ð Þsxsy

The correlation coefficients for 365-day running average
irradiance data (shown in Figure 9) are

rTucson�Marana ¼ 0:92 distance ¼ 45 kmð Þ
rTucson�Cooldridge ¼ 0:83 distance ¼ 110 kmð Þ
rTucson�Maricopa ¼ 0:91 distance ¼ 140 kmð Þ
rTucson�Phoenix ¼ 0:75 distance ¼ 190 kmð Þ
rTucson�Aguila ¼ 0:84 distance ¼ 300 kmð Þ
rTucson�Parker ¼ 0:63 distance ¼ 390 kmð Þ

The reference incident energy (reference yield year) for
TMY3 in Tucson was 6.283 kWh/m2/day for modules at
the latitude angle of 32�. This result comes from calculations
performed by PVsyst using TMY3 data (the TMY3 is
obtained from the period 1991 to 2005).

Data from the NREL 30-year database from sites
throughout North America show similar root-mean-square
fluctuations of 2% to 5%, with a slight increase in
fractional fluctuation at the higher latitudes, as shown in
Figure A3.

APPENDIX B

Simulations of final yields (Yf) are not required for studies
of degradation. Data, not simulations, were used to find
degradation rates in this paper.

Figure A1. Global horizontal radiation in Tucson, plotted with a 365-day running average to study year-after-year fluctuations. Data
from NREL and Arizona Meteorological Network (AZMET), collectively spanning 48 years, show means of 5.66 and 5.65kWh/m2/day

and standard deviations of 0.14 and 0.18 kWh/m2/day, respectively.
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However, to have a more complete understanding of sys-
tem performance, simulations of Yf were shown in Figure 2.
The model for these simulations is described in this appendix.

The model is based on a solar position algorithm for
every minute and includes ambient temperature variations.
The temperature model is calibrated with ambient temper-
ature data. To generate different simulations shown in
Figure 2, the model has three parameters: the initial perfor-
mance ratio (p1), temperature de-rating (p2), and degrada-
tion rate (p3). The model is

Yf ¼ Yr � p1 1� p2 Ta � 20ð Þ½ � � 1� t � p3ð Þ (B1)

Where Yr is the reference yield (calculated with a solar
position algorithm for fixed-tilt modules, including
atmospheric attenuation for a cloudless atmosphere), Z is
the nameplate efficiency at STC, Ta is ambient temperature
(in�C), and t is time since the array began operation
(in years).

Simulated Yf using parameters from Table IV are
shown in Figure B1. The same simulations were then
used to make simulations of relative daily final yields
as shown in Figure B2. These simulations indicate
that differences in temperature de-ratings can lead to
undulations with the different shapes observed in
Figures 2 and 3.

Figure A3. Fluctuations in annual insolation (in % of mean insolation) for 218 sites across the continental USA. Interpolated contour
lines are also shown. Fluctuations (in %) are often larger at higher latitudes.

Figure A2. Global horizontal radiation measurements from seven cities in Arizona. Arizona Meteorological Network station locations
and distances from Tucson are listed on the figure. From 2000 to 2010, each station reported an increase in solar radiation of about
0.5%/year. From 1987 to 2010, the root-mean-square fluctuation in annual irradiance was about 3.0%, and this amount of fluctuation

is similar for all seven cities.
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APPENDIX C

In this appendix, we compare two distributions of
measured degradation rates to the theoretical probability
distribution function (PDF) for Pm in Equation (9). We
show these comparisons because our method of estimating
the shift from absolute to relative degradation rates relies
on analysis of distributions. We conclude that both
distributions can be adequately described by Pm, but they
require different parameters for shift, s, and m.

The first distribution (Figure C1) comes from a literature
review of publications summarizing 575 independently
measured degradation rates for PV systems [16]. The mea-
sured (absolute) degradation rates are plotted as a histogram

in Figure C1, normalized so the area of the histogram is 1.
The theoretical graph for Pm on Figure 13 uses the parameters
shift=0%/year, m=0.35%/year, and s=0.3%/year.

The second distribution (Figure C2) comes from our
TEP data for relative degradation rates of 20 PV systems
determined without irradiance data. Table III shows the
absolute degradation rated found by adding �1.96%/year
to these values. The measured (relative) degradation rates
are plotted in a histogram in Figure C2, normalized so
the area of the histogram is 1. The theoretical graph for
PM on Figure C2 uses the parameters shift= 1.9%/year,
m= 0.8%/year, and s= 0.7%/year.

Equation (9) is the theoretical PDF for a single system to
have a measured relative degradation rate, km, given
parameters shift, m, and s. The parameter shift is the shift
from absolute to relative degradation defined by Equation
(5). The parameter m is the mean degradation rate associated
with the PDF for Pa defined by Equation (4). The parameter
s is the measurement uncertainty associated with the
reported value, defined in Equation (8). For our TEP data,
we have a different s for each system, and we use this
information in Equation (12) to find the most probable value
and uncertainty for the shift.

Figure B1. Simulations for daily final yields from four PV systems
(collected from Figure 2). Simulation parameters are given in

Table IV in Appendix B.

Figure B2. Relative daily final yields for four PV systems (data
from Figure 3). Undulations are reproduced with simulations

described in Appendix B.

Figure C1. Histogram of 575 measured (absolute) degradation
rates summarized in reference [16]. Also plotted is the theoretical
curve for PM from Equation (9) using shift=0%/year, m=0.35%/

year, and s=0.3%/year.

Table IV. Parameters used to simulate daily Yf.

System

p1 p2 p3

Model
PR

Temperature
de-rating

Degradation
rate

Unisolar 0.81 0.3%/C 0.5%/year
Kyocera 0.72 1.0%/C 0.1%/year
Shell 0.75 1.1%/C 1.5%/year
BP
MST50

0.60 0.6%/C 2.5%/year

Figure C2. Histogram of 20measured (relative) degradation rates
summarized in this paper. Also plotted is the theoretical curve for
PM from Equation (9) using shift=1.9%/year, m=0.8%/year, and

s=0.7%/year.
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APPENDIX G

REPRINT: Comparing Ramp Rates from Large

and Small PV systems, and Selection of Batteries

for Ramp Rate Control

The following manuscript was published in the proceedings of the IEEE Photo-

voltaics Specialists Conference (2013). The results of this article are summarized in
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Abstract  —  We compare the AC power fluctuations from a 1.6 

MW and a 2 kW photovoltaic (PV) system.  Both of these PV 
generating stations exhibit fluctuations exceeding 50% of their 
rated capacity in under 10 seconds. The smaller system can 
fluctuate more rapidly, exhibiting 50% dropouts in 3 seconds.  
Although the MW-scale system covers 4000 times as much 
ground area, the bandwidth of the fluctuations is remarkably 
similar.  We explore explanations for this observation, and we 
discuss the impact of this on battery sizing. 
Index Terms — grid interconnection, monitoring, output 

fluctuations, intermittency, battery integration  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fluctuation in AC power output from PV systems is a 
challenge for utility operators.  Especially on partly cloudy 
days, the AC power output from a 2 kW system can exhibit 
50% dropouts in just 3 seconds.  Increases in power output can 
occur equally rapidly as clouds pass by.  In scenarios with 
large PV systems on the grid, such rapid fluctuations may 
cause power ramp rates in excess of what utility companies 
can handle without additional spinning reserves. 
Utility companies with high renewable energy penetration, 
such as Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA), have 
established maximum allowable ramp rates, e.g. 10% per 
minute, based on the PV system’s rated capacity [1].  Prior to 
installing a PV system on the PREPA grid, the designer must 
ensure ramp rates will be controlled by some means.  Energy 
Storage Systems (ESS), curtailment, cloud forecasting and 
micro-grids have all been proposed as solutions to this 
problem[2]. Another hedge against fluctuations is a 
geographic diversity of PV system locations.  However, the 
aerial size of a PV system is likely not, in itself, sufficient to 
limit the ramp rate of its AC power output to 10% per minute. 
In this paper we compare fluctuations in power from large 
and small PV systems.  A 1.6 MW system (spread over 100 m 
by 350 m in map view) and a 2 kW system (9 m by 1 m) are 
both monitored simultaneously with data sampling every 1 
second.  The two systems are located in Tucson, AZ, ten km 
apart from each other.  As expected, the ramp rate from the 
smaller system is faster when normalized by system power 
rating (i.e., when fluctuations are reported in fraction of 
capacity per second).  However, the 1.6 MW system still 
fluctuates rapidly with an observed worse case dropout of 
50% in 9 seconds.  First we describe the systems (Sec. II) and 
present data on their ramp rates (Sec. III).  Then we explore 

explanations and implications of these observed ramp rates 
(Sec. IV). Section V describes battery power ratings that 
would enable compliance with various ramp rate regulations. 
 

 II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS     
The 1.6 MW system is shown in Fig. 1, and the 2 kW 
system (precisely1935 watts) is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. The 1.6 MW system used in this study.  (Top) Arial view.  
(Bottom) One of the authors (A.B.) in front of the PV rows.   
 

 
 
Fig. 2.  The 2 kW system used in this study is the front 9 modules. 
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The large (1.6 MW) system shown in Fig. 1 is a single-axis 
tracker composed of 4224 units of SOLON Blue (poly-Si) 
modules.  Its location, at the University of Arizona Science 
and Technology Park (UASTP), is approximately 10 km SW 
of the smaller PV system studied in this paper. Also at the 
UASTP is a 0.35 MW battery now operated in conjunction 
with the PV system by SOLON America. Experimental 
demonstration is underway for algorithms that make our 
hybrid PV+battery system comply with ramp rate 
rules.  Results of a battery operated in conjunction with the 1.6 
MW PV power plant will be presented elsewhere.  
The 2 kW system shown in Fig. 2 is composed of 9 units of 
SunPower 215W monocrystalline Si modules held at a fixed 
angle.  It is located at the Tucson Electric Power Solar Test 
Yard (TEP STY).  At the same site, there are 20 more PV 
systems of a similar 1-2 kW size and one 30 kW system.  The 
aggregate output from the STY is about 60 kW.  
As we shall show in Section III, the fluctuations from the 
two systems are roughly similar in bandwidth.  This is a 
surprise given that the transit time for a particular shadow 
edge to pass over an entire PV system should depend on the 
PV system’s linear dimension.  We return to this simple 
expectation in Section IV (Discussion). 
The observed fluctuations have implications for battery sizing 
and system deployment strategies that we will discuss in 
Section V.  The simple conclusion here is that to ensure a 10% 
per minute ramp rate, battery capacity and power will scale 
roughly linearly with PV system capacity, without a 
significant economy of scale as was naively expected. 

 
Fig. 3. Time series of power output, normalized by system rating 
on cloudy days. As clouds move over each system, power output 
rapidly drops and rebounds. 

III. DATA AND FLUCTUATIONS 

Data shown in Figs. 3 - 6 demonstrate simultaneous 
fluctuations in AC power output from the 2 kW and the 1.6 
MW PV systems.   Figure 3 shows three days in May.  Figure 
4 shows 10 minutes of fluctuating output.    Figure 5 shows 
the ramp rate calculated by taking the derivative (d/dt) of the 
power time-series.   Figure 6 shows a histogram of ramp rate 
occurrence. 

 
Fig. 4. Ten minutes of power data, sampled every 1 second, from 
the 2 kW and the 1.6 MW PV systems on a partly cloudy day.  Since 
the PV systems are separated by 10 km they do not have strongly 
correlated shadow events, but they are exposed to similar weather, 
with similar wind velocities and cloud types.   
 

 
Fig. 5. Ramp rates for the 2 kW and 1.6 MW PV systems.  The 
Ramp rate is shown in fraction of capacity per second.  This is the 
derivative of the power time-series for a partly cloudy day, May 4th.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Histogram of normalized ramp rates for the 2kW and 1.6 
MW PV systems for month of May 2013.  The wings of the 
histograms are fit to equation (1). 
 
The wings of the histograms in Fig. 6 (i.e. the data excluding 
the lowest 10% of ramp rates) are well described by 
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exponentially decreasing probability distributions for ramp 
rates:  
 ��ramp rate
 �  � 10�|ramp|/� (1) 
 
where N is the number of occurrences of zero ramp rate, and 
G is the rate for which the probability P falls to 10%.  The 
best fit function (1) appears as a line on the log-linear plot in 
Fig. 6. The fit values for ramp up and ramp down are nearly 
symmetrical. 
Similar histograms can be computed for time periods other 
than one month. Table I summarizes the best fit parameter G 
for both PV systems during various weather patterns.  

Data shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 demonstrate how slowly-
sampled (or time-averaged) data would result in smaller 
reported ramp rates. For these figures, each point of power 
output is replaced with a boxcar average of the surrounding 
points. Fig. 8 shows the 99.99th percentile ramp rate histogram 
versus the width, in seconds, of a boxcar average.  

 
Fig. 7.  Normalized histogram of ramp rates observed 
May 2013 for the 2kW system and histograms after output has been 
boxcar averaged for 10 seconds and 60 seconds. 
 
We chose to report certain values at the 99.99th percentile as 
this corresponds to events observed approximately 10 times 

per month. Such a frequency we consider to represent the 
commonly observable extreme.   
 

 
Fig 8. 99.99th percentile of maximum observed ramp rate during 
May 2013 after the power has been boxcar averaged. 
 

 
Fig. 9. 99.99th percentile of maximum observed change in output 
power (Delta P) after various times (Delta t) for each system during 
the month of May 2013. The dashed line corresponds to a change of 
10% of system size per minute. 
 

 
Fig. 10. 50-100 kW fluctuations in the 1.6 MW system on a sunny 
afternoon. 
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TABLE I. RESULTS OF COMPARING RAMP RATE 
HISTOGRAMS TO EQUATION (1). THE BEST FIT 
PARAMETER G IS REPORTED. 

Weather (Day) 
G 

2kW 
G 

1.6MW 
G 2kW / G 

1.6MW 
All days in May 

2013 
3.2 2.4 1.33 

PM Clouds (May 
5) 

2.2 1.8 1.22 

Light Clouds (May 
10) 

2.0 1.7 1.18 

Sunny (May 17) 1.3 2.3 0.56 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The histograms and the best fit, P(ramp rate), reveal that 
under cloudy skies the 2 kW system exhibits ramp rates as 
high as 5%/sec fifteen to twenty times more often than the 1.6 
MW system. Extreme ramp rates such as 10%/sec are 
routinely observed in the 2 kW but are quite rare in the 1.6 
MW system.  So the probability of fast fluctuations is indeed 
greater for the small system.   
Given measurements every 1 second, the larger PV system 
had a maximum (or 99.99th percentile) ramp rate that was only 
one third as much as the small system.  But the suppression of 
fluctuations is less significant if one examines data with larger 
averaging times.  This effect is visible in Fig. 8 and is 
summarized in Table II. 

A different statistic is how many seconds are required 
before a PV system changes its output by 50% of nameplate 
value.  Figure 9 demonstrates the 99.99th percentile observed 
decrease in output scaled to system size from both systems 
during the month of May. On this score, we find that the 2 kW 
system occasionally exhibits fluctuations of 50% (1 kW) in 4 
seconds.  In comparison, the 1.6 MW system exhibits 
fluctuations of 50% (800 kW) in 23 seconds. 
The large PV system covers 4000 times more area than the 
small system (35,000 m2 as opposed to 9 m2).  This ratio is the 
result of several factors.  First, it is rated to produce 800 times 
more power.  Second, between each 4 m wide row there is a 4 
m space, whereas the small system is composed of just one 
row.  Additionally, the smaller system is made of SunPower 
modules which can be more compact for a given power 
capacity because of their higher efficiency. 
Given the ratio of areas covered by the PV systems, one 
might naïvely expect the fluctuations to be 63 times slower for 
the larger system.  63 is approximately the square root of the 
ratio of area, which is a good estimate for the relative lengths 
and widths (i.e. linear dimensions) for the systems.  This 
factor of 63 times slower might result if the power output were 
simply reduced in proportion to the transit time for shadows to 
propagate over a system’s length. 
The finding that the 99.99th percentile ramp rates are at most 
3 times different (i.e. much less than the factor of 63)  may be 
explained by three different hypotheses: 
 

1. Although the large system covers more area, the 
electrical configuration is significantly different.  A single 
shaded module in a string reduces the power of that string by 
more than the sticker wattage of the module.  Therefore even 
large systems can be hobbled by dappled shade in short time 
scales.  This is similar to a mismatch loss, where the 
mismatch in irradiance changes suddenly when the first 
module in a string gets shaded by a cloud.   

 
2. The ramp rate may be determined by the spatial 
gradient in opacity for a cloud edge, compounded with the 
cloud velocity.  This is different than the transit time a 
shadow edge across the length of a PV system.   

 
3. There is more proportional energy stored in the 
inverter for the small system. 

 
The observation that on sunny days the small system has 
generally smaller ramp rates suggests that hypothesis 1 has 
merit. As demonstrated in fig 10, an analysis of sunny days 
revels that during clear sky days in May the 1.6 MW system 
exhibited 50-100 kW fluctuations. The individual inverters in 
the large system report these changes as well. This may be the 
result of a poor MPPT algorithm or the result of irregular 
irradiance across the field. 
Investigation with inverter manufacturer of the large system 
and inside similar inverters in the small system indicates the 
capacitive energy on the DC bus is about 3000J for the large 
system and 50J for the small system. While the small system 
does have proportionally more stored energy, these capacities 
will sustain output for much less than one second. 
The impact of time averaging reveals that the while the 
small system does exhibit more frequent extreme ramp rates, 
these are generally of very short duration. If power output 
from the two systems is boxcar averaged for just 10 seconds, 
they exhibit remarkably similar behavior. This is important 
when attempting to correlate the width of a ramp rate 
histogram with the size of an ESS needed to control ramp 
rates. While the two systems have very different extreme ramp 
rates as measured at the one second interval, the extreme ramp 
rates, as measured by the 99.99th percentile ramp rate, do 
converge on time scales greater than one minute as presented 
in Figure. 8.  
Figure 9 indicates that the commonly observed large 
changes in power inside a one minute period for both systems 
are far greater than the 10% maximum allowed by PREPA. 
This suggests that while the larger system may require a 
proportionally smaller ESS to control ramp rates, the battery 
size will not be dramatically smaller. 

V. CONTROLLING RAMP RATES WITH A BATTERY 

The utility electrical grid responds to changes in either 
generation or load with a change in grid frequency. Line 

TABLE II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RATIO 
OF  HIGHEST (99.99TH PERCENTILE) OBSERVED 
RAMP RATES AND THE AVERAGING TIME  

Avg time (τ) RR (1.6MW)  / RR(2kW) 
1 sec 0.3 
3 sec 0.4 
10 sec 0.5 
30 sec 0.75 
60 sec 0.87 
120 sec 0.90 
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frequency is used to signal at all points in the grid how well 
current generation and load are matched. On a short time scale 
the rotational inertia of generators as well as automatic 
governors respond to match generation to load. On a longer 
time scale the 'throttle' of generation is adjusted to compensate 
for mismatch. The sensitivity of a small electrical grid, such as 
an island, to changes in a Photovoltaic Facility (PVF) output 
will vary with the time scale �Δt
 over which these changes 
occur. For example the frequency excursion due to a relatively 
large power change in 1 second, such as step function, may be 
negligible so long as the 6 second change is not greater than 
0.1% of the total load on the grid. To minimize significant 
frequency excursions, all generation including PV should 
control ramp rates in power output.   
An efficient system for ramp rate regulation will require 
only the minimum intervention by an ESS to respect ramp rate 
limits at a variety of time scales. This may be done through 
dynamically computing high and low limits for current power 
production. If the native output of the PVF falls within this 
deadband no intervention by an ESS will be required, 
otherwise only the minimum intervention is required to bring 
the net output within the deadband.    
High and low limits for power output at any time ����
 are 
based upon an allowed ramp rate �Δ� Δt⁄ 
 and an averaging 
time ��
.  Clarification is needed to precisely explain how the 
allowed ramp rate is used to establish limits.  For example, a 
given ramp rate such as “10% per minute” may be expressed 
several ways: 
 Δ�Δt � 10%60 s � 1%6 s � 0.16%1 s � 100%10 min  
 
So we must define the duration �Δt
 over which changes in 
power  �ΔP
  will be evaluated.  Furthermore, the averaging 
time ��
 for power measurements is important.  Instantaneous 
measurements are less meaningful because they are less 
accurate.  That is why we recommend a clearly defined 
averaging time ��
, even if it is shorter than Δt.  
We may define high and low limits based on a rolling box-
car average of power 
 

Low Limit � "#���
 � $1� % ��&
 '&()�*+

()�*+�,
- .  Δ�   

 

High Limit � "2���
 � $1� % ��&
 '&()�*+

()�*+�,
- 3  Δ�   

 
where �� is the present time,  � is the averaging time,  t#  is the 
time “ago”, i.e. the end of the averaging time-window, and ���
   is the power time-series, expressed as ��&
  for the 
purpose of integrating over time.  The term in brackets 

computes the average power some time ago.   The ramp rate 
regulation then requires the power at any present time ����
 
deviate from this term in brackets by no more than +/- Δ�.   
As is common practice and as we have in previous sections, 
we note Δ� as a fraction of the nameplate DC power rating for 
the photovoltaic system, or “% of Pmax”.    
For consistency, we recommend the present power be 
computed with a similar average 

����
 � 1�4 % ��&
 '&()

()�,5
   

where the averaging time ��4
  may in general be different 
from  � for historical power.  We will use �5 � 1 second for 
the remainder of the discussion.  Now, with these definitions, 
we may more clearly state that complying with the ramp rate 
regulation means that  
 Low Limit 6 ����
 6 High Limit 
 
To expand this method into an algorithm capable of 
simultaneously controlling multiple time scales we identify 
the specified �, t# and Δ� as a rule. A set of rules considering 
different time scales and ramp rate may be simultaneously 
applied and the most restrictive low and high limits selected. 
This could permit, for example, controlling ramp rates to a 
10% of nameplate change in 60 seconds and 3% in 6 seconds. 
Such a rule set may be attractive since it permits a wider 
deadband on the short time scale, but still controls large 
changes in output.  
We consider a simplifying choice where Δ� Δt⁄  = 10%/min, � 2 8  Δt, and �# � 1 s. In this case “10% per minute” would 
mean, if Δt were set to 60s, that the limits are set by +/- 10% 
of Pmax plus the recent power averaged over a two minute 
wide rolling time-window centered one minute ago.  
Furthermore, choosing �5 � 19 would then mean that ����
 is 
averaged over the time-window from one second ago through 
the present. 
There is still the possibility that “10% per minute” means 
stricter limits set by +/- 1% of Pmax plus the power averaged 
over a 12 second window.   An alternative, absurdly relaxed 
meaning would be that “10% per minute” means the limits are 
set by +/- 100% of Pmax plus the average power over 20 
minutes. The assignment of  �  is critical to measuring a ramp 
rate. 
Next, we explore what battery power is needed, as a fraction 
of PV system size in each case, still assuming  � � 2 8  Δt, �# � 1 second, and Δ� Δt⁄  = 10%, but now explicitly 
considering different values of �.  
This is performed by simulation where a battery response is 
applied to the recorded power from each system in order to 
create a summed output which is in compliance with the rule 
set. In cases where the battery was too small to fully control 
upward ramp rates, we assumed these ramps could be 
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controlled by selective curtailment of the inverter. So upward 
ramp rates are always compliant in this simulation. Tables II 
and III show results for the two systems. 
It is also interesting to explore battery size requirement if 
less than perfect compliance is permitted. By reducing the 
battery system and tallying seconds where the output of the 
aggregate system violates the rule set, we mapped out the 
battery size requirement for each of the rule sets where 
compliance is required 99.5% of operating seconds and for 
98% of operating seconds. An operating second is any second 
during the day when the system is delivering power to the 
grid. The month of data studied in simulation contained a 
mixture of mostly sunny, cloudy and partly cloudy days. To 
prevent the sunny days from skewing the results, each day is 
individually scored for compliance.  
The results recorded for 99.5% and 98% compliance 
represent the minimum battery size rounded up to the nearest 
whole percentage which will be at least 99.5% or 98% 
compliant on the most difficult day of the month. This day 
was typically May 6th for both systems. 
The smaller system experiences fast dropouts on the 1 to 10 
second scale as demonstrated in Fig. 9. The battery power 
rating must be sufficient to handle the maximum dropout. 
Compared to the required ramp rate, the generation dropouts 
occur nearly instantly. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Fluctuations in output power of a 2 kW and 1.6 MW PV 
system do not scale with system area as might be expected.  
On time scales shorter than 10 seconds the small system has 
demonstrably more dynamic output. At longer times, the 
behaviors converge.  We proposed and discussed three 
hypotheses that may explain this finding.  
We also studied the power output ramp rates of the two 
systems to determine an optimal battery size.  The time-
window used to measure ramp rates has a strong impact on the 
required battery size.  We proposed a method for measuring 
and defining ramp rates at multiple time scales. We 
recommended that PREPA issue a revised ramp rate rule that 
clarifies (a) the detailed definition of ramp rates with specific 
averaging times, and (b) different allowable ramp rates (that 
are slightly more relaxed rules) for the shortest averaging 
times. 
The size of the battery grows nearly linearly with the size of 
the system.  While the ramp rates of the small system are 
initially greater than the large one, power output from both 
still changes much faster than the maximum PREPA permitted 
rate. Just 60 seconds after a leading edge cloud event, the 
output is reduced by nearly the same percentage from both 
systems in the extreme cases.  
We note that if the intention of the ramp rate requirement is 
to control even the most extreme cases then the battery must 
be sized accordingly. However it is significant that a small 

relaxation in the compliance requirement from 100% to 98% 
results in a significantly smaller battery system requirement, 
particularly for the large system. This corresponds to sizing 
the battery for all but the most difficult days. 
 
 
TABLE III. BATTERY POWER NEEDED TO COMPLY 
WITH RAMP RATES, BASED ON ONE MONTH OF 
DATA FROM THE 1.6 MW PV SYSTEM.  THE SINGLE 
RAMP RATE “10% PER MINUTE” IS EXPRESSED 

SEVERAL WAYS IN THE FIRST COLUMN.  BATTERY 
POWER IS EXPRESSED IN AC POWER, AS A 
FRACTION OF PV NAMEPLATE DC POWER. 

 
 

TABLE IV. BATTERY POWER NEEDED TO COMPLY 
WITH RAMP RATES, BASED ON ONE MONTH OF 

DATA FROM THE 2 KW PV SYSTEM. 
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Maximum 
allowed 
ramp rate 

Battery 
power 
for 100% 
compliance 

Battery 
power for 
99.5% 

compliance 

Battery 
power for  
98% 

compliance 

100% / 10 min 0 0 0 

20% / 2 min 52 % 44% 29 % 
10% / 1 min 62 % 56 % 37 % 
5 % / 30 sec 68 % 59 % 40 % 
1% / 6 sec 72 % 58 % 40 % 
0.16% / 1 sec 73 % 59 % 40 % 

�:; :<⁄ 
 
Maximum 
allowed 
ramp rate 

Battery 
power 
for 100% 
compliance 

Battery 
power for 
99.5% 

compliance 

Battery 
power for  
98% 

compliance 
100% / 10 
min 0 0 0 

20% / 2 min 47 % 37 % 14 % 
10% / 1 min 55 % 45 % 23 % 
5 % / 30 sec 59 % 48 % 26 % 
1% / 6 sec 60 % 50 % 27 % 
0.16% / 1 sec 64 % 52 % 27 % 
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Optimal Curtailment Strategies to Comply with

Ramp Rate Rules
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The Economic Value of Forecasts for Optimal Curtailment Strategies to 
Comply with Ramp Rate Rules  

Daniel Cormode, Antonio Lorenzo, Will Holmgren, Sophia Chen, and Alex Cronin  

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA, 85721, USA 

 
Abstract  —  We present a method to calculate the economic 

value of forecasts, based on the use of forecasts to optimize 
curtailment strategies in scenarios with a ramp rate rule.  We 
consider how and when to limit PV power output in order to 
comply with a ramp rate rule to avoid penalties, but also 
calculate how curtailment will reduce revenue from energy 
yields.   This framework provides a way to assess the value of 
forecasts. 
Index Terms — Curtailment, Intermittency, Forecasting. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

How valuable are short-term forecasts of photovoltaic (PV) 
power? A number of forecasting technologies and providers 
are now available to operators of PV power plants, and these 
forecasts are predicted to reduce the costs associated with 
solar power variability [1]. PV power can vary quite rapidly 
due to passing clouds. Changes in output over the course of 
one minute as large as 70% of a PV power plant’s AC-
capacity have been observed for utility scale (multi MW) PV 
power plants in several locations [2]-[4]. This variability can 
lead to mismatches in supply and demand, and potentially 
raise the cost of integrating solar power plants into the electric 
grid. Forecasts can help utilities or power plant operators 
prepare for ramps in PV power.  
However, quantifying the usefulness of these forecasting 

services, particularly for utilities, is still ambiguous. Previous 
studies have calculated the economic value of forecasts using 
many methods, and none are well-established. Some studies 
base forecast value on the cost of reserve generators needed to 
compensate for intermittency [5, 6]. A study on solar thermal 
power plants values day-ahead irradiance forecasts within a 
market framework where plants are penalized for not meeting 
their hourly demand schedule [7].  
The value of short-term forecasts is dependent on grid 

stability costs due to PV variability. However, the methods for 
calculating these grid stability costs are not well-established.  
Levelized cost, which is the most widely-used metric of 
valuing electricity, does not consider the wide fluctuations in 
the market prices of electricity supplied by intermittent 
sources  [8].  Gowrisankan, et al., estimates these grid stability 
costs by considering the extent to which the variability 
matches with demand, the extent that PV power is 
forecastable, and the costs of building backup generation 
required to maintain system reliability [5]. 
In this paper we propose a simple framework for assessing 

the value of forecasts. We assess the value of forecasts within 
the framework of a ramp rate rule (RRR) [9, 10]. We consider 

curtailment schedules informed by forecasts, that minimize 
RRR violations.  Then, we estimate total revenue for a plant 
operator in terms of the income from MWh yields minus 
penalties (fines) due to RRR violations.  
Using data from four different PV plants in southern 

Arizona and several different types of forecasts:  an ideal 
forecast (available retrospectively), a series of WRF forecasts, 
a modified persistence model forecast, and a novel forecast 
based on a network of irradiance sensors, we assess the value 
of each forecast. 
 

Fig 1. Two days of curtailment to 70% of clear sky prediction. The 
lower image details a particulary variable two hours on the second 
day. Compared to the free running system there is decrease in both 
total energy production and RRR violations. The optimum 
curtailment in this scheme will depend strongly upon the cost of 
violating the ramp rate rule. 
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Several previous studies of ramp rate rules have 
investigated the occurrence of ramp rate rule violations for 
free-running PV systems [3] or PV + battery hybrid systems 
[4,11].   Studies of curtailment have also been undertaken 
[10]. 

II. RAMP RATE RULES 

Let us define the ramp rate rule (RRR) as 10% of nominal 
AC power plant capacity per minute on a rolling basis.  A 
violation of the RRR is anytime that power output from the 
plant is changed by more than 10% of AC nameplate as 
compared to output 60 seconds earlier. Our studies of RRR 
violations examine two metrics. First, during a period of study 
the total number of seconds in violation of the RRR is 
counted. Second, for each second in violation, the amount of 
power by which the plant is violation is integrated to express a 
total energy of violation. 

Fig 2 Curtailment to a variable percentage of clear sky prediction 
using numerical weather models to predict daily variability. The 19th 
of January was predicted to be highly variable and thus strongly 
curtailed to 20% of the clear sky prediction. 
 
To determine maximum penalty for RRR violations we 

initially consider the avoided cost of an energy storage 
solution (ESS) such as a battery system. We then assume that 

the final output from the power plant will be ramp rate 
controlled through a combination of curtailment and energy 
storage. The energy storage system will be sized according to 
the effectiveness of the curtailment scheme. For a free running 
power plant an appropriate ESS is suggested to be 50% the PV 
power plant nominal output [4]. A perfect curtailment method 
will require an ESS of size zero and a free running power 
plant will require a full size ESS.  By integrating the RRR 
violations over the course of a month and comparing this to 
the free running system we identify the size of the required 
ESS expressed as a ratio between zero and one. 
To determine the cost of a full size ESS we include capital 

expenses, operation and maintenance costs, and interest 
payments. This is estimated to be approximately 20% of the 
revenue from the power plant. To calculate the appropriate 
penalty for RRR violations we first multiply the required size 
ratio of the ESS by 0.20 and deduct the result as percentage 
from the power plant yield. Justifications for this 20% figure 
can be developed in several ways, for example (a.) an operator 
may buy the ESS system, (b.) outsource RRR mitigation to a 
third party, or (c.) pay the off-taker utility a reduced rate to 
deal with the ramps. The exact justification is not the point of 
this paper. In fact, the true cost of RRR violations may depend 
on both location and time. In this paper we will simply use 
this 20% cost as an assumption, and report how curtailment 
schedules informed by forecasts can then have a resulting 
value. We note that the analysis method for directly 
comparing different forecasts would work for any base cost of 
the hypothetical ESS. 

III. AVOIDED RRR COSTS AS PROXY FOR VALUE OF FORECASTS  

There is a growing consensus that forecasts of solar power 
have some economic value.  However, a metric for estimating 
this value has not yet been agreed upon. We have attempted to 
answer this question by creating a metric to simplify this 
macro-economic problem into a tractable micro-economic 
problem. It uses an external constraint that makes the problem 
of exactly how to use forecasts into a simpler optimization 
problem, and from this approach we can report a resulting 
value for forecasts. One primary motivation for this approach 
is that it allows for a direct comparison between various 
forecasting methods and technologies. 
A direct summary example of this metric is now considered. 

Suppose a 1 MW photovoltaic power plant is operated in the 
southwestern desert of the United States. The plant uses 
common silicon technology with conventional inverters and is 
mounted on single axis tracker (SAT) hardware. This plant 
will typically produce approximately 2200 MWh per year. At 
the going rate in the region for renewably produced energy of 
$80 per MWh, the annual revenue for the plant operator will 
be around $176,000. However, our research suggests that 
during a year of free running operation the plant will be in 
violation of our RRR approximately 400,000 seconds (4% of 
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daylight hours) and require the off-taker to supply about 30 
MWh of supplementary energy to correct ramp rate violations. 
If we assume the cost for very high response rate spinning 
reserve power is a very low $8 per hour per MW and the 
operator must supply this service during all daylight hours 
then the cost to correct RRR violations is about 20% of the 
gross revenue from the sale of energy, which is in line with 
estimated cost of a chemical battery ESS. To simply put it: as 
an ansatz we assume that the cost of RRR violations is 
approximately 10 cents per second of violation per MW of 
power plant capacity. 
The value of a forecast can be found then by using the 

forecast to preemptively curtail output from the power plant in 
anticipation of imminent events which will violate the RRR. 
Such curtailment reduces the total energy output and thus 
reduces the gross revenue; however, it may also reduce the 
RRR violation expenses and thus potentially increase the net 
revenue. These changes in net revenue are then the basis of 
comparison between the various forecasting methods as well 
as other operational protocols designed to reduce to RRR 
violations which we will consider. A single metric developed 
to capture both the resultant energy production in MWh and 
the decrease in RRR violations is the Value Index (VI). The 
VI describes net revenue for a power plant as a percentage of 
revenue in cases where the penalty for violating RRR is zero. 
Thus the VI of a free running system is set to 80, with the 
ansatz that the true cost of RRR violations is 20% of the gross 
revenue. If the cost of RRR violations is determined to be 
lower, the VI of the free running system should be 
correspondingly increased.  

IV. FORECAST-INFORMED CURTAILMENT  

Forecasting technologies for PV power have been 
developed in several ways [1].   We consider 5 different 
forecast methods and operational protocols to enable 
curtailment experiments in this paper. 
Each forecast method informs a different curtailment 

algorithm.  We then investigate the consequences of such 
curtailment on energy yields (MWh) and RRR violations.  The 
economic valuation accounts for revenue from MWh and fines 
due to RRR violations.  Each method is assigned a value index 
which represents the net revenue from the power plant as 
compared to situation in which the cost for RRR violations 
was zero. Our forecast methods include: 
1) A solar position algorithm (SPA) is used to predict a 
clear sky output of a system for each time step. Power 
output is modeled to be a combination of both direct 
normal and diffuse irradiance projected onto either fixed 
tilt panels or in the case of single axis trackers, a plane 
that tracks the sun as best it can with a single degree of 
freedom along a north south line tangent to the ground. 
Further refinements include consideration of row spacing 
and typical season temperatures. The SPA value may be 
used without further weather forecast by continuously 
curtailing the system to a fixed percentage of clear-sky 
output. Additionally, the SPA model becomes an input 
into other forecast functions.   

TABLE I 
CURTAILMENT TO A FIXED PERCENTAGE OF SPA PREDICTED OUTPUT FOR JANUARY THROUGH APRIL 2014 

 

Limitation 
(% of SPA) 

Number of 
Seconds in 
Violation 

Total 
Energy 

Production 
(MWh) 

Integrated 
RRR 

violations 
(MWh) 

Revenue 
from Energy 
Production 

(K$) 

Penalties 
from RRR 
Violations 

Net Revenue 
Value 
Index 

10 0 380 0 38 0 38 11 

20 4 754 0 75 0.002 75 22 

30 224 1121 0.04 112 0.10 112 33 

40 2124 1477 0.38 148 0.94 147 44 

50 9282 1819 1.8 182 4.3 178 53 

60 21622 2149 4.7 215 10 204 61 

70 39852 2465 9.1 246 20 227 67 

80 62112 2766 15 277 31 245 73 

90 87202 3045 22 305 45 260 77 

100 111446 3276 28 327 58 270 80.2 

free running 129340 3368 33 337 67 269 80 
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2) Numerical Weather Model (NWM) forecasts made with 
4 different WRF runs 12 to 24 hours in advance. These 
may be applied to a system in several ways. We consider 
two methods: a) Each day the system is curtailed to 
percentage of SPA model. A daily curtailment schedule is 
calculated based upon the expected insolation for each 
day, b) Alternatively, each day is divided into 3 hour 
blocks and a daily curtailment schedule is generated with 
separate curtailments for each time block.  

3) A spatial network of irradiance sensors [12,13] which 
produce short-term forecasts of power output, used in an 
attempt to proactively curtail just-in-time (JIT) before a 
RRR violating event occurs. The irradiance sensor 
network is a fleet of inexpensive GHI sensors reporting 
real-time irradiance via a commercial cellular network to 
a central control system. In combination with NWM of 
cloud height along with wind speed at cloud height, this 
data is used to predict changes in GHI at the PV plant. A 
number of such sensors are deployed in the vicinity of the 
University of Arizona Science and Tech Park, where 
Tucson Electric Power (TEP) has sited 22 MW of PV 
power, among 6 different PV plant installations. The 
sensor network is used to predict power output 5-15 
minutes in advance for selected sites at the Tech Park. 
Sensors sufficient to provide early warnings to a 5 MW 
fixed tilt plant were operational in late January, making 
analysis of this method only possible for February 
through April. 

4) An easy-up protocol, in which power is not permitted to 
increase faster than allowed by the current RRR. This is a 
form of persistence. 

5) Ideal (retrospective) forecasts which are used to execute 
exactly JIT curtailment accompanied by easy-up increases 

in output with the result that no RRR violations occur, 
and power is never curtailed more than is necessary to 
satisfy the RRR. 

 

 
Fig 3. Curtailment based on a ideal forecast which only reduces 
power output the absolute minimum to avoid RRR violations. 

TABLE II 
GROSS REVENUE UNDER VARIOUS CURTAILMENT SCHEMES JANUARY TO APRIL 2014 

 

Limitation 
method 

Number of 
Seconds in 
Violation 

Total 
Energy 

Production 
(MWh) 

Integrated 
RRR 

violations 
(MWh) 

Revenue from 
Energy 

Production 
(K$) 

Penalties 
from RRR 
Violations 

(K$) 

Net 
Revenue 
(K$) 

 
Value 
Index 

 Free 
Running 

129340 3368 33 337 67 269 80 

Ideal  0 3314 0 331 0 331 98 

Easy up 56144 3343 13 334 28 306 90 

Daily 
NWM 

75262 3131 19 313 38 275 82 

3 Hr 
NWM 

78362 3063 19 306 40 266 79 

80 % of 
SPA 

62112 2766 15 277 31 245 73 
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These forecasts are listed in the order from most simple to 
most perfect.  At one extreme, we may design curtailment 
schemes based on no forecast.  For example, if we had 10 MW 
of PV panels, but only allowed the inverter to output 2 MW of 
power at maximum, then it would be curtailed most of the 
daylight hours. This results in many hours of flat line output, 
which naturally suppresses fluctuations unless the available 
sunlight falls below 0.2 sun. At the other extreme we can 
understand the upper limit in value for a forecast by 
considering an ideal forecast achieved through a retrospective 
analysis of the output of a free-running PV power plant. 
For forecast (1), we simply curtail the output at all times to 

a fraction, e.g. 70%, of the output that would be predicted with 
an SPA and a cloud-free sky. The power plants studied for 
Figures 1-3 and Tables 1-2 include 25 MW single axis 
tracking plant and a 5 MW fixed tilt system. Both are installed  
near Tucson, Arizona [14]. Separate forecasts are generated 
for each. Fig. 1 and Table 1 show the result of using this 
model for fixed amounts of curtailment as a percentage of 
SPA models. Table 3 includes results from the irradiance 
sensor network which became operational for February and is 
located near the 5 MW power plant.    

V. DISCUSSION 

Table 1 summarizes the results of hypothetically curtailing 
the studied system for the months of January through April 
2014 using various percentage of the SPA prediction. This 
produces lower net revenue at most levels of curtailment 
under the proposed pricing of RRR violations. When the 
power plant is limited to exactly the SPA model a small 
increase in revenue is projected. On cloudy days it is 
commonly observed that the cloud edge enhancement effect 
increases output of the modules above a clear sky profile. This 
may be observed in Fig. 1 by comparing the free running 
output to the SPA model for January 19th. The nature of the 
cloud enhancement is to be very temporary and frequently 
results in RRR violations, thus limiting output to 100% of the 

SPA model, which has a trivial impact on energy production 
but reduces RRR violations. 

Fig 4. Intra-day curtailment scedules based on NWM. The 
transistions every 3 hours are slopped to not cause a RRR violation. 
  
Table 1 is from data from a 5 MW fixed tilt site. The results 

are nearly identical for a 25 MW single axis tracking site. 
Interestingly, during the study period, the number of seconds 
in RRR violation for both sites was very close to 130K 

TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF VALUE INDEX FOR VARIOUS CURTAILMENT SCHEMES BY MONTH 

Method January February March April 

Free Running 80 80 80 80 

WRF 1-day 81.8 84.8 82.2 81.6 

Irradiance Network  88.1 88.1 88.8 

Easy-up 90.2 90.2 90.1 90.4 

Irradiance Network + Easy up  91.2 91.2 92.0 

Ideal  (Easy up + Easy down) 98.8 97.7 97.3 97.6 
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seconds, despite significant size, mounting differences and a 
geographic distance of about 20 miles between the sites. 
 
Table 2 summarizes the result of each method of 

curtailment on the 5 MW system for the months of January 
through April 2014. We note that under most curtailment 
methods hypothetical revenue is increased as the reduction in 
RRR penalties outweighs the reduction in energy production. 
The retrospective approach demonstrates an upper limit in 

value for a forecast. With curtailment informed by ideal 
forecasts, energy production drops by approximately 2% while 
entirely avoiding penalties for RRR violations, resulting in an 
increased value index of 18 points over the free running 
system. It produces the highest MWh output of a power plant 
which never commits a ramp violation by preemptively 
curtailing just in time to a safe level. 

Fig 5. Various forecasts for a day in April 2014. The Fine red line 
represents free running output. The Cyan line represents the SPA 
model. Black and Green lines represent sensor network informed 
curtailment schedules. 
 
The easy-up protocol, while not strictly a forecast 

methodology, is included for study in this paper as it notably 
will increase net revenue anytime the penalty associated with 
RRR violations is greater than 1% of gross revenue form a 
free running system. The implementation of the easy-up 
protocol is both trivial and results in a direct reduction of RRR 
violations by more than 50%. For this reason we compare the 
effectiveness of other forecasting and curtailment methods 
against the easy-up method. Additionally we find that the 
easy-up method is useful to combination with other strategies, 
especially the irradiance sensor network 
Table 3 summarized monthly results from selected methods, 

listing only the Value Index as result. We find that the most 
profitable approach is to use the irradiance sensor network to 
trigger downward curtailments and use the easy-up protocol to 
control all upward ramps.         
NWM and sensor network forecasts can increase gross 

revenue.  There is a tradeoff between higher energy yields and 

still acceptable penalties due to RRR violations. The single 
most cost effective method to reduce RRR violations is to 
curtail increases in power output, limiting ramp up rates to 
meet a ramp rate rule. Using this at the baseline, we find that 
an irradiance sensor network can provide short term forecasts 
which further reduce RRR violations.  
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APPENDIX I

REPRINT: Observed Fluctuations in Output

from a Regional Fleet of PV Powerplants used to

Compute Hourly Schedules of Spinning Reserve

Requirements

The following manuscript was published in the proceedings of the European Photo-

voltaics Specialists Conference (2014) The results of this article are summarized in
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OBSERVED FLUCTUATIONS IN OUTPUT FROM A REGIONAL FLEET OF PV POWER PLANTS USED 

TO COMPUTE HOURLY SCHEDULES OF SPINNING RESERVE REQUIREMENTS 
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ABSTRACT: We examine fluctuations in power from an 80 MW fleet of utility scale power plants deployed around 

Tucson, Arizona, and a 500MW fleet deployed throughout Arizona and New Mexico. We observe that individual 

plants exhibit frequent rapid changes in power, greater than 50% of nameplate capacity in less than one minute. The 

aggregate fleet generally has slower ramps. Local utilities face the challenge of addressing this variability in a cost 

effective manner. We present a method to use historical data to estimate appropriate spinning reserves for variability 

mitigation for each hour of the day for different seasons. We contrast the results for recommended reserves when 

calculated on a fleet wide basis or when summed from a plant by plant basis.  

Keywords: Utilities, Large Grid-connected PV systems, Grid Management, Grid Stability 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

What measures should grid operators deploy in 

response to the variable power output from PV plants? 

PV power can fluctuate quite rapidly due to passing 

clouds. Changes in output over the course of one minute 

as large as 50% of a PV power plant’s AC-capacity have 

been observed for utility scale (multi MW) PV power 

plants in several locations [1]-[3]. This variability can 

lead to mismatches between supply and demand, and 

potentially raise the cost of integrating solar power plants 

into the electric grid. From the point of view of a local 

utility, an individual power plant may generate enough 

variability to warrant special measures [4], however in 

large interconnected grids this is generally not the case.    

 Previous studies of PV plant variability have 

generally focused on classifying the variability of 

individual days, for example by computing the Daily 

Aggregate Ramp Rate (DARR) [1], Variability Index 

(VI) [5], or Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) for 

changes in irradiance [2]. Several studies have also 

considered the impact of geographic dispersion on 

aggregate ramp rates either by direct measurement of PV 

plant output or by measurement of irradiance [6]-[9]. In 

this paper we explore CDFs made using historical 

production data on an hour by hour basis and introduce a 

method to recommend schedules for spinning reserves. 

We also show how the geographic distribution of these 

PV plants affects the resulting recommended schedules 

for fast acting reserves. 

 In the United States the interconnected electrical grid 

is a cooperative effort between a large number of 

relatively independent local utilities.  Government 

regulation is applied at several levels with various 

objectives including increased system reliability and 

reduced cost for consumers. The Western Interconnect is 

divided into a number of regions identified as Balancing 

Authorities (BA). Each BA is responsible for seeing that 

the net inflow and outflow of power through its perimeter 

is within scheduled amounts. In case of a disruption, 

power will naturally flow without respect for these 

boundaries to fill in for missing generation or excess 

load. This is referred to as inadvertent interchange. One 

challenge for a BA is managing PV variability without 

accumulating excess inadvertent interchange. 

Maintaining an appropriate amount of spinning reserves 

is a potential solution to this issue. This is why we are 

motivated to generate a recommended schedule of 

reserves to support PV fleets in various seasons. 

 The cloud patterns above various PV plants in a 

region may be somewhat uncorrelated [6], resulting in an 

aggregate fleet of power plants whose fluctuations occur 

at different times and therefore do not result in 

coordinated dropouts. The relative locations of these 

plants will impact the degree of coordination. Spreading 

plants out over a larger area should reduce the total 

observed fluctuation level. This is the well known 

Portfolio Effect which has been discussed in [1,6 - 11 ]. 

What is not well known is how the portfolio effect will 

change a recommended schedule of reserves. 

Figure 1: Output from a fleet of 8 PV power plants near 

Tucson, AZ. The thick red line indicates the sum of all 8 

power plants; the smaller lines show output from the 8 

individual systems. 

 

 This paper is concerned with determining reasonable 

amounts of spinning reserves which a local utility, 

Tucson Electric Power (TEP), should carry in 

anticipation of fluctuations in output from a fleet of PV 

power plants. We consider this by time of day and by 

season of year. One implication of the portfolio effect is 

that the total reserves required for the fleet is generally 

less than the sum of reserves needed to compensate for 

fluctuations from each individual plant. To test this 

prediction we calculate the values of recommended 

reserves using historical production from individual 

plants and also compare these to schedules calculated 
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using historical data for aggregated production from the 

entire fleet. 

 
Figure 2:  Locations of PV sites around the Tucson area. 

One additional 10 MW plant in the TEP service area is 

included in the study and is located approximately 500 

km northwest of Tucson. 

 

 

2 POWER FLUCUATION SCHEDULE 

 

 To determine required reserves we consider the 

fluctuations in power from a fleet of megawatt scale 

power plants located in the desert southwest of the United 

States. The combined output of these eight plants 

regularly peaks at 82 MW. These sites comprise roughly 

50% of the total PV power in TEP’s service territory. The 

balance of PV power in the region comes largely from 

Distributed Generation, in the form of several thousand 

commercial and residential systems. 

 We developed an analysis to characterize patterns in 

the PV power fluctuations and used these 

characterizations to generate profiles of typical 

fluctuations at each hour of the day. Our intention is to 

quantify the amount of dispatchable reserves that TEP 

should carry as spinning reserves in order to manage PV 

variability on a 1 to 15 minute time scale. So for this 

study we start with 2 second power data provided by 

 
Figure 3: 15 min power fluctuations observed for the 

aggregate power in fig 1. The blue line represents the 

maximum amount of power increase over next 15 

minutes. The green line is the maximum observed 

decrease in power over the next 15 minutes. 

TEP for each plant. For each time interval we identify the 

largest observed increase or decrease from current output 

over a 15 minute rolling window. A fluctuation time 

series is presented for a single day in figure 3. The 15 

minute window size is used as it meets or exceeds the 

response times required for some traditional generation 

sources to efficiently respond to fluctuations. A typically 

observed trend is that there is nearly zero variability at 

night, some variability in the morning and increased 

variability in the afternoon, with maximum fluctuations 

between the hours of 3pm and 5pm. A useful estimate of 

required reserves will therefore have a daily schedule 

with different values for each hour of the day. Seasonal 

effects will be considered in Section 4.  

 We considered total fluctuations for the fleet in 

several ways. First we consider the simple aggregated 

output of the sites. This necessarily includes the impact 

of sunrise and sunset. To account for this we determined 

clear sky profiles for each site. These clear sky profiles 

are computed for each day of the year so that seasonal 

changes in sunrise and sunset times, peak power, 

clipping, etc. are considered on a daily basis. By 

subtracting the clear sky profile from the PV output we 

are able to remove this predictable source of fluctuation. 

Figure 4 is representative of fluctuations observed on a 

clear sky day. Figures 1,3,4 and 5 do not have the clear 

sky profile removed. All other figures are created after 

subtracting the clear sky profile. 

 Upon close examination we infer that the observed 

worst-case events are not directly weather related. 

Interconnect-wide events such as frequency out of range 

can trigger some number of inverters at the PV plants to 

automatically disconnect. More localized events such as 

transient low voltage can also induce local disconnections 

of PV inverters in the region. While we observe a small 

number of partial dropouts due to both of these types of 

disruptions in the dataset, we also note that utility scale 

power plants are exempt from the UL 1741 requirements.  

We have never observed a total loss of all PV power from 

these plants as a result of a frequency or voltage 

disruption.  

 

 
Figure 4: Observed fluctuations in power from the 82 

MW fleet for a nearly cloudless day. The major source of 

power change is sunrise and sunset. 
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Figure 5: Normalized CDF plots of maximum power 

decrease in a 15 min window during selected hours of 

May through August 2014 from the 82 MW TEP utility 

scale fleet. The clear sky profile has not been removed, 

and this highlights the impact of sunset during the 6 pm 

hour. The time indicates the start of an hour bin. 

 

 To understand typically observed fluctuations we 

divide the year into three seasons, based on regionally 

appropriate weather patterns. During the summer, defined 

here as May through August, Tucson experiences a 

monsoon season with frequent cloudy days and 

occasional heavy rainstorms. During the winter months, 

defined as December and January, Tucson also receives 

some rainfall. Throughout the rest of year there are 

occasional clouds and dramatically less rain. The 

fluctuation data is further binned by hour of the day 

during each season. The results are displayed in terms of 

cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots, shown in 

figures 5 and 6.  

 Examination of the CDF in figure 6, which has the 

impact of sunset removed, lends support to the initial 

assessment that afternoons in the summer are more 

variable than the mornings. Furthermore by selecting a 

percentile level it is possible to quantify typical patterns 

of fluctuations. For example we can interpret figure 6 in 

the following way: After measuring current production at 

any point during the noon hour, historically we have seen 

that the maximum decrease in power over the next fifteen 

minutes will exceed 8 MW just 10% of the time. 

Alternately 90% of all power measurements during the 

noon hour were followed by a maximum decrease over 

the next 15 minute period of less than 8 MW. The 4 pm 

result is slightly higher at 10 MW. 

 

 

3 SPINNING RESERVE CONSIDERATIONS 

 

 A general planning method for spinning reserves in a 

utility is the n-1 consideration, in which the utility 

considers the unexpected loss of the largest single 

generation asset [12]. In a similar vein the operator may 

consider the unexpected loss of a portion of PV power 

and designate an amount of reserves to compensate for 

likely dropouts. PV fluctuations are distinct from the loss 

of a generation asset in at least two ways. Firstly they 

occur frequently but irregularly and secondly there are 

 
Figure 6: CDF plot showing the same values as figure 5 

except that the clear sky profile has been subtracted and 

put on a logarithmic scale to highlight the rare occurrence 

events. The observed 15 minute dropout during the 4pm 

hour was less than 10 MW 90% of the time and less than 

25 MW 99% of the time. 

 

relatively common events where the magnitude of 

dropout in the aggregated power exceeds the size of the 

largest single PV plant. For these reasons an n-1 

approach may not be appropriate. Instead this paper 

recommends that a utility such as TEP may schedule 

reserves for PV on a probabilistic basis. For TEP’s 

reliability planning purposes at the current PV 

penetration level of less than 20% by power, the 

consideration of a once per year event is likely not 

necessary. For now the motivation for reserve scheduling 

may be primarily for economic benefits and not 

necessarily a requirement for grid reliability. In this case 

the level of recommended reserves can be based on only 

commonly observed fluctuations.  

 

Figure 7: Frequency of observed dropouts binned by 

hour of day. The black line indicates maximum observed 

loss. The red line indicates a schedule for the 99th 

percentile of losses each hour of the day. Green and blue 

represent the 95th and 90th percentiles respectively. 
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 We suggest the following approach for constructing 

this schedule: Using the CDFs demonstrated in figures 5 

and 6 one may construct a schedule of recommended 

reserves for each hour based upon observed fluctuations 

for that hour of the day. For example we see that only 1% 

of the time do we observe a dropout in excess of 25 MW 

at 4pm. Based on this historical data we then posit that 27 

MW of spinning reserves should be able to compensate 

for fluctuations 99% of the time during this hour. While 

the maximum observed dropout at nearly any hour 

between 9 AM and 6 PM is in excess of 30 MW, the cost 

for carrying this level reserve may be unjustified. Figure 

7 shows probabilistic schedules for power loss. We can 

use the schedules to develop a schedule of recommended 

reserves required to meet dropouts during the summer 

months with various levels of frequency. As an example 

we suggest that the utility consider the 95th percentile.  

 A more complete picture will include both the 

anticipated dropouts and the sudden increases in power as 

well. This is intended to give the utility information 

concerning the total dynamism they can expect. Using the 

same methods to map out dropout occurrences we also 

map out increases. The result is a combined plot of both 

dropouts and increases as shown figure 8. Sunset and 

sunrise, and other seasonal predictable changes in power 

have accounted for in the analysis in figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8: A schedule of reserves required to compensate 

for 95% of the observed fluctuations in power from 

fluctuations from an 82 MW fleet of 8 power plants 

during the summer months. Positive values indicate that 

the reserve must generate power to compensate for a 

dropout. Negative values indicate the reserve must act a 

sink to absorb power. 

 

 

4 SEASONAL COMPARISONS 

 

 The difference in weather between the spring and 

summer in the southwest is well known. Spring days are 

more frequently clear than days in July. We find that the 

computed reserves for February through April are smaller 

than those required May through August. However we 

acknowledge that the reduction in reserves is not 

especially great. Figure 8 shows the required reserves to 

meet power dropouts at the 95th percentile. We propose 

three factors to understand this result. 

 
Figure 9: Computed reserves required by hour for two 

seasons in Tucson. These reserves are estimated to be 

sufficient to meet fluctuations in an 82 MW fleet 95 

percent of the time.    

 

Firstly the peak PV output is generally higher in these 

months, especially for the fixed tilt systems which 

comprise roughly 15 MW of the fleet.  This is result of 

cooler temperatures and a more optimal sun position. The 

output has farther to fall when clouds do appear. 

Secondly the majority of the fleet is of the single axis 

tracker variety. Several of those installed in the TEP 

service territory have high DC/AC ratios and therefore 

clip much of the summer. This results in the SAT systems 

having some ability to reduce fluctuations due to 

optically thin clouds.  During the spring however these 

systems do not clip as much and are more vulnerable to 

thin clouds. Finally fluctuations are driven by variability 

in cloud cover. There may be a qualitatively different 

nature to the clouds present during these seasons. Very 

patchy cloud cover can generate a great deal of 

fluctuation but with uniform cloud cover, fluctuations can 

actually decrease.  

 

 

5 THE PORTFOLIO EFFECT 

 

 At present the existing fleet of PV power plants may 

not exhibit sufficient fluctuations to warrant allocation of 

additional quantities of spinning reserves. Present 

projections suggest that within 10 years the peak power 

required from all PV in the TEP service area should 

exceed 1 GW in order to comply with the renewable 

portfolio standard mandated by the Arizona Corporation 

Commission. A useful question then is, how valid are 

these results when the PV fleet is scaled up? We can 

address this two ways. Firstly we can consider the result 

if we had simply computed the required reserves for a 

single plant and up-scaled the resulting schedule by ratio 

of the current fleet to the size of the single PV plant. 

Alternately we can consider the result if we examined a 

larger fleet of PV power plants situated throughout the 

entire state of Arizona. 
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Figure 10: Comparison of fluctuation CDFs at noon and 

4 pm for the aggregate 82 MW fleet and a single upscaled 

26 MW PV plant. 

  

 The largest single power plant currently in the TEP 

fleet is the NRG Energy single axis tracker system in 

Avra Valley whose peak output is 26.5 MW [13]. Figure 

10 illustrates the result of simply scaling the resulting 

fluctuations for noon and 4pm by a factor of 3 in order to 

imitate a 78 MW power plant at that same location. We 

note that the site demonstrates less than average 

fluctuations much of the time. This is likely due to the 

design of the site. TEP reports that the site has a 

relatively high 1.3 DC/AC ratio [13]. This results in 

inverter clipping and provides some resistance to 

fluctuations from optically thin clouds. However the site 

does experience relatively severe dropouts that occur 

much more frequently than is observed for the entire 

fleet. This example of the portfolio effect in the Tucson 

region reduces the required level of reserves. A reserve 

schedule based upon the same 95th percentile as earlier 

but generated only using historical data from the NRG 

site would require nearly double the reserves of what was 

found by examination of the fleet wide fluctuations. 

 

 
Figure 11: Map of the 82 MW fleet, and 500 MW fleet 

showing the PV power plant locations (and sizes) for the 

data analyzed in this paper.  The relative size of the sun 

icons indicates the rated power of each PV generating 

station. 

 

 An alternate approach is to consider the nearly 500 

MW of PV power jointly reported by the Southwest 

Variable Energy Resource Initiative, comprised of 7 

utilities including TEP, APS, SRP, PNM, IID, WALC, 

and EPE [14]. Aggregated PV power from seven utilities 

 
Figure 12: Comparison of down-scaled fluctuations from 

the 500 MW SVERI PV fleet to the 82 MW TEP fleet at 

noon and 4pm. 

 

across the American southwest are reported as a single 

time series. This total amount of PV approaches half the 

anticipated requirements of TEP in 2025 but is spread 

over a much larger geographic area. Figure 12 compares 

fluctuations from the entire fleet of SVERI PV power 

plants and the TEP PV fleet by down-scaling the 

fluctuations in the SVERI fleet by a factor of 6.  

 Figure 12 suggests that the fluctuations observed 

from an 80MW share of the 500 MW fleet warrant a 

smaller proportional reserve than the TEP only data does. 

For most hours of the day the TEP share of the SVERI 

fluctuations, calculated at the 95th percentile, would be 

slightly less than half of what the TEP only calculations 

would indicate. Scaling the SVERI wide fluctuations to 

the TEP service area is somewhat problematic as it 

introduces geographic diversity not possible strictly 

within the TEP service area. 

       
Figure 13: Recommended schedule of reserves for an 82 

MW fleet computed in three ways; directly from the from 

the aggregated power of the 82 MW TEP fleet, up scaling 

the single 26 MW NRG site by a factor of 3, and finally 

dividing the SVERI 500 MW fleet by 6.  
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 We also note that as the geographic area increases, 

the perimeter of the region and thus the bandwidth of 

connections to the larger interconnect will grow more 

slowly. The tolerance then for extreme events is reduced; 

as a result the whole the SVERI group should perhaps 

carry sufficient reserves to accommodate events at a 

higher level than the 95th percentile. 

 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

 

 In summary we have presented schedules of reserves 

that would be required to manage historically observed 

fluctuation from PV power plants. Using a cumulative 

distribution function (CDF) for power fluctuations for 

each hour of the day and selecting, for example, the 95th 

percentile of power loss results in a schedule of 

recommended reserves sized 10 to 15 MW (greater in the 

afternoon) to backup an 82 MW fleet of PV power plants 

in TEP’s service territory. The Portfolio Effect was 

explored in two ways. First, based upon fluctuation of a 

single 26 MW site. If a 78 MW plant were located all at 

this site, the recommended reserve nearly doubles to 

become 17–33 MW. Conversely if the 82 MW is taken as 

a share of a much larger 500 MW fleet distributed 

throughout Arizona and New Mexico the schedule of 

recommended reserves is reduced by roughly half to 5-7 

MW throughout the day. 
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APPENDIX J

IGOR Pro code for SPA and power outputs

This Appendix presents code written in Igor Pro that implements a solar position

algorithm (SPA) following [REF] in order to calculate DNI and GHI on inclined sur-

faces. Fixed angle PV modules, 1-axis trackers, and 2-axis trackers are considered.

A shade derating factor is simulated in order to represent PV output due to par-

tial shade from fixed-angle rows [REF]. Backtracking for single-axis trackers (SAT)

is considered, and a modified irradiance time-series is simulated to represent SAT

systems with backtracking. This code is used to support research in section 3.3 by

fitting real power plant data to models in order to subtract the predictable changes

due to solar geometry. Development of this code is discussed in section 2.3.2. A

variant of this code is used to calculate power from fixed tilt mount systems as

described in 2.3

//CALCULATE IRRAD AT ONE TIME (tt)

function ir(tt,thetap,phip,ss)

variable tt, thetap, phip,ss

// tt for time in seconds

// thetap is the panel altitude (0 means the panel is horizontal)

// phip is the panel azimuth (phip = 0 means the panel is facing south)
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// ss is a factor for partial shade due to close-packed fixed-angle

modules.

thetap *= pi/180; phip *= pi/180; // convert degrees to radians

variable lattitude = 32.1 *pi/180 // lattitude in radians

variable epsilon = 23 * pi/180 // inclination of earth’s rotation axis

variable day = 24*3600, year = 365.242*day // in units of seconds

// the following global variables will be used by the loop-function "goir

".

variable/g v_horiz_space, v_aloss, v_0, v_horiz, v_panel, v_panel1, v_sat

// the following vectors are used in the rotating equatorial frame.

variable Ux, Uy, Uz // vector(U) is "up", i.e. the local zenith.

variable Sx, Sy, Sz // vector(S) is towards the sun. It depends on

time.

variable Nx, Ny, Nz // vector(N) is normal to the (fixed angle)

modules.

variable Northx, Northy, Northz // vector(North) is in the horizon plane

Ux = cos(lattitude) ////// this is the vector "Up" towards the zenith

Uy = 0

Uz = sin(lattitude)

Northx = -sin(lattitude) ///// this is the vector towards north in the

horizon plane

Northy = 0

Northz = cos(lattitude)

variable solstice_date = + 9/365*pi*2

variable eotx, eot // equation of time relates solar noon to clock noon.
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eotx = 2*pi/year * tt

eot = 0.258*cos(eotx) -7.416*sin(eotx) + -3.648*cos(2*eotx) -9.228*sin(2*

eotx)

eot *= 60

tt+= eot

// longitude of Marana, AZ. Further adjust time by the difference from

the 105-degree maridian

tt -= (111.1256 - 105)/15 * 3600

Sx = cos(epsilon*cos(tt*2*pi/year + pi + solstice_date)) * cos(tt*2*pi/day

+ pi) //// S(t) is vector to sun

Sy = cos(epsilon*cos(tt*2*pi/year + pi + solstice_date )) * sin(-tt*2*pi/

day+ pi)

Sz = sin(epsilon*cos(tt*2*pi/year + pi + solstice_date ))

Nx = cos(lattitude)*cos(thetap) + sin(thetap)*cos(phip)*sin(lattitude) ///

N is vector normal to modules for fixed angle arrays

Ny = sin(thetap)*sin(phip)

Nz = sin(lattitude)*cos(thetap) - sin(thetap)*cos(phip)*cos(lattitude)

variable shade_reduction

variable m1

shade_reduction = 1

if(0) // shade reduction due to close packing of PV modules

m1 = -( Sx*Ux + Sy*Uy + Sz*Uz) / ( Sx*Northx + Sy*Northy + Sz*Northz)

variable hh = 1* sin(thetap)

variable xx1, xx, b

variable c = .05

b = (m1*ss - hh) / (m1*cos(thetap) + sin(thetap))

shade_reduction = 0 + (b>0) + (1+b/c)*(b<=0)*(b>-c)
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endif

variable aod = 0.113329 /// aerosol optical depth

/// in this Beer’s law model, with the sun at the zenith the attenuation

is exp(-aod)

v_horiz_space = 1.4*(Ux*Sx + Uy*Sy + Uz*Sz) ; v_horiz_space *= (

v_horiz_space>0)

v_aloss = exp( - aod /abs(Ux*Sx + Uy*Sy + Uz*Sz) ) * (v_horiz_space>0)

v_0 = 1.4 * v_aloss ; v_0 *= (v_0 > 0)

v_horiz = 1.4* (Ux*Sx + Uy*Sy + Uz*Sz) * v_aloss

v_horiz *= (v_horiz>0) // don’t misinterpret negative dot

-product.

v_panel = (Nx*Sx + Ny*Sy + Nz*Sz) * v_0

v_panel *= (v_panel>0)

v_panel *= 0.9 ; v_panel += 0.1*v_0 // adjustment for sky

v_panel1 = shade_reduction * v_panel

v_sat = sqrt(1 - (Sx*Northx + Sy*Northy + Sz*Northz)^2 ) * v_0

v_sat *= (v_sat>0)

variable/g cangle = 25 // clipping angle due to ground cover ratio

variable ccangle = 90 - cangle

variable/g EUangle = atan( Sy / (Sz*sin(lattitude) + Sx*cos(lattitude) ) )

variable/g v_satcrop

v_satcrop = ( abs(euangle) > ccangle *pi/180) ? v_horiz / cos(ccangle*pi

/180) : v_sat
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v_satcrop *= 3

ccangle -= 4

v_satcrop += ( abs(euangle) > ccangle *pi/180) ? v_horiz / cos(ccangle*pi

/180) : v_sat

ccangle -= 4

v_satcrop += ( abs(euangle) > ccangle *pi/180) ? v_horiz / cos(ccangle*pi

/180) : v_sat

v_satcrop/=5

// above is a weighted average to make the cusps not so sharp.

v_horiz*=0.9 ; v_horiz += 0.1*v_0 // adjustment for sky

v_sat *= 0.9 ; v_sat += 0.1*v_0 // adjustment for sky

v_satcrop *= 0.95 ; v_satcrop += 0.05*v_0

v_satcrop *= 26.5

v_satcrop = min(v_satcrop,26.4)

end
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APPENDIX K

IGOR Pro code for calculating battery size

requirements

This Appendix presents code written in Igor Pro that computes ramp rate statistics

as well as battery size requirements based on time series power output data from

a PV plant. This code was formed the basis for simulations used in [12], and is

discussed in chapter 3, section 3.1.

Function RuleSetRampControl(w,v,size,maxsize,ruleset,maxbattery,startpoint

, stoppoint)

wave w // kW production

wave v // timewave

variable size // system size DC watt peak

wave ruleset // lists of rules for constraining output

variable maxsize // maximum output allowed from the system (

curtail to keep below)

variable maxbattery // y = maximum battery size (scaled to size of

system)

variable startpoint, stoppoint // start point and number of points

to run

variable nrules // number of rulesets of obey
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variable ramprate // x = max allowed ramp rate in system size per

minute

variable t1 // time offset for projecting hi and low limits (sets

the spacing between hi and low) (seconds)

variable tau // number of points around t+1t2 to average for

current hi and lo limits

variable deltat // multiplier to find deltaP from ramprate =

deltaP / deltat

variable tauprime // averaging time for current power

wave controls // used to give programatic feedback to displays

size = maxsize / 100 * size

String newName2, newName3, newName4, newName5, newName6, newName7,

newName8, newName9, newName10, newName11

newName7 = NameOfWave(w) + "_Hi";

Duplicate /O w, $newName7;

Wave HiOut = $newName7

newName8 = NameOfWave(w) + "_Lo";

Duplicate /O w, $newName8;

Wave LoOut = $newName8

newName6 = NameOfWave(w) + "_SIM";

Duplicate /O w, $newName6;

Wave SimOut = $newName6

newName4 = NameOfWave(w) + "_Battery";
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Duplicate /O w, $newName4;

Wave BattReq = $newName4

newName2 = NameOfWave(w) + "_SOC";

Duplicate /O w, $newName2;

Wave SOC = $newName2

newName5 = NameOfWave(w) + "_SAvg";

Duplicate /O w, $newName5;

Wave Poaverage = $newName5

newName10 = NameOfWave(w) + "_SHT";

Duplicate /O w, $newName10;

Wave Short = $newName10

newName9= NameOfWave(w) + "_Days";

make /O /n=(30,3), $newName9;

Wave Days = $newName9

newName11= NameOfWave(w) + "_viol";

Duplicate /O w, $newName11;

Wave Viols = $newName11

variable i,j,k,l,m

variable average

variable maxdelta

variable Battmileage

variable BattCycles

variable HeadRecharge, Bias

variable wattHour

variable violations = 0

variable minnow, errorsize, maxerror, flag
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variable energyviolation

SOC[0] = 75 // assume inital state of charge is 75%

wattHour = 0

nrules = DimSize(ruleset,1)

j = DimSize(w,0)

// check ruleset to see if it is legal

for (k = 0;k<1;k+=1)

ramprate = ruleset[2][k]

t1 = ruleset[3][k]

tau = ruleset[4][k]

deltat = ruleset[5][k]

tauprime = ruleset[6][k]

endfor

// initial setup

for(i=0;i<30;i+=1)

Days[i][0] = 0

Days[i][1] = 0

Days[i][2] = 0

endfor

for (i=0;i<600;i+=1)

SimOut[i] = w[i]

SOC[i] = SOC[0]

HiOut[i] = w[i] * 2

LoOut[i] = w[i] / 2

BattReq[i] = 0

endfor
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for (i=t1;i<j;i+=1)

// main loop

if (stoppoint > 0 && i >= stoppoint)

break;

endif

HiOut[i] = 999999999

LoOut[i] = -999999999

BattReq[i] = 0

for (k = 0;k<nrules;k+=1)

ramprate = ruleset[2][k]

t1 = ruleset[3][k] // local start to average period

tau = ruleset[4][k] // length of averaging period

deltat = ruleset[5][k] // displacement

tauprime = ruleset[6][k]

maxdelta = size * ramprate / 60 * deltat // the

allowed change in output

// compute Hi and Lo for current output

//average = sum(SimOut,i-t1-tau+1,i-t1) / (tau)

average = 0

for (m=t1;m<(tau+t1);m+=1)

average +=SimOut[i-m]

endfor

average /= tau

if ((average + maxdelta) < HiOut[i]) // is output

too high?

HiOut[i] = average + maxdelta

if (HiOut[i] < SimOut[i-1])

HiOut[i] = SimOut[i-1]

endif

endif
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if ((average - maxdelta) > LoOut[i])

LoOut[i] = average - maxdelta

endif

endfor

if (LoOut[i] >= size)

LoOut[i] = size - maxdelta

endif

if (HiOut[i] > size) // Set the upper limit at maxsize

HiOut[i] = size

endif

if (LoOut[i] > HiOut[i])

HiOut[i] = LoOut[i]

endif

if (LoOut[i] < -size)

LoOut[i] = -size

endif

// check to see if NetOut is beyond limits

// if battery power is required then compute minimum size

of battery

BattReq[i] = 0

SimOut[i] = w[i]

if (SimOut[i] > HiOut[i])

BattReq[i] = (-w[i] + HiOut[i])
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endif

if (SimOut[i] < LoOut[i])

BattReq[i] = (- w[i] + LoOut[i])

endif

// calculate headroom for recharging battery

HeadRecharge = ( w[i] + BattReq[i] - LoOut[i] )

Bias = (75 - SOC[i-1]) / 5

if (HeadRecharge > 0 && Bias > 0)

// BattReq[i] -= HeadRecharge * Bias

endif

// sanity check to keep battery output realistic

if (abs(BattReq[i]) > 50000)

BattReq[i] = 50000

endif

// Check to see if battery size restriction is in effect

if(BattReq[i] >0)

if ((BattReq[i]) > size * maxbattery / 100)

BattReq[i] = size * maxbattery / 100

endif

endif

if(BattReq[i] <0)

if ((BattReq[i]) < -size * maxbattery / 100)

BattReq[i] = -size * maxbattery / 100

endif

endif
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SimOut[i] = w[i] + BattReq[i]

if ((SimOut[i] > HiOut[i] * 1.005 || SimOut[i] < LoOut[i] /

1.005) && SimOut[i] > 0.05*size)

if (SimOut[i] < LoOut[i])

Viols[i] = LoOut[i] - SimOut[i]

endif

if (SimOut[i] > HiOut[i])

Viols[i] =SimOut[i] - HiOut[i]

endif

energyviolation +=abs(Viols[i])

else

Viols[i] = 0

endif

if (sign(BattReq[i]) >0) // Discharge - discount from the

battery so that effective round trip is 90%

SOC[i] = SOC[i-1] - BattReq[i] / (100* size /

maxbattery) / .95 / 36 // state of chage 100%

Battmileage += abs(BattReq[i]) / 3600

endif

if (sign(BattReq[i]) < 0) // Recharge - discount to the

battery so that effective round trip is 90%

// only recharge as fast as is possible with the

battery size
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SOC[i] = SOC[i-1] - max(BattReq[i],-size*maxbattery)

* .95 / 36 / (100 * size / maxbattery)

// Battmileage -= max(BattReq[i],-size*maxbattery) /

3600

endif

if (sign(BattReq[i]) != sign(BattReq[i-1]))

BattCycles +=1

endif

wattHour += SimOut[i] / 3600

endfor

string datevalue

String expr="([[:alpha:]]+), ([[:alpha:]]+) ([[:digit:]]+), ([[:

digit:]]+)"

String dayOfWeek, monthName, dayNumStr, yearStr

variable daynum

variable currentenergyviolation

for (i = t1 + 1; i < j-1 ; i+=1)

// compute statistics loop

datevalue = secs2date(v[i],1)

SplitString/E=(expr) datevalue, dayOfWeek, monthName,

dayNumStr, yearStr

daynum = str2num(dayNumStr)

if (SimOut[i] > 0.05 * size) // violations only matter when

PVF is above 5%
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l+=1

Days[daynum][0]+=1

endif

//count violations

// compute Po average using tau prime as the integration

period - this does not include the currently required

battery contribution

if (tauprime > 1)

Poaverage[i-tauprime/2] = (sum(SimOut,i-tauprime+1,i

) ) / tauprime

else

Poaverage[i] = SimOut[i]

endif

Poaverage[i] = SimOut[i]

if ((Poaverage[i] > HiOut[i] * 1.005 || Poaverage[i] <

LoOut[i] / 1.005) && Poaverage[i] > 0)

flag = 1

violations +=1

Days[daynum][1]+=1

if (Poaverage[i] < LoOut[i])

errorsize += LoOut[i] - Poaverage[i]

currentenergyviolation = LoOut[i] - Poaverage

[i]

if (errorsize > maxerror)

maxerror = errorsize

endif

endif
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if (Poaverage[i] > HiOut[i])

errorsize += Poaverage[i] - HiOut[i]

currentenergyviolation = Poaverage[i] - HiOut

[i]

if (errorsize > maxerror)

maxerror = errorsize

endif

endif

else

flag = 0

errorsize = 0

endif

endfor

variable worst = 100

variable worstday

for(i=1;i<30;i+=1)

Days[i][2] = (Days[i][0]-Days[i][1])/Days[i][0] * 100

if (Days[i][2] < worst)

worst = Days[i][2]

worstday = i

endif

endfor

newName3 = NameOfWave(w) + "_BatterySort";

Duplicate /O BattReq, $newName3;

Wave BattSort = $newName3

if (stoppoint != 0 && stoppoint < j )
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deletepoints stoppoint , (j-stoppoint) ,SimOut

deletepoints stoppoint , (j-stoppoint), HiOut

deletepoints stoppoint , (j-stoppoint), LoOut

deletepoints stoppoint , (j-stoppoint), BattReq

deletepoints stoppoint , (j-stoppoint), Short

endif

variable maxnow, counter, bestmax

sort /R BattSort,BattSort

maxnow = BattSort[0]

minnow = BattSort[j]

Print " "

print "Battery Allowed" , maxbattery

print "Battery Size Used relative" , maxnow / size * 100 , minnow

/ size * 100

print "Battery Size Used absolute" , maxnow , minnow

controls[11] = maxnow / size * 100

print "Battery Milage", BattMileage

controls[12] = BattMileage

print "Battery Cycles", BattCycles

print "Sum Energy" , wattHour

print "Battery Mileage factor " , BattMileage / wattHour * 100 , "

%"

print "Monthly Violations" , violations

print "Average Compliance: " ,(l-violations) / l * 100

print "Worst Day Compliance" , worst , worstday

controls[10] = worst

controls[9] = violations

print " Maximum kWmin / kW error" , (maxerror / 60) / size
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controls[13] = (maxerror / 60) / size

print "Energy violation" , (energyviolation/3600)

print " Suggest 99.5 % :" ,BattSort[(l - (.995 * l - violations/2)

)] /size * 100

print " Suggest 95 % :" ,BattSort[(l - (.95 * l - violations/2))]

/ size * 100

return worst

end
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APPENDIX L

IGOR Pro Code for IV Curve Fitting

This Appendix presents code written in Igor Pro which assists in fitting IV curves

from photovoltaic devices to the 5 parameter diode model. Use and development of

this code is discussed in chapter 2, section 2.5.

// Created by Daniel Cormode

// June 2012

// This is a set of routines to manipulate IV curves from solar curve

tracers.

// The principle of operation is to fit the IV curve to a five parameter

diode model use the fit results for all other actions

//

// Implemented functions include

// - fitting an existing IV curve to a five parameter model

// - computing the MPP of a five parameter fit

// - adding IV curves both in series and parallel configurations

// - generating an IV curve from a five parameter fit

//

// J and I are used interchangeably to indicate current

Variable Isc

function simplefit(Vwave, Iwave)
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wave Vwave, Iwave

wave w , D_cons // these waves should already exist

Duplicate /O Vwave Fit_V

Duplicate /O Iwave, Fit_I

Variable V_FitError, count = 0

do

V_FitError = 0

FuncFit/ODR=3/NTHR=0/Q /W=2 ImplicitFivePramDiode, w

/X={Vwave,Iwave} /XD={Fit_V,Fit_I} /C=D_cons

count += 1

while (V_FitError !=0 && count < 50)

if (count > 40)

Printf " too many fitting attempts"

endif

print w[0] , w[1] , w[2], w[3] , w[4]

print count

end

Function ImplicitFivePramDiode(w,V,j) : FitFunc

Wave w

Variable V

Variable j
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// this function is modified from Jenny Nelson, Physics of Solar

Cells, 2003

// Jsc -> w[0] short circuit current

// Jo -> w[1]

// q / KbT -> w[2]

// ARs -> w[3] series resistance

// Rsh -> w[4] shunt resistance

// Note that w[0] is not exactly the short circuit current. When V = 0, j

= w[0] - w[1] * e^( w[3] * j) - j * w[3] / w[4]

// assuming that w[3] * j is very small and that w[4] is large and that w

[1] is small permits the further assumption that w[0] = Isc

// Useage example:

//FuncFit/ODR=3/NTHR=0 ImplicitFivePramDiode, w /X={Vwave,Iwave} /XD={

V_Fit,I_Fit} /C=D_cons

// Igor Implicit Fit functions will fit a set a points to a function

whose value is 0.

return w[0]-w[1]*(e^(w[2]* (V) + w[3] * j)) - ( V + j * w[3] ) / w

[4] - j

end
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